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1
Introduction

This study is about the promotional techniques tempt to create a favorable environment by guar-
and structures that countries employ in their anteeing repatriation of profits, assuring access to
competition to attract foreign direct investment. imported components, and promising not to ex-
On the basis of the evidence we collected, we ar- propriate property without compensation. Fur-
gue that: ther, governments recognize the importance of

i different combinations of promotional tech- political stability, realistic exchange rates, and
niques are useful at different phases of a promo- rapid growth in attracting foreign investment.
tion program; Although attracting foreign investment requires

efforts in many areas, promotion techniques pro-
* the type of organization responsible for pro- vide an important mechanism for communicat-

motion makes a difference in effectiveness; ing all these efforts to potential investors.
Promotion efforts are the result of competition

promotion programr by governments in the effort to attract foreign di-
promotion program; rect investment. This competition is not entirely

* investment promotion appears to have a sta- new; what is new is its aggressiveness and inten-
tistically significant influence on foreign invest- sity. The new attitudes have, in many instances,
ment flows; and, particularly important, led to large expenditures on promotion by gov-

* investment promotion programs have ernments attempting to attract foreign firms. In
proved effective in attracting only certain kinds 1986 the agencies that we studied spent, on an av-
of investors, erage, about $8 million on promotion. There has

been virtually no research on the effectiveness of
Promotional techniques consist of providing these expenditures. Many observers have sus-

information to potential investors, creating an at- pected that much money was wasted. Aggregate
tractive image of the country as a place to invest, data examined in this study, however, showed a
and providing services to prospective investors. significant correlation between promotional pro-
Promotion is only one of several tools available to grams and the success of countries in attracting
countries eager to attract foreign investment. foreign investment. Statistical data of this sort en-
Governments offer tax incentives and grants; pro- courage one to examine the subject further. More
vide industrial estates, export processing zones, detailed data reported in this study do suggest
and other infrastructure; and attempt to simplify that certain types of promotion are effective in at-
the bureaucratic procedures facing potential in- tracting particular kinds of investors.
vestors, for example. They negotiate bilateral tax, For many countries, especially developing
trade, and investment treaties with countries countries, the need to do something to attract
from wherever investments might come. They at- more foreign direct investment has taken on a
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new urgency during the 1980s. Between 1979 and vestment and competition among firms f:r mar-
1984, direct investment flows to these countries ket share.6 Given the similarities in the nature of
declined by an annual ave:rage rate of 7 percent. the competition, it is not surprising that co ir.tries
During the same period, developing countries are adopting marketing strategies that p:arallel
suffered from the effects of the debt crisis, which those of private companies. Some of the fi ncdings
was principally responsible for a 13 percent aver- of research on company marketing progra-ms can
age annual decline in total bank lending to these thus benefit countries that are trying to attract in-
countries., vestment.

Indeed, growth in the supply of foreign direct Organizations seeking to develop coml etitive
investment to both industrial and developing strategies for marketing activities can, to some ex-
countries slowed during the 1970s and the 1980s. tent, manipulate three variables in their overall
Between 1960 and 1970, fonrign direct investment marketing programs:
by member countries of the Organization for Eco- * The product, or, if the marketer is a country,
nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD) the intrinsic advantages and disadvantage of the
grew by an annual average real rate of 11.6 per- iegtg
cent; between 1974 and 1979, this rate of growth ivestment site;
decreased to 4.9 percent, and during the period * the price, or the cost to the investor of locat-
1980-83, it dropped even further, to 3.2 percent. 2 ing and operating within the investment site. For

Given the phenomenon of a potentially declin- governments, this usually means tax incentives,
ing supply of foreign direct: investment, coupled grants, tariff protection, and similar price mecha-
with an increasing or, at best, stable demand for nisms; and
foreign direct investment and limited prospects * promotion, or activities that disseminate in-
for receiving development finance from the inter- f
national banking sector, it is little wonder that f at
competition for foreign direct investment has in- the investment site and provide investME.t ser-
tensified.3 vices for the prospective investor.

Competition for foreign direct investment has The focus of this research is on promotior.. Dur-
also increased because of the entry of new play- ing the 1980s, many governments eithe:1: have
ers. Developing countries lthat traditionally, be- started investment promotion programs ard giv-
cause of their large domestic markets or en those involved the mandate of increas:.ng in-
significant reserves of natural resources, did not ward investment or have put pressure on e:, isting
think it necessary to compete for foreign invest- promotion agencies to draw in more forei ,r di-
ment have begun to compete seriously for export- rect investment.
oriented investment. This phenomenon appears
to be the result of, among other things, changes in The Context of the Research
the international economic environment that
have characterized the period of the late 1970s Promotion is, in fact, a part of the wider context
and the 1980s. During this period, raw material of relations between host governments ar 1 for-
prices seemed more unstable than usual. At the eign direct investors. The host government: ' ;ide
same time, import-substituting policies seemed of relations with foreign direct investors cocmists
to be running out of steam. As a result, an increas- of a number of steps:
ing number of developing countries eschewed re- * attracting foreign direct investment through

source-driven and import-oriented growth a marketing mix of product, promotional, amd
strategies in favor of growth strategies that em- pricing strategies;
phasized the export of manufactured goods.4 Fur-
ther, during the same period, industrial countries * screening foreign investment proposahs to
became even more active as, they began to court identify those that are desirable and deserve sup-
not only firms from other inclustrial countries but port;
also firms from developing countries that were Monitoring foreign investment to e:isure
beginning to spawn their own multinational en- that the investment conforms to expecta ins;
terprises. 5 and

The new competitive foreign investment
environment has prompted. analogies between * intervening in foreign direct investment if
competition among governrnents for foreign in- the operations can be made more favorable,

2



The benefits of foreign investment have long elements of a marketing mix in a consumer or
been the subject of debate.7 Although this re- industrial marketing environment are usually
search will not add to the debate on the costs and complementary; similarly, in a well-designed
benefits that accrue from foreign direct invest- program to attract foreign investment, promo-
ment, it will occasionally draw on the conclusions tion, incentives, and policies designed to improve
of recent research in this area.' Despite the fact the "climate" of an investment site should also
that Marxists, nationalists, and dependency-ori- complement each other. Redesign of part of one
ented analysts tend to be critical of the role of element may well affect the working of another
multinational corporations in developing coun- part of the marketing program.
tries, governments would presumably seek for- We believe that there are phases in a marketing
eign direct investment only if enough officials program during which a government can offset
believed that a substantial portion of this invest- increased expenditures on one marketing activity
ment was either inherently beneficial to the econ- with reduced expenditures on another activity.
omy or could be made beneficial through various There may be other phases during which a gov-
types of government involvement. ernment must simultaneously increase expendi-

Policies designed to attract investment have ture on all marketing activities. And there may be
various aims: still other phases during which governments

* to increase the quantity of foreign invest- must follow a certain sequence in devoting re-
ment directly; sources to the marketing activities of pricing,

product, and promotion.
* to increase the quantity of foreign invest- Research has dealt with some of the marketing

ment indirectly by, for instance, improving the activities designed to attract investment and
country's investment image; some aspects of the relations between govern-

* to increase the quality of foreign investment ments and foreign investors. Of particular inter-
directly or indirectly by targeting specific types of est have been studies on pricing through
investors; or investment incentives, and other works on prod-

uct enhancement strategies, which include stud-
* to increase the number of firms competing to ies of the effects of a wide range of economic and

invest in a specific project. Research has shown political policies." The investment screening
that an increase in the number of firms competing function has received some attention;' 2 research
to invest in a project is likely to lead to improve- has been conducted on the function of monitor-
ments in the terms and conditions of agreements ing foreign investments;"3 and the literature fea-
negotiated by host governments because of the tures numerous analyses of the circumstances
resultant increase in the bargaining power of the under which governments tend to intervene in
host government.' foreign direct investment. 14 Despite the increas-

Promotion activities, pricing through invest- ing expenditures by countries on investment pro-
ment incentives, and even policies to improve an motion activities, however, there is almost no
investment climate may, at times, be considered research on this subject. The existing literature on
substitutes in the attraction of investment. Funds international business, economic development,
for promotion could be used to finance these oth- and international marketing provides little in the
er activities. As a practical matter, the channeling way of assistance for practitioners in this field.
of funds between promotion and incentives is es- Especially neglected have been the effectiveness
pecially likely in instances in which allocations of the investment promotion function in general
for investment incentives and investment promo- and the relative effectiveness of different promo-
tion activities are drawn from the same budget tional techniques and structures.
and coordinated by the same government agen- We feel that extensive research in this area is
cy.10 An optimal program to attract foreign invest- necessary because of the funds that governments
ment would allocate resources to each of these are spending on investment promotion. Further,
marketing activities up to the point at which the there is wide disagreement as to whether such ex-
marginal return on more resources devoted to penditures are worthwhile. Statistical analysis of
each activity would be just less than could be ob- aggregate data, described in detail in chapter 4,
tained from allocating the resources to other ac- suggests that there is a significant relationship be-
tivities that also attract foreign investment. The tween promotion and foreign investment, but
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analysis based on aggregate figures inevitably re- approvals from various government depart-
mains inconclusive. ments, preparing project proposals, condtu:t.ng

This study takes a first step toward remedying feasibility studies, and providing services t: the
the lack of research on investment promotion by investor after projects have become operaticnal.
analyzing the promotion activities of a number of
countries. We shall identify and categorize the Definition of Investment
promotion strategies that are being used by these
governments, analyze the various organizational The emphasis in this study will be on foreij n di-
approaches they employ to carry out the invest- rect investment: the establishment or purchase by
ment promotion function, and develop a frame- residents of one country of a substantial owr er-
work that will assist in determining which ship and management share-usually mea* u. ed
investment promotion techn'iques and structures by a minimum equity stake of 10 percent---cf a
are effective and under what conditions. business in another country. At times durir . the

study, reference will be made to reinvestment, de-
Objectives of the Research fined to include any increase in the foreign hcld-

ing in an existing investment, either throtgh
The problems faced by many governments as reinvested earnings or through inflows of new
they attempt to establish successful investment capital. The foreign investor can be either an in di-
promotion functions can be categorized into the vidual or a corporation, and the investment can
three broad components of this research project: be wholly owned by foreigners or a joint venture

* strategy-how to identify the combination of between foreign and local interests. Foreign di-
the available investment promotion techniques rect investment excludes activities such as li.ens-
that could be most effectively used to attract in- ing, subcontracting, and portfolio investme t, in
vestors to their economies; which there is either no significant equity :)r no

significant control by foreign management. NJ v-
* structure-how to determine the most ap- ertheless, promotion efforts may well induc for-

propriate form of organization for the investment eign firms to undertake activities other than
promotion function; and direct investment. We shall not attempt to :rack

* performance-how to evaluate the effective- such results.
ness of their investment promrrotion function, both
in general terms, and with respect to specific in- Conceptual Themes
vestment promotion techniques.

Two issues studied by others in different cor. Ite Kts
Definition of Promotion have guided this research. The first is that of how

to market a product effectively when the bu c'e:^ is
For the purposes of this research, investment pro- well informed, purchases infrequently, and
motion is defined to include only certain market- makes large, discrete purchases. We proposc that
ing activities through which governments try to firms investing abroad go through a decisior. pro-
attract foreign direct investors. Promotion ex- cess that has its analogies in other, more h r-
cludes the granting of incentives to foreign inves- oughly studied decisions by corporationis to
tors, the screening of foreign investment, and purchase industrial products. The decision pro-
negotiation with foreign investors, even though cesses involved when corporations make I alge
many of the organizations responsible for con- discrete purchases are quite sirmilar to the pr. Icess
ducting investment promotion activities may by which investment decisions are made. Th . s, in
also conduct these other activities. this study, we shall draw from the ideas an [I he

Investment promotion includes the following research of others who have studied the effec tive-
types of activity: advertisinrg, direct mailing, ness of various approaches to marketing tc cor-
investment seminars, investnent missions, par- porations. This branch of research w thin
ticipation in trade shows andl exhibitions, distri- industrial marketing suggests that certain p:o-
bution of literature, one-to-one direct marketing motional techniques are more effective at mine
efforts, preparation of itineraries for visits of pro- stages of the industrial buying decision pr:.cess
spective investors, matching prospective inves- than at others. Similar techniques have si:rnilar
tors with local partners, acquiring permits and functions in the investment decision process

4



The second issue is the choice whether to orga- ment promotion officials from a selection of
nize certain nontraditional government activities countries that had investment promnotion repre-
in the government or in the private sector. Both sentatives on the East Coast of the United States.
possibilities, plus some intermediate approaches, It seemed likely that most countries active in in-
seem to exist for investment promotion efforts. vestment promotion would have some invest-
Certain activities other than investment promo- ment promotion representation in the primary
tion are undertaken in some countries by the pub- financial region of the world's largest economy
lic sector even though they have many of the In this phase, we conducted interviews with pro-
same attributes as activities that usually reside in motional representatives (in one case the former
the private sector. In other countries, however, director of a promotional program) from twenty
these same activities, while financed by the pub- countries. These twenty countries were chosen
lic sector, are managed by the private sector. The from the thirty countries listed by the Business Fa-
reasons activities reside in the public sector but cilities magazine as those most actively seeking
are sometimes managed by private organizations inward investment from U.S.-based companies .6

have been studied by others. In this research we We felt that the selection and exarmination of
have drawn on these other studies. twenty countries at this stage would provide suf-

ficient data for an appreciation for the general
Research Design patterns of investment promotion.

These interviews were focused or. the coun-
We used two approaches in conducting this re- tries' involvement in investment promotion; the
search-statistical analysis and field-based inter- differing roles of source and host country offices;
views. In order to establish that investment the promotional techniques and structures used
promotion had a significant influence on inflows including any changes over time; and the meth-
of foreign investment, we used multiple regres- ods used, and success achieved in measuring the
sion analysis to test data on fifty industrial and effectiveness of various promotional techniques.
developing countries. We divided the set of coun- Promotional representatives were also requested
tries on the basis of their involvement or lack of to indicate those countries that they felt were ac-
involvement in investment promotion and in- tive and successful in investment promotion.
cluded in the regression model other variables
researchers have suggested are important deter- Sample Selection
minants of foreign investment. The analysis indi-
cated a strong positive relation between We used the information obtained fromn these rep-
investment promotion and inflows of foreign in- resentatives of promotional operations to choose
vestment. These tests could not, however, evalu- a sample of countries in which to conduct more
ate the effectiveness of particular promotional intensive, on-site investigations into the invest-
techniques and structures, and they left serious ment promotion operation. These investigations
questions of causality. composed phase 2 of the research, which consist-

Since there has been very little research on the ed of on-site research on the techniques and struc-
subject of investment promotion, to conduct eval- tures employed by ten investment promotion
uations of the effectiveness of particular promo- operations in nine countries and one territory, A
tional techniques and structures, we had to carefully selected sample of ten agencies would
gather data at first hand in the field.15 Thus, the provide, it seemed, sufficient variation in pat-
second approach that we used was structured in- terns to cover adequately the spectrurn of invest-
terviews with individuals involved directly and ment promotion techniques and structures in use.
indirectly in investment promotion. We inter- Several factors were taken into consideration in
viewed promotional officials from countries that choosing the ten promotion operations. Coun-
have been active in investment promotion. Since tries that, by their own admission, had made un-
we were not trying to explain why countries successful promotional efforts in the past but had
engage in investment promotion, we made no since begun to promote investment mnore success-
attempt to conduct interviews in countries that fully were included. We felt that if we examined
have not engaged in investment promotion promotional efforts over time in these countries,
activities. we would be in a better positioni to identify the

The interviews were conducted in three phas- impact of promotion. In such environments, it
es. Phase 1 consisted of interviews with invest- would be possible at least partially to control the
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effects of other variables, such as political and investments. The goal was to measure the effec-
economic (product) factors, and incentives (price) tiveness of various approaches to prom r:ton. We
factors, that are also involved in the attraction of interviewed managers involved in thir-y invest-
foreign direct investment. ment decisions from twenty-eight ccrmpanies.

The criteria for choosing the final list of coun- The list of companies was stratified along the di-
tries included travel budget considerations, the mension of type of investment-that is; whether
ability to gain access to promotion agencies, and the investment was for export or to ser,'e the do-
the inclusion of countries with a reputation for ef- mestic economy. For practical reasons, the focus
fective promotional efforts. We also included in was on foreign direct investors from tl-e United
the sample countries that had changed promo- States. In these interviews we focused on the ear-
tional approaches over time with changes in re- ly stages of the decision process, to determine the
sults. Another objective was that the final sample effect of promotion methods on the investment
of countries should incIlude countries at different decision. This approach was similar to the meth-
levels of development, of varying size, and in dif- odology employed in some of the early studies of
ferent locations. At the same time, because of the the foreign investment decision proce s. 1 Since
a priori hypothesis that the type of investment an understanding of the decisionmakirng process
most likely to be influenced by the efforts of pro- required that managers recall the inputs into this
motion agencies was internationally mobile, ex- process, the investments we studied wenr all re-
port-oriented investment, we made an attempt to cent (1985 to 1987).
include more than one country with access, often Aside from obtaining specific information
preferential, to the same regional market. Costa about the motivations behind particular invest-
Rica and Jamaica, for example, both had prefer- ment decisions and the role of promot:on agen-
ential access to the United States market through cies in the making of these decisions, we also
the Caribbean Basin Initiative; Britain and Ireland used the interviews to obtain more gen:i. ral infor-
both had preferential access to the European mation about the promotional techni:lues that
Community. In the end, the following locations foreign investors consider most effective.
were chosen for on-site research visits: Britain,
Canada, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Ireland, Jamaica, Methodologies Used in Related Marketing Ze:;earch
Malaysia, Scotland, Singapore, and Thailand.

These on-site research visits consisted of inter- The most difficult methodological issue in this re-
views with promotional officials, other govern- search has been measurement of the effeictiveness
ment officials, representaitives of the chambers of of promotion efforts. The problem is rimilar to
commerce of the United States and other coun- that of measuring the effectiveness of acl vertising
tries, commercial officers of the U.S. embassy, and promotion in a consumer or indus Irial mar-
representatives of foreign aid organizations, rep- keting setting. The methodological aT:proaches
resentatives of international organizations, and used in previous studies o.f advertising efective-
consultants involved in investment promotion. In ness can be grouped into the following I hree gen-
all, about 100 interviews were conducted during eral categories: factual recall of advert sements,
this phase of the research. The interviews at- econometric studies, and controllecl experi-
tempted to probe more deeply into the promo- ments."8 One of the debates in the literalure on
tional techniques and structures identified this subject concerns the relevant stand ird of ef-
during the interviews we conducted during thie fectiveness: increases in sales, or increases in an
first phase. We made attempts to corroborate in- intermediate measure other than fir a] sales.
formation received from promotion agencies Among the measures that are often adv icated as
through interviews with other more disinterested appropriate intermediate measures are attitudi-
parties. During this phase, we also conducted ar- nal changes caused by advertising. TI ose who
chival research to acquire secondary information advocate using an intermediate measur. c :ntend
on past investment promotion techniques and that advertising is only one of the fact or; influ-
structures and independent evaluations of the in- encing sales and that it is not sufficien [ly domi-
vestment promotion activities of the promotional nant to be directly related to sales.'9

operations under study. Many marketing theorists still maint. in, how-
During phase 3, we interviewed managers ever, that the only appropriate measure of adver-

from firms that investecl in one or more of the tising effectiveness is the effect of adve: tising on
countries under review or were considering such sales. This view usually rests on the prE n.se that
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although there are indeed many factors that affect vice activities relied upon interviews with
sales, statistical techniques can be used to distin- managers to assess the success of particular ad-
guish the effect of advertising from that of other vertising campaigns in their ability to make atti-

factors. Proponents of this school of thought also tudinal changes or the success of particular
argue that attitudinal changes, as usually mea- service programs in providing the investor with
sured, are unreliable indicators of effectiveness, adequate levels of service. The evaluations of
since they can follow sales as well as lead them.2 0 promotional activities designed to generate in-
They argue further that one cannot rely on the vestment directly relied primarily upon attempts
factual recall technique that assumes that factual to count the number of investments these activi-
recall of advertising leads to attitudinal and be- ties generated in determining how effective the
havioral changes, which by themselves are an ad- particular promotional activities had been.
equate measure of the effectiveness of the Investment promotion agencies themselves
advertising, since several studies have suggested use different methodologies to evaluate the effec-
that there may be little relation between what a tiveness of their own investment promotion ac-
person recalls on the one hand and what he does tivities. We shall describe the process by which
on the other.2" these evaluations are conducted and, where they

Nevertheless, we relied primarily on interme- are available, the results of the evaluations.
diate measures of effectiveness for two reasons: Before examining the effectiveness of the pro-
Since "sales" actually represented infrequent and motional efforts of countries, however, we shall
important investments in this instance, the se- address the first two issues that governments face
quence of attitude and "sale" could be more easi- in creating a new investment promotion function
ly distinguished than in a consumer marketing or improving an existing one. They need to devel-
setting, and for this study, an attempt was made op a set of investment promotion strategies. The
to elicit "factual recall" of the factors that had in- research findings that will be set out in chapter 2
fluenced a decision process, in addition to "factu- suggest that in this effort, governments can bene-
al recall" of what was seen or heard. We also fit from viewing investment promotion as a type
conducted an econometric study, however, to test of industrial marketing. Governments then need
for the influence of promotion. to identify the appropriate organizational struc-

In this research, we drew on studies done by ture to implement these promotion strategies.
third parties on the effectiveness of various in- The research findings that will be set out in chap-
vestment promotion techniques. For these evalu- ter 3 suggest that this organizational choice falls
ations a variety of methodologies was used. In within the realm of public or private manage-
general, the evaluations of advertising and ser- ment of certain government activities.
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Notes 11. Important studies of investment incentives include Grant
Reuber et al., Prvate Foreign Investment in Development (Oxford: Claren-
don Press, 1973); and, more recently, Stephen E. Guisinger and associ-

1. These figures are calculated from Table VI-2 "Total Resource ates, Investment Incentives and Performance Requirements (New York:
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The Roles of Various Promotion Techniques

Conventional wisdom holds that a targeted Types of Investment Promotion Techniques
strategy is the most appropriate approach to
investment promotion.' A study of investment Although investment promotion is ultimately
promotion made by sRm International posits that aimed at attracting investors, at another level of
"there is almost universal consensus on the point generalization promotion activities are designed
that investment promotion activities should be to accomplish three different objectives:
targeted, both in order to direct investment flows * to improve a country's image within the in-
into 'priority' sectors and to utilize scarce promo- vestment community as a favorable location for
tional resources efficiently."2 There is a certain investment (image-building activities);
amount of logic to support this conclusion. Em-
pirical observations, however, suggest that, con- * to generate investment directly (investment-
trary to conventional recommendations, some generating activities); and
promotion agencies adopt a general approach to * to provide services to prospective and
promotion and others use a mix of techniques current investors (investment-service activities).
that include targeted and general techniques. The
f'requency with which techniques other than tar- Image-building and investment-service activi-
geted approaches appear makes one wonder ties have as their ultimate objectives the attrac-
whethertargeted promotioealrmateesanemwonere tion of more investment. But their immediate

effective than general strategies under all condi- goals are different, and, it could be argued, ap-
effectiosI thanot, neralt under wacoion are otei- propriate measures of effectiveness are different.
tioaches.If not,undere effective? conditionsa r ap- In the course of interviews with officials from
proaches more effective? promotion agencies we identified at least twelve

In this chapter we shall propose a model that is different promotional techniques that were in use
consistent with the approaches to the investment by at least some of the countries that we studied,
promotion processes that we observed. Under as follows:
this model targeted promotional techniques and
general promotional techniques are likely to be 1. Advertising in general financial media.
used, and to be effective, in different circum- 2. Participating in investment exhibitions.
stances. This model explicitly recognizes the close
parallels between the industrial buying and the 3. Advertising in industry- or sector-specific
investment decisions and, accordingly, draws on
the work of researchers who have studied the 4. Conducting general investment missions
promotional techniques that are most effective in from source country to host country or from host
selling industrial products to corporations. country to source country.
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5. Conducting general information seminars Most agencies used image-building techr [ques
on investment opportunities. simply with the objective of changing the i:-nage

of the country as a place to invest. These countiies
6. Engaging in direct mail or telemarketing had no expectation that these activities woald

campaigns. generate investment directly. Britain's IBB, Ill vest-

7. Conducting industry- or sector-specific in- ment Canada, Ireland's IDA, Singapore's EDB,

vestment missions from source country to host Locate in Scotland, and Malaysia's MIDA all fell
country or vice versa. into this category. Shortly after their creation, the

IBB and Investment Canada engaged in inte:nse
8. Conducting industry- or sector-specific in- promotional campaigns, with the intention of

formation seminars. changing the image of their respective countries

9. Engagng in firm-specific research followed in the corporate investment communities. IDA

by "sales" presentations. began its active promotional activities wiith an
advertising campaign designed to establish an

10. Providing investment counseling services. image of Ireland as a prime site for internati:3nal-
ly mobile investment. The EDB advertised in the

11. Expediting the processing of applications wake of the recession of the mid-1980s wit-i :he
and permits. aim of reminding the business community tŽiat

12. Providing postinvestment services. Singapore was, despite the recent recession, still a
very attractive investment location. MIDA and

These promotional techniques were typically Locate in Scotland maintained a minimal adver-
employed for different purposes. Some, especial- tising exposure in media aimed at particular in-
ly techniques I to 5, were usually directed toward dustrial sectors to keep their respective countries
building a particular image for the country; in in the minds of potential investors.
contrast, techniques 6 to 9 were used to generate Another, smaller group of agencies expected
investment directly, and techniques 10 to 12 were image-building techniques to generate in vEst-
investment-service techniques. Although the ment directly but were disappointed that the .c-
goals of the techniques overlapped to some tivities were not effective in accomplishing their
extent, this classification scheme seems to capture goals. The early years of Jamaica's JNIP arid of
reasonably well the objectives that typically lay Costa Rica's CINDE and the efforts of Indoncsia's
behind the use of the various techniques. BKPM illustrate this second group of agerlciEs.

During the early years of its life, Jamaica'< JIIp

Image-Building Techniques used advertising, missions, and seminars a:id
participated in investment exhibitions ill mn

All promotion agencies in the sample were using, attempt to create a favorable image in the int: rrna-
or had used in the past, one or more of the image- tional investment community following the e?lec-
building techniques (see table 1). tion of the conservative Seaga government. The

Table 1 Primary Image-Building Techniques Used by Agencies

Locality Promotion agency Image-building techniques used

Britain Invest in Britain Bureau ([BB) 1, 2, 4, 5
Canada Investment Canada 1, 3
Costa Rica Costa Rican Investment Promotion Program (CINDE) 2, 3, 4
Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) 4, 5
Ireland Industrial Development Authority (IDA) 1, :3
Jamaica Jarrmaica National Investment Promotion (rNiP) 2, 3, 4, 5
Malaysia Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) 2, 4
Scotland Locate in Scotland (LIS) 1, 2
Singapore Eccnomic Development Board (EDB) I
Thailand Board of Investment (BoI) l
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Table 2 Primary Investment-Generating Techniques Used by Agencies

Locality Promotion agency Investment-generating techniques used

Britain Invest in Britain Bureau (IBB) 6, 9

Canada Investment Canada 9
Costa Rica Costa Rican Investment Promotion Program (CINDE) 6, 9

Ireland Industrial Development Authority (IDA) 9

Jamaica Jamaica National Investment Promotion (jNIP) 6, 8
Malaysia Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) 6

Scotland Locate in Scotland (LIS) 6, 9

Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB) 9

Thailand Board of Investment (BOI) 7

agency also, however, expected that these tech- investment-generating. The use of these tech-
niques would lead directly to investments from niques by the various agencies we studied is
abroad. Eventually, JNIP's disappointment led it to listed in table 2.
change its approach to promotion. CINDE began in- All the agencies in the study that had used in-
vestment promotion efforts by using promotional vestment-generating techniques considered that
activities such as seminars, participation in in- these techniques could generate investment di-
vestment exhibitions, and missions, all designed rectly. (Only Indonesia's BKPM had not, before
to generate investment directly. Although CINDE, 1988, used any investment-generating tech-
in 1987, still participated in investment exhibi- niques.) The consensus among agencies,
tions, the agency no longer expected these exhibi- however, was that these techniques were effec-
tions to produce investment directly. It had, tive only to the extent that they were a vehicle
moreover, shifted its principal focus to other ap- through which decisionmakers, in companies
proaches. Indonesia's BKPM used investment mis- likely to invest, could be identified, personally
sions and seminars, arranged either by the contacted, and encouraged to invest in a particu-
agency or by consultants, as the agency's primary lar country. Jamaica's JNIP, Malaysia's MIDA, and
promotional techniques. BKPM expected that these Britain's IBB attempted to identify companies to
events would lead directly to investments, al- which tailored presentations could be given pri-
though we believe that they were not effective in marily by following up direct mail, telemarketing
that effort. efforts, leads from specific seminars, or, in the

One agency in the sample fit into a third cate- case of the IBB, companies in the agency's key cor-
gory: Thailand's BOI expected image-building porate directory. Ireland's IDA, Scotland's LIS, In-
techniques to generate investment directly and vestment Canada, Costa Rica's CINDE, and
found that the techniques did indeed seem to Singapore's EDB identified prospective companies
generate investment. The agency sponsored a primarily by engaging in detailed, firm-specific
promotional campaign in Japan during 1986 that research. The identification of prospective com-
relied principally on advertising and direct mail panies was followed by efforts to gain audiences
activities. The campaign appeared to be success- with decisionmakers in these companies so that
ful in generating investment directly. We believe, sales presentations could be conducted.
however, that this case represents an exception to
the general pattern.3 Investment-Service Techniques

Investment-Generating Techniques All the investment promotion agencies in the
sample regarded investment services such as in-

We classified direct mail or telemarketing cam- vestment counseling, expediting the processing
paigns (technique 6), industry or sector-specific of applications and permits, and providing
investment missions and information seminars postinvestment services (techniques 10-12) as in-
(techniques 7-8), and firm-specific research tegral components of the investment promotion
leading to "sales" presentations (technique 9) as function. All agencies participated in one or more
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of these activities. There is, however, no evidence tive investors, the focus of the promrnional
that these activities can serve to generate new in- program shifted to investment generation.
vestment interest or be a primary force in build- The sequence just described was not followed
ing or changing images, nor do agencies expect by all agencies. Several agencies did not begin in-
such results. Rather, agencies expect investment- vestment promotion operations by focusing on
service activities to hold already interested inves- image building. Others did begin with s uch a
tors, to help keep investors that have already focus, shifted thereafter to a focus on inve mnient
made commitments to invest, and to induce firms generation, but then continued to use imnage-
to reinvest rather than move to new investment building activities extensively as changing eco-
sites. nomic conditions within the country or in t -ie ex-

There appears to be little doubt, on the basis of ternal environment created a rLew need to cliange
our observations of the diflferent objectives and or build images.
varied activities of agencies, that agencies engage By the same reasoning, one can readilh, con-
in these three distinct types of promotional activ- ceive of situations in which an agency mai; have
ity to accomplish their broader goal of attracting no need to begin its promotional program vith a
foreign direct investment. Indeed, the extent to focus on image building. If a country does not
which agencies used one type of promotional ac- have a negative image as a potential si. e for
tivity in preference to the other two often seemed inward investment, 'for instance, and if its
to follow a certain sequence and correspond to a strengths as such a site are already well known in
particular promotional strategy. We do not the international investment community, then
believe that the sequence we observed is neces- there will be substantially less need for the invest-
sarily right in all circumstances for all countries; ment promotion agency to develop a promot:.on-
we do, however, believe that there is a logic un- al strategy that features an initial period of image-
derlying the sequence that can be helpful to coun- building activity. Nevertheless, for many -cun-
tries that are trying to design an appropriate mix tries the sequence of image building followecl by
of activities. investment-generating activities was freqc.-ently

observed.
Strategies of Investment Promotion Programs It could be argued that the logic of the pa :terns

we observed is no more than that of a learring
Governments tend to engage in all three types of process. Countries begin their promotion c fforts
investment promotion activities to varying with an easy technique, such as advertis ig or
degrees most of the time, but in their attempts to conducting a general mission. When they learn
promote their countries as investment sites, they that it does not generate investment, they heed
tend to concentrate their mix of promotional ac- the common advice of targeting. While tl era is
tivities at any one time toward image building or evidence that some agencies moved from a focus
investment generation. Thus we were able to on image building to a focus on investmen- gen-
classify the investment proinotion program of a eration as their organizations learned more about
country, according to its focus at a particular time, investment promotion, there is also considi. rable
as image building or investment generation. evidence against this interpretation as ar. a de-

One factor that influenced the mix of promo- quate description of the general patterii ob-
tional techniques used by an agency was its de- served. This evidence comes primarily i: i the
velopment cycle. In several instances, when form of country experiences. There is aLso,
government policy was changed to encourage however, a literature in indust:rial marketin, ihat
foreign investment, the promotional organization suggests the existence of and the logic for pro-
focused on image building with the objective of motional strategy such as that identified i: :his
advising the investment community about the research. The parallels are quite close.
government's new attitude toward foreign in-
vestment and its interest in attracting investors. Promotional Strategies in Industrial Marketing
In other instances this concentration on image-
building activities coincided with the creation of The foreign investment decision is simi Ar in
an agency whose principal function was to attract several respects to the industrial buying de( si on.
investment. When the government managers In both situations the relevant market comlr:ses
from these organizations felit that an appropriate discrete, lumpy, relatively infrequent but oJften
image had been formed in the minds of prospec- important "purchases" by corporations. T his
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similarity suggests that much can be understood industrial buying and investment decisions, we
about the process by which corporations make in- argue that a corporation also goes through stages
vestment decisions by examining the work of re- in deciding to make an investment decision.
searchers in industrial marketing on the subject Further, we suggest that promotion agencies
of the way corporations decide to make industrial design their programs to match the decision pro-
purchases. cesses of their customers. Thus, a promotion

Researchers have divided the types of purchas- agency that has had little involvement or success
es industrial buyers make into three groups. Two in attracting companies is likely to be dealing
of these groups are of primary interest for this mainly with investors who are in the awareness
study. These are the "first purchase" from a stage of the investment decision process. Such an
vendor, and the "routine reorder" from the agency is likely to use the impersonal promotion-
vendor who supplied the first purchase. 4 For this al techniques that research suggests are most ef-
study, the most relevant section of the marketing fective at that stage of the industrial buying
literature is that which explains how corpora- decision. Agencies that have a record of attracting
tions make their first purchases of an industrial foreign investors and that come from countries
product. that have sound investment images are likely to

To explain the process by which corporations be dealing mainly with investors in the evalua-
and institutions make decisions on their first pur- tion and adoption stages of investment decisions.
chases of industrial products, researchers in in- These agencies are likely to use the personal pro-
dustrial marketing applied a model that was motional techniques that research suggests are ef-
originally formulated to describe the process by fective at these stages of the buying decision
which innovations are adopted. This model sug- process. Finally, in countries in which most in-
gests that buying units in corporations or institu- vestment comes from reinvestment by existing
tions go through the following five stages when firms, and in which this investment nearly satis-
making a first purchase decision: awareness, in- fies the countries' foreign investment require-
terest, evaluation, trial, and adoption. 5 ments, promotion agencies are likely to

This model of an industrial buying decision deemphasize the function of providing informa-
was used by marketing researchers to investigate tion to new firms, concentrating instead on pro-
the functions of various information sources at viding adequate levels of service to existing
these discrete stages of the purchase or adoption firms.
process. They found that different information Since no agency will, at any particular time, be
sources were most effective at different stages. dealing with investors who are all at the same
During the awareness and the interest stages, the stage of the investment decision process, every
most effective information sources were imper- agency can be expected to use all three types of
sonal sources such as advertising. During the promotional activity. One would expect the
evaluation, trial, and adoption stages, however, pattern that we observed, however, as agencies

th mos efetv inomto sore in gaining patr tha we obevd hoee,as. e
the most effecthve information sources of gatin-g vary their mix of promotional activities according
adoption of the innovation or purchase of the in- to the stages at which most prospective investors
dustrial product were personal sources, such as . .
direct contact from salesmen or from other firms.6 are in the sion ocess.

Reinvestment decisions also have their parallel The relations among the stages of an industrial
in industrial marketing. Recall that industrial buying decision, the stages of an investment deci-
buying decisions were divided into three groups, sion, and the mix of promotional activities em-
one of which was "routine reorder," by which the ployed by an agency are depicted in table 3.
industrial buyer simply reordered from the There are other references in the industrial
vendor that supplied the first purchase. 7 Whereas marketing literature that support the idea of
first purchase decisions present the marketer adapting promotional programs to the decision
with the greatest challenge because of the need to process of the customer. For instance, the classic
outperform the competition to gain the order, for message that has been used in industrial market-
a "routine reorder" the buyer automatically reor- ing circles to indicate the importance of the cre-
ders as long as the marketer has maintained ade- ation by the marketer of an appropriate image
quate levels of quality and service. and credibility before he makes any efforts to

On the basis of the existence of stages in indus- contact prospective buyers directly is McGraw-
trial buying decisions and the parallels between Hill's "Man-in-Chair" advertisement 8 which
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appeared in several business magazines. A man Empirical Evidence on the Promotional Stra egies of
sitting in a chair says: Agencies

"I don't know who you are. In testing the empirical validity of the prn:rnotion-
I don't know your company. al strategy by which an agency attempts, to build
I don't know your company's product. an image before seeking to generate investment,
I don't know what your company stands for. one would expect to see changes in the mix of
I don't know your company's customers. promotional activities employed by a particular
I don't know your company's record. agency over time. To support the logic p roposed

for this strategy, one would. further expect to see
I don't knowyorcompay'sreptathese changes coupled with changes in the objec-

Now-what was it you. wanted to sell me?" tives of agencies, or with their success cr 'ack of
Moral: Sales start before your salesman calls- success, in building images and generating in-
with business publication advertising. vestment.

The empirical test we conducted was for indi-
Country and investment can readily be substi- cations of a shift from a focus on image 0uilding

tuted for company and product in this advertise- to a focus on investment generation. This test was
ment, and it provides an illustration in support of conducted for all the agencies that were studied.
the investment promotioin strategy that calls for, We sought to ascertain not only whetheer there
under certain assumptions, a focus on image was a change in focus, but also the reasons for
building to precede a focus on investment gener- these changes when they occurred. The results
ation. are recorded in table 4.

Evidence in support of this promotional strate- Six of the agencies that we studied exhibited
gy is found not only in the industrial marketing the expected pattern by starting investment pro-
literature but also in the experiences of the pro- motion operations with a focus on imag,e build-
motion agencies that were studied during this ing, then shifting to a focus on inw. es;tment
research. generation. Three of these agencies, In,' estment

Table 3 Relationship among Industrial Buying Decisions, Investment Decisions,
and an Investment Promotion Program

Stages in Stages of Focus of
Information industrial investment investment

Buyclassa sotircesb buying decisionsb decisions promotion

First Imperscnal sources Awareness Awareness Image building

Adverti sing Interest Interest

Purchase Personal sources Evaluation Evaluation Investment gene at on

Trial Trial

Other firms

salesme:n Adoption Adoption

users

Routine reorder Limited information Implementation Investment servi: e

requirerments

a. Typology created bv Patrick J. Eobinson, Charles W. Fans, and Yoram Wind; see their Industrial Buying and Creative Marketing (Bosi,,n: Allyn &
Bacon, 1967).

b. Derived from Urban B. Ozanne and Gilbert A. Churchill, Jr., "Adoption Research: Information Sources in the Industrial Purchase 1ec sion," in
Marketing and the New Science of Planring, ed. Robert L. King (Chicago: American Marketing Association, series 28, 1968); Ozanne and Cht.rctill, "Five
Dimensions of the Industrial Adoption Process," Journal of Marketing 3 (1968): 7-13; Everett M. Rodgers, Diffusion of Innovations of Ma eting (New
York: The Free Press, 1962); and Everett M. Rodgers and F. Floyd Shoemaker,Communication of Innovation: A Cross-Cultural Approach (Neiv ork: The
Free Press, 1971.)
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Canada, Britain's [BB, and Ireland's IDA, also veri- "Canada has always had much to offer investors,
fied the logic we ascribed to this pattern, since but inside and outside the country its business
they started investment promotion operations climate was perceived as being unfavorable to in-
with a focus on image building because of their vestment. Creating a positive perception of
stated intention to change the image of their re- Canada as a place to do business and as a pre-
spective countries as sites for foreign direct in- ferred location for investment was, therefore, In-
vestment. vestment Canada's priority during its first nine

Canada. In the case of Canada, the program of months of operation." 9

foreign investment promotion in 1987 was rela- To this end, Investment Canada appropriated,
tively new. Until 1985, the only government during its first year of operation, Can$3 million
agency that dealt with foreign investors was the from a special Industrial Development Program
Foreign Investment Review Agency (FIRA), an Fund for the explicit purpose of changing the
agency established during the early 1970s to country's image within the international invest-
monitor inward investment. Although FIRA was at ment community. This amount, in addition to
some points during its history involved in pro- monies from the regular Investment Canada
moting foreign investment, its primary function budget, was used to take out seventy-three
was, as its name suggests, to review foreign in- double-page advertisements in twenty leading
vestment applications and weed out proposals business publications, primarily general financial
inimical to Canada's well-being. media, in the United States, the United Kingdom,

In 1985 a conservative government came to France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
power on several platforms, including the need and Hong Kong. The image-building exercise
to open the economy to foreign investment in also included about ninety speeches by ministers
order to supply Canada's capital requirements. It and senior officials, eleven articles in Canadian
was felt that the country's image as a prime loca- and foreign publications, three audiovisual pre-
tion for foreign investment had suffered during sentations, and two information booths, as well
the FIRA years, so steps were immediately taken to as press releases and press conferences.
restore Canada's investment image. The review- By the agency's second year of operation, the
oriented FIRA was converted to the promotion-ori- officials concerned felt that the awareness cam-
ented Investment Canada under the auspices of paign had been successful, and there was a clear
the Investment Canada Act, proclaimed on June shift in the focus of attempts to generate invest-
30, 1985, and the first important piece of legisla- ment. The investment-generating program fea-
tion adopted by the new government. It can be tured a direct marketing campaign that relied
argued that the conversion of FrRA to Investment principally on detailed firm-specific research by
Canada alone was an image-building activity. In- the research department. Using annual reports
vestment Canada's first annual report stated the and 10-Ks and by tapping into a variety of corpo-
need to change Canada's investment image: rate databases, the agency collected material

Table 4 Changes in the Focus of Investment Promotion Programs

Promotion agency Present focus Past focus

Invest in Britain Bureau (OB) Investment generation Image building
Investment Canada Investment generation Image building
Costa Rican Investment Promotion Program (CINDE) Investment generation Image building
Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) Image building *

Irish Industrial Development Authority (IDA) Investment generation Image building
Jamaica National Investment Promotion (jmpn) Investment generation Image building
Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) Investment generation +
Locate in Scotland (LIS) Investment generation +
Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB) Investment generation +
Thailand Board of Investment (BOI) Investment generation Image building

* Agency started with an image-building stage and has not yet shifted to a focus on investment-generating activities.
+ No evidence was obtained to suggest that the agency started by focusing on image-building activities.
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about companies that might benefit most from more profitable than American investrnerts any-
the competitive advantages Canada had to offer. where else in the world.
The names of corporate prospects were then By the early 1980s, however, the IDS, realized
given either to the consulates or to one of the six that it could not compete for interinationally
investment counselors that were placed in Cana- mobile investment on a cost basis. The country's
dian embassies around the world during 1986- labor had become more expensive by intlernation-
87. al standards, and investments in education had

Ireland. The IDA began active promotion during significantly improved the skill level of the labor
1969-70, at the time when the organization was force. Yet independent research conducted for the
changed from a governmnent agency to a quasi- IDA in 1982 suggested that investors still saw
government agency. The agency began its active Ireland as a source of low-cost, low-skillecl labor.
promotional efforts with an awareness campaign. The agency felt that there was a need for a new
During 1969-70, the agency spent £IR186,000 on advertising program to correct the mispercep-
advertising in ten countries. In 1970-71, an inten- tions of investors and create a new iimage of
sive advertising campaign was launched in Ireland as a source of high-quality labor,
Britain and America in such publications as the The advertising campaign built upon the in-
Financial Times, Managenment Today, The Accoun- creased skill level of the Irish, but also upon two
tant, and The Director. The campaign was based other factors: one was the fact that Irelanc alone
on the fifteen-year tax holiday theme. The IDA'S in Europe had a young, growing labor force, the
1970-71 annual report noted that "The U.S. and other, that Ireland was a part of Europe and thus
British advertisements were aimed at presenting offered access to a market significantly larger
Ireland as a country with a modem industrial than the 3.5 million people within its shores.
economy and correcting outmoded impressions These three subthemes-skills, youth, and Euro-
of Ireland.""0 pean identity-were combined into the general

advertising theme of "We're the Young Europe-
The transition from image building to invest- adserwinths es aout the atude nr sk l

ment generation was less sharply defined in the level of the labor force.
case of the IDA than with Investment Canada, Britain. The lB, although created in T 377 did
because the agency continued to use image- no have. The manteou aract intern tiy. . . ~~~~~~~~~~not have the mandate to attract intern-honmally
building activities prominently for the next two mobile investment to all areas of the UJnited
decades. IDA'S rationale for continuing its adver- Kingdom until 1980, in the aftermath of I he elec-
tising program throughout almost two decades is tion of the Thatcher government. The o: ganiza-
what it perceived as a continuous need to be rec- tion started investment ;'omotion o ~ritions
ognized as a credible player in international in- with advertising
vestment circles. The IDAt has never perceived ceived that there was a credibility problem with
advertising as effective in generating investment foreign investors expressing concern al out the
but has seen it rather as a useful technique to high levels of labor unrest, frequent powi r ,hort-
create credibility. ages, rising unemployment, and the proli eation

In time, IDA pursued different advertising of unprofitable state-owned enterprises i ii t had
themes as it became necessary, with the develop- characterized the British ecoDnomy of th. -.970s.
ment of the country, to change old images and As the Thatcher government tried to ti.irn the
build new ones. When the IDA started promoting British economy around, the IBB used test rr.onial
investment during the early 1970s, Ireland, for a advertising to advise the international business
Western European country, was relatively back- community that Britain wanted inward irnvest-
ward, with an image as an agricultural, pictur- ment and that such investment was onc - again
esque country with limited industrial infra- profitable in Britain. During the period ] )80-82,
structure. The IDA used incentives to compensate the amount spent on advertising by the BE; was
firms for locating in a "backward" state, but then much greater than that spent during the rrii( and
developed an advertising theme around the fact late 1980s.
that Ireland, after its entry into the EC in 1973, pro- The principal indicator of a transition from a
vided low-cost access to the EC market. During focus on image-building activities to a fccus on
the late 1970s, the IDA continued basing its adver- investment-generating activities appea: ed in
tising message on low-cost manufacture, stress- 1982. During that year, IBB staff began the devel-
ing that American investrnents in Ireland were opment of a key corporate directory. The ipency
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included in this directory any U.S. company with ment-generating activities in the United States to
a turnover of at least $50 million and any high- a consulting company, Arthur D. Little, Inc.
technology company with a minimum turnover The primary promotional technique the con-
of $20 million. Initially 12,000 companies were sultants relied upon was a series of specific in-
identified. Companies that already had invest- vestment missions in the electronics, light
ments in Britain were excluded, and the database manufacturing, and agribusiness sectors. After
eventually became 5,000 companies. This list of the consultant's contract with the BOI (and USAID)

companies was sent to the British consulates and expired, the Boi continued sponsoring specific in-
embassies abroad so that consular officials could vestment missions; a mission was conducted in
begin the process of actively generating invest- the jewelry sector, for example, in conjunction
ment from these corporations. with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Thailand.

The transition from image building to invest- All these missions were organized with the objec-
ment generation in the case of Britain is less tive of generating investment directly.
sharply defined than in the case of Canada, In the case of Costa Rica, image-building tech-
because in 1985 the IBB initiated another aware- niques characterized CINDE's early years after the
ness campaign called "Britain Means Business" creation of the agency in 1982, but, as in the case
(BMB). The impetus for this campaign came from of Thailand, these were image building in prac-
British fears of increased competition from other tice, but not by design. The agency began its
EC countries, for the IBB thought that mispercep- investment promotion efforts by conducting mis-
tions about the British investment climate persist- sions to the United States, holding seminars, and
ed within international investment circles. The participating in investment exhibitions. These ac-
IBB'S 1984 Annual Report states: "BMB will be the tivities were conducted with the intention of gen-
first fully-coordinated effort, involving both the erating investment, however, not of building an
public and the private sectors, to promote a image. The CINDE officials were disappointed that
united U.K. image overseas."' The campaign their activities did not succeed in generating in-
was to include sixteen seminars, a corporate ad- vestment. No studies have been carried out to as-
vertising program, the production of a quarterly certain whether they were effective in building
magazine Briefing on Britain to be mailed to select- CINDE'S image as a player in the inward invest-
ed companies, a number of receptions, lunches, ment game in selected sectors such as textiles.
and dinners for selected executives, and an in- For CINDE the transition to an investment-gener-
creased number of visits by U.S. journalists to ating stage was deliberate and planned, coincid-
Britain. ing with the receipt of consulting advice from

Others. The other three agencies that began in- Ireland's IDA. During 1984-85 the agency set up
vestment promotion operations with a focus on an investment-generating campaign, the princi-
image-building activities, then moved to a focus pal pillar of which was a direct marketing
on investment-generating activities-Thailand's program that involved cold calls to a targeted
BOI, Costa Rica's CINDE, and Jamaica's JNIP- group of companies in the United States by
provide some evidence for the alternative propo- CINDE'S overseas representatives. These calls were
sition, that agencies focus on image-building ac- followed with well-researched sales presenta-
tivities because they are not aware of more tions.
effective promotional techniques. Jamaica's JNIP was the other agency that started

The operations of the Thai Boi show a deliber- investment promotion operations in an image-
ate transition from a focus on image building to a building stage, at least in part, it seems, because
focus on investment generation, even though the of the agency's lack of experience in investment
image-building stage was not thought of as such promotion. The JNIP was created in 1981, shortly
by BOI officials. The Boi had been sporadically pro- after the election of Edward Seaga and his conser-
moting investment since about 1980. Activities vative government. The agency began promo-
included participating in general investment mis- tional activities by focusing on image-building
sions and seminars and passively reacting to in- activities to some extent in an attempt to change
quiries from prospective investors. The lack of the poor investment image that Jamaica had
success of image-building techniques in generat- gained during the 1970s, when Michael Manley
ing investment led to the change to an active in- and his Socialist party were in power, but also
vestment-generating stage. The transition because of the agency's lack of experience in in-
occurred with the decision to subcontract invest- vestment promotion. Officials from the agency
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pointed out that many of the early decisions of passive rather than active promotional c fforts.
about which promotional techniques to use were In the absence of evidence to the contra,y, we
based upon trial and error. Thus, although more have had to assume that these agencies dl id not
general promotional techniques were used in begin investment promotion operations in an
these early years, the techniques were expected image-building stage.
both to change Jamaica's unfavorable investment Although in the case of MIDA there is nc clear
image and to generate investment. evidence of an initial focus on image building, the

By the mid-1980s, the paIP had become con- early years of the organization were certainly
vinced that a targeted approach was the most ef- characterized by efforts to build an image in the
fective way of generating investment. The agency investment community, in conjunction with at-
moved to a promotional effort that revolved tempts to generate investment directly.
around direct mail campaigns, firm-specific re- In MIDA'S early years, the principal investment-
search, and visits to targeted companies. The JNIP generating technique was specific inves tntent
continued to advertise in selected sectoral media, missions to capital-exporting countries. Esp:ecial-
but it expected most investment leads to come ly prominent were the missions to the elect:oonics
from personal contacts with corporations. sector of the United States. Preceding these rnis-

Four agencies did not begin their promotional sions, specific companies in fast-growing sec tors
operations by focusing on irnage-building activi- such as semiconductors had been identifiec, nmd
ties, then shifting to a focus on investment-gener- during the mission discussions would be held
ating activities. One of these, Indonesia's BKPM, between senior government officials and execu-
did begin investment promotion operations by tives of these companies. The missions also in-
focusing on image-building activities, although, cluded more general seminars, however, that
as in several previous cases, this stage was not may have served an image-building function. In
thought of as such by officials at the BKPM. The these seminars, government ministers would
agency's primary promotional technique was the give speeches and representatives from s veral
general investment mission. In early 1988, the government departments would discus. the
BKPM had not yet moved to a focus on investment- available incentives that had recently been [egis-
generating activities, although at that time there lated and hold question and answer sessiors.
were indications that the consulting firms that In sum, the empirical evidence on the exis te nce
had been engaged to promote investment were of separate emphases on image building ar d in-
beginning to use investment-generating tech- vestment generation in the sequence we prcpose
niques primarily in their promotional efforts. is quite strong. Seven of the ten agencies that

The other three agencies, Singapore's EDB, Ma- were studied began investment promotion 'wFer-
laysia's MIDA, and Scotland's LIS, all seemed to ations in an image-building mode. Of these :even
have started their investment promotion activi- agencies, six shifted, in time, to an investrbent-
ties in an investment-generating mode. The case generating mode. At the time of the stud --he
of LIS is exceptional in that it was in a position to seventh was in a position to move to an emF a sis
benefit from the image-building activities of Brit- on investment generation.
ain's IBB. LIS executives considered that image There is also evidence to support the logic: that
building for all of Britain was an important func- we propose as an explanation for this particular
tion for the IBB. sequence of stages. Three of the agencies su]: port

The EDB and MIDA were two of the first organiza- the view that agencies shift from a focus on ii la ge
tions to promote investment actively. MIDA began building when they feel that appropriate irrmag,es
active promotion during the early 1970s, some of their country have been built either iIn the
three years after its formation-actually the for- minds of the larger investment community, or in
mation of its predecessor organization, FIDA, in those of targeted groups of investors. The :th.er
1967. The EDB began active investment promotion three agencies provide at least partial suppo:t Jor
activities during the late 1960s. In both instances, the alternative proposition that agencies r::ove
several years passed between the formation of from an image-building focus to an investn eint-
these organizations and the beginning of a focus generating focus as they learn more about in i'e!;t-
on investment-generating activities. It is not clear rnent promotion. We nevertheless conclude th at
whether the period that preceded a focus on in- the weight of the evidence, from empirical ol: ser-
vestment-generating activities was spent in the vations and from the literature in industrial mar-
attempt to build an image, or whether it consisted keting, points to an explanation and a logi:' for
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separate emphases on image building and invest- Level of Development and Image-Building Techniques
ment generation in a particular sequence. But
learning from mistakes is also clearly a factor. Although all agencies, when their focus is on

image building, use less closely targeted tech-

The Function of Targeting in an Investment niques than those used when the focus is on
Promotion Strategy direct generation of investment, developing

countries tend to use more targeted techniques
than do industrial countries. The reason, weIn all the agencies that shifted from a focus on ta oidsra onre.Terao,w

image-building activities to a focus on invest- suggest, is that the less developed the country, the
imantge-builing activities, to hftousponi fewer the industries or types of firm that are
menwitht-generating activies thisoshift los argtepod likely to be attracted. Accordingly, for the less de-
ed with the use of more closely targeted veloped country, a program that attempts to
promotional techniques. As promotion agencies build an image indiscriminately across industries
move from an emphasis on image building to an is likely to be wasteful of resources. Thus, an effi-
emphasis on investment generation, the audience cient program, even during a focus on image-
of the investment promotion program becomes building activities, is likely to be targeted toward
more sharply focused. a small number of industries.

The idea of targeting is used here in a broad Empirical observations provide relatively
sense. Promotion agencies can target either a par- strong support for the foregoing proposition. The
ticular type of investor or a particular type of image-building activities of the agencies from
project for investment. In targeting a particular three of the industrial countries in the sample, In-
type of investor, agencies can target by industry, vestment Canada, Britain's IBB, Ireland's IDA, have
by sector, by geographical region, or by attributes certainly been more general than the image-
of a class of investors-for example, size, growth building activities of the agencies from develop-
rate, export intensity of production, labor intensi- ing countries, Jamaica's JNIP, Costa Rica's CINDE,

ty of production, level of technology, value added Malaysia's MIDA, and Indonesia's BKPM. The
of production, or any attribute that will identify a primary media used by the IBB at the beginning of
group of prospective investors that can be its awareness campaign were the Wall Street
matched with the competitive advantages a par- Journal, Business Week, Fortune, and The Economist.
ticular country has to offer. As the campaign went on, other media, such as

Inc., were used to reach medium-size and smaller
Most agencies use targeted approaches copne.Ivsmn aaaue rmrl

throughout their focus on investment generation. compales. Investment Canada used primarily
Malasias MDA,howver preent anexanpl of general financial media in its image-building

Malaysia' Dhowever,mpres tentsuan beame campaign, and Ireland's IDA has consistently
an agency whose promotional techniques became focused on general financial media, such as Buesi-
less closely targeted during the agency's focus on nesee orbeserTh E inancial Tim

invesmentgeneatio. MID clams t hav had ness Week, Forbes, The Economist, Financial Times,intvestment genlerationl. MIDA claims to have had an th alSretJunl
significant success from its initial specific invest- tland's Sproes ani
ment missions during the early 1970s, especially agency has relied almost exclusively on more
the promotional efforts to attract the U.S. semi- closely targeted sectoral media, especially elec-
conductor industry. 2 Although MIDA continued to tronics publications. The agency's rationale for
use investment missions as a vehicle to promote using sectoral, rather than general, financial
foreign investment, in time these missions media is that the territory receives broader cover-
became more general. Ministers had fewer meet- age through the iBB's advertising in general
ings with company managers, and the emphasis media.
appears to have moved to generation of as large Jamaica's ]NiP and Malaysia's MiDA have done
an audience as possible for the events of the mis- much more limited and less frequent advertising
sions. In other words, MIDA moved from specific than the agencies from industrial countries, and
missions, which we have characterized as an in- where advertising has been done, it has been pri-
vestment-generating technique, to general mis- marily in media aimed at particular industrial
sions, which we have characterized as an image- sectors. The JNIP has advertised in sector-specific
building technique. There is no evidence that the media such as Womens Wear Daily (apparel), and
latter missions have led directly to the generation Grower & Packer (agribusiness). The agency has
of investment. also organized general seminars and general
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investment missions and has participated in in- Table5 AFrameworkforComparingVisi'ility
vestment exhibitions. MIDA hias used general mis- and Credibility
sions and seminars as an image-building activity,
although the agency feels that such missions have Visibility

small investment-generating possibilities. Costa
Rica continues to participate in investment Credibility Low High

exhibitions because of their image-building
possibilities. High Undiscovered Unparalle' d

Agencies from two developing countries Low Unknown Undesirable

provide exceptions to the general pattern we ob-
served. We indicated earlier that the promotional Source: Thomas J. Kosnik, "Corporate Positioning: How to Assess-

campaign developed by Thailand's Boi was an ex- and Build-a Company's Reputation," working paper (Bost,-n: Har-
vard Business School, 1988).

ception. The other agency to use general media
advertising on a large scale was the Singapore
EDB. In 1986 the EDB, an agency that until then had cost-effective to use more general image-build&ng
done very little advertising, engaged in an ad hoc techniques than the techniques they now use.
advertising program using general financial Further, lessons from research on the way cor-
media. The campaign was conducted in the after- porations are most successful in building images
math of an economic recession in Singapore and provides some evidence for the importance of de-
was aimed at reminding a broad group of inves- veloping countries engaging in targeted image-
tors about Singapore's attractions as a location for building programs. 14 Through recent research in
foreign direct investment. The Singapore govern- marketing, the task corporations face in building
ment regarded continued promotion of a wide an image in the eyes of key decisionmak: rs is
spectrum of foreign investrn.ent as integral to a seen as the corporate positioning problem. This
strategy of leading the count~ry out of recession. image-building activity has two dimensions: vis-

The agency's officials felt that, given the broad ibility, or the breadth of the company's re Puta-
spectrum of firms that had b,een attracted to Sin- tion, and credibility, or the quality ol the
gapore during the two preceding decades, company's reputation among those executives
general financial media provided the only logical that know it.
forum for a campaign designed to restore Sin- In examining the interaction between visi ility
gapore's image of competitiveness in the wake of and credibility, Kosnik has shown that comp :nies
the recession. fall into four general categories, as depict d in

The case of the Singapore EDB was, in a sense, table 5.
an exception that supported the pattern we ob- The framework suggests that companies with
served of developing countries using less closely low credibility and low visibility should first
targeted image-building techniques because, out build credibility in selected market segrre rts,
of necessity, they were courting a narrower audi- then engage in high-visibility activities; thita is,
ence of prospective investors. Singapore had companies should move from an "unknown"
been more successful in attracting a broad range state to an "undiscovered" state, finally seeking
of international investors than virtually any other to become "unparalleled." Kosnik notes that
developing country, with the possible exception companies should avoid an "undesirable" tate.
of some of the country's East Asian neighbors. In such a situation, a company has high visil:il:.ty
Indeed, it is the only developing country we from a failure and no one in the market] place
know of that has the stated intention of becoming willing to vouch for its credibility. Suc h a
an industrial country by the turn of the century.'3 company would find it very difficult to rec lx er

It could be argued that, given the high costs as- and build a strong image.
sociated with the most general image-building We suggest that the parallels between coi Fa-

techniques, the patterns we observed could be ex- nies building images as marketers of industr:al
plained by a comparison of the resources of the products and countries building images as at: rz c-
two groups of countries. Our discussions with tive investment sites are close. Many developinlg
promotional officials engaged in image-building countries do not have strong reputations a; i.t-

activities does not support this interpretation of tractive sites for investment. It seems imperative
the pattern or its implication that, given addition- that these countries, like companies in simila t sit-
al resources, developing countries would find it uations, build credibility among a targeted group
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of investors before broadening their image-build- vestment decision process is very similar to the
ing efforts. industrial buying process, so it is not surprising

In sum, the model discussed in this chapter that a similar relationship holds in investment
provides a framework for understanding the mix promotion.
of targeted and general techniques in investment Agencies move from a focus on image building
promotion that we observed in many cases. In- to a focus on investment generation in an attempt
vestment promotion agencies tend to focus sepa- to adapt to the decision processes of their custom-
rately on image building or on investment ers. Agencies focus on image building when
generation. most of the investors they hope to attract can be

All agencies tend to use relatively general pro- expected to be in the early stages of the invest-
motional techniques during their focus on image ment decision process. They move to a focus on
building. Several agencies from developing coun- investment generation when a majority of pro-
tries, however, tend to use image-building tech-
niques that are less general than do agencies from spective investors are in the later stages of the in-
industrial countries. These agencies are usually vestment decision process. In shifting the focus
courting a narrower range of prospective inves- from image building to investment generation,
tors and, accordingly, like corporations that agencies tend to adopt more closely targeted pro-
engage in successful image-building activities, motional techniques that rely on personal contact
they seek to build credibility among a narrow with companies.
group of investors before engaging in more We found that promotional organizations were
visible image-building activities. not equally adept at making the transition from

Research in industrial marketing suggests that the use of general and impersonal techniques to
impersonal promotional techniques are most ef- the use of more closely targeted and personal ap-
fective during the early stages of the industrial proaches. Certain organizational structures facili-
buying decision process and that personal tech- tated this transition to a greater extent than
niques are more effective during the later stages others. These differences in structure are the
of the industrial buying decision process. The in- subject of the following chapter.
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Notes Communication in the Industrial Adoption Process," Jour. zal of Market-
ing Research 8 (May 1971): 173-78. For the application of :he model to
institutional marketing, see Leon G. Shiffman, Leon Wir.er, and Vin-

1. See Gerard E. Watzke, "An Irish Sweepstakes for American Cor- cent Gaccione, "The Role of Sources of Information in the Institutional
porations," Journal of General Management, Summer 1982, 35, for an Buying Decision-Making Process," in Foundations of Marketing Chan-
analysis suggesting that part of the success of the Industrial Develop- nels, Arch G. Woodside et al. (Austin, Texas: Lone Star Publishers,
ment Authority (IDA) of Ireland is the result of its targeted promotion 1978), pp. 248-263. The model has also had widespread appeal in more
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2. See International Policy Analysis, Assessment ofInvestment, p. 48. 6. See Rodgers, Diffusion of Innovalions, p. 307; and Ozanne and
Churchill, "Adoption Research," p. 353.
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the context of an evaluation of the effectiveness of image-building ac- 7. See Robinson et al., Industrial Buying.
tivities.

8. See Robert W. Haas, Industrial Marketing Manager: ene (Boston:
4. This is the most common typology in industrial marketing, and is Kent Publishing Company, 1986).

credited to the work of Robinson and his colleagues, who developed a
typology of buying situations or "buiyclasses," namely, the "new task" 9. See Investment Canada, Annual Report, June 30, 198, -March 31,
(first purchase), the "straight rebu/' (routine reorder from seller of 1986 (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and Services, 1986), p. 
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first purchase), and the "modified nrbuy" (modified buying specifica-
tions with competition for reorder firom several sellers). See Patrick J. 10. Quoted from Industrial Development Authority of Ireland, An-
Robinson, Charles W. Faris, and Yoram Wind, Industrial Buying and nual Report (Dublin 1970-71).
Creative Marketing (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1967); and Yoram Wind
and PatrickJ. Robinson, "Simulating the Industrial Buying Process," in 11. See Invest in Britain Bureau, Annual Report, (London: Depart-
Marketing and the New Science of Planning, ed. Robert L. King (Chicago: ment of Trade and Industry 1985), p. 12.
American Marketing Association, Fall Conference Proceedings, 1968)
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est producer of semiconductors. MIDA officials take credit for signifi-
5. This area of research has developed within behavioral explana- cantly influencing the first semiconductor firms, such as National

tions of the organizational buying process. It began with the innova- Semiconductor, that set up operations in Malaysia through Ihe use of
tion-adoption paradigm that sought to explain how organizations specific investment missions to the West Coast of the United States
adopted new products and services. For this original model, see Ever- during the early 1970s. See Malaysiani Industrial Deveilopment Au-
ett M. Rodgers, Diffusion of Innovations (New York: The Free Press, thority, 20th Anniversary, October 1987, pp. 29, 33.
1962), p. 306; and Everett M. Rodgers and F. Floyd Shoemaker, Commu-
nication of Innovation: A Cross-Cultural Approach (New York: The Free 13. For a complete treatment of the causes of the Sing ipore reces-
Press, 1971). The paradigm was extenided to explain the way industrial sion and the importance of foreign direct investment .n restoring
and institutional buyers purchase rnew products and to identify the growth and achieving the country's objective of becoming an industri-
sources of information most appropriate at each stage of the purchase al country before the turn of the century, see the report of the l.conomic
decision. For the application of the rnodel to industrial marketing, see Committee, The Singapore Economy: New) Directions (Singa: or?: Minis-
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nal of Marketing 3 (1968): 7-13; and John A. Martilla," "Word of Mouth ton: Harvard Business School, 1988).
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The Appropriate Organization
for Promotion: Public, Private, or Other?

The central issue faced by governments in orga- which we had data, responsibility for the promo-
nizing to promote foreign direct investment tion of investment resided in a single organiza-
appears to be the appropriate mix of public and tion.
private sector involvement in the investment pro- Decisions on promotion and decisions on
motion function. Investment promotion involves screening and negotiation have different degrees
some tasks usually handled by private organiza- of effect on the interests of line ministries. It is this
tions-the marketing task, for example-and fact that leads to the differences in the importance
others more typical of traditional government or- of centralization. Since the outcome of negotia-
ganizations, such as the function of servicing in- tions and screening can lead to direct effects on
vestors. Accordingly, the investment promotion their activities, ministries are eager to have a say
function, like several other nontraditional gov- in negotiations and in the investment-screening
ernment activities studied in other situations, can process. They are less concerned if they are ex-
benefit from the skills and resources of both the cluded from efforts to attract investors, since the
private and the public sectors. It is these charac- mere interest of a potential investor offers little
teristics of the investment promotion activity that threat. Accordingly, it is politically easier to trans-
create a problem of choice for the government. fer all authority to attract investors to one organi-

This central issue is quite different from that in zation than to transfer all authority to one
the more extensive literature on the way govern- organization for negotiation and screening. 2

ments organize to negotiate with foreign inves-
tors. That literature has been dominated by the Types of Organization for Investment
issue of whether the government's negotiating Promotion
function should be handled by a centralized orga-
nization, by an organization that coordinates While investment promotion is consistently cen-
various agencies, or by several government agen- tralized, there are important organizational
cies or ministries. 1 choices to be made. In some instances, the re-

In examining the ways governments organize sponsible organization is purely a government
to promote foreign direct investment, however, we entity, subject to civil service rules and practices.
discovered that centralization versus decentrali- In others, the organization is "quasi govern-
zation seemed not to be a contentious issue. ment," established outside the normal civil
Countries that promote foreign direct investment service rules and practices. In fact, in one instance
use primarily centralized or coordinated organi- the organization was actually private (see table
zational structures. Table 6 indicates that in all 7).
sixteen of the countries that were actively in- In their attempts to organize for investment
volved in promoting foreign investment, and for promotion, governments face a problem: the task
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Table 6 Organizations with Responsibility for Investment Promotion

Organization with primary
Locality responsibility for investment promotion

Jamaica Jamaica National Investment Promotion (jNIP)
Ireland Industrial Development Authority (IDA)

Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB)

Malaysia Malaysia Industrial Development Authority (MIDA)

Thailand Thailand Board of Investment (soM)
Costa Rica. Costa Rican Investment Promotion Program (CINDE)
Britain Invest in Britain Bureau (IBB)

Barbados Barbados Industrial Development Corporation
St. Lucia St. Lucia Industrial Development Corporation
Hong Kong Hong Kong Government Industry Department
Israel Israel Investment Authority
France French Industrial Development Agency
Austria Industrial Cooperation and Development Austria
Canada Investment Canada
Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM)

Scotland Locate in Scotland

of promotion has some of the attributes of tasks many other government activities, if these activi-
normally performed by public organizations and ties are not financed by the public sector it is
some of the attributes of tasks normally per- likely that they will be underprovicle .3 Of
formed by private organizations. For this reason, course, the government could in theory pay to a
we encountered three different approaches, each private agency an amount that would reflect the
with different degrees of private and public social value of each firm that it attracts. T he prob-
sector involvement. lems of measuring social benefits and of deter-

There are various reasons that promotion activ- mining who was responsible for investment
ities are generally performed by governments. make such a solution impractical. Thus, public
Most important, the results of investment promo- finance usually means a public organiza pion. Al-
tion activities are not readily captured in a form though the investment promotion fuiiction is
that would allow a private firm to earn a profit by principally a marketing task, to be successful it
conducting them. Investment promotion activi- requires close interaction with the government
ties, to the extent that they are successful in apparatus that screens investment and provides
helping to attract foreign direct investment, incentives for investors. In addition, investment
provide social benefits that outweigh their poten- promotion agencies conduct a service activity
tial to generate private profits. Accordingly, like that involves assisting investors to gain the ap-

Table 7 Organizing for Investment Promotion

Locality Promotion agency Type of organization

Britain Invest in Britain Bureau Government
Canada Investment Canada Government
Costa Rica Costa Rican Investment Promotion Program Private
Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board Government
Ireland Industrial Development .Authority Quasi-government
Jamaica Jamaica National Investment Promotion Quasi-government
Malaysia Malaysian Industrial Development Authority Quasi-government
Scotland Locate in Scotland Quasi-government
Singapore Economic Development B3oard Quasi-government
Thailand Board of Investment Government
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provals and permits they require to implement negotiate with foreign investors and screen
their investments. All these functions require foreign investment. Although the agency had
close interaction with government; this is proba- sporadically undertaken minor promotion activi-
bly easier if the agency is, in fact, a part of the ties earlier, much like the BOI, the BKPM did not
government. begin active investment promotion efforts until

The principal task of an investment promotion the early 1980s. In 1987 only 8 percent of the
function, however, is marketing a country as an agency's staff were directly involved in invest-
investment site. This task is more similar to activ- ment promotion activities.
ities generally undertaken by private entities In contrast to the BOI and the BKPM, Investment
than to normal government business. The skills Canada was created with the explicit purpose of
required are usually found in the private sector promoting investment. This agency, however, in-
and can usually be had only for salaries typical of herited its organizational structure from its pre-
that sector, hence the difficulty of choice. decessor, the Federal Investment Review Agency

Some governments have chosen the purely (FIRA), which was established to screen invest-
government organization, and have tried to solve ment. Its structure was not changed with the tran-
the problems inherent in that approach. As noted sition to Investment Canada. Indeed, in many
earlier, one country went to the other extreme and ways Investment Canada was only a continua-
allowed a private organization to undertake the tion of FiRA, with some changes in personnel and
task. Many countries took a middle road, a a major change in function. Investment Canada
"quasi-government" organization. remained a part of the Canadian civil service, re-

porting directly to the "Minister responsible for
Government Organization for Investment Promotion Investment Canada."

Only Britain's IBB did not fit the pattern. The or-
In government promotion agencies, the responsi- ganization was originally created in 1977 explicit-
bility for investment promotion resided wholly ly to promote investment in selected regions of
within the normal government structure and civil Britain. The IBB'S function was expanded by the
service system. These organizations were Thatcher government in 1980 to the promotion of
typically investment in all regions of Britain. In spite of its

* departments within the ministry of industry, history, it was a purely government organization,
such as Britain's IBB; operating within the civil service structure.

The organizations that were set up with the
* agencies such as Investment Canada that re- primary function of screening foreign investment

ported to the ministry of industry; or and negotiating with foreign investors were

* agencies organized under the prime minis- firmly enmeshed within the normal goverment
ter'orpresden'sofc, sh as Ts Bi structure, since screening foreign investment and

ter's ordpresident'S office, such as Thailand's soi negotiating with foreign investors are traditional
government activities. When promotion is

In spite of their slightly varying forms, the gov- simply an added function, the organizational
emnment agencies tended to exhibit a pattern. In structure tends not to change.
three out of the four examples-Investment
Canada, Thailand's Boi, and Indonesia's BKPM- Quasi-Government Organization for Investment
the structures were initially created to screen Promotion
foreign investment, and investment promotion
was subsequently added to or, in the case of In- Although some countries organize investment
vestment Canada, replaced the original screening promotion as they organize most other govern-
function of the organization. ment functions, this seems to occur primarily

Both the Boi and the BKPM were created to screen when the structure is inherited from an organiza-
investment and negotiate with investors. The soi, hon created with the mandate of conducting the
established in 1954, began promoting investment traditional government activities of screening
only during the early 1980s. In 1987 only one of and regulating. Where the assignment of promo-
the organization's eight divisions and 20 percent hon is elsewhere, the organizational structure is
of the organization's staff were directly involved different. This is because investment promotion
in investment promotion activities. Like the Boi, is significantly different from traditional govern-
the BKPM was also established with the mandate to ment processes such as directing, controlling, and
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regulating, creating and administering laws, ex- Commerce. The agency's function, howevcr, was
ercising authority, operating as a custodian, and not clearly defined for its first twenty years of ex-
so forth. Investment promotion is, in fact, more istence. During the 1960s the senior people o. IDA

like activities typical of the private sector, partic- began to have a more influential voice in govern-
ularly marketing. It requires a continuous liaison ment policymaking. They helped to steer the
with the private sector; the flexibility to respond country away from a protectionist development
speedily to investors' needs, adjust to changing strategy and toward one of freer trade. After this
market conditions, and acquire scarce manage- change in development policy, IDA began to take
ment skills; and the autonomy to generate and on a more proactive promotional function, and it
implement investment promotion strategies that influenced a few foreign companies to invest in
are consistent throughout a long period. Ireland. Once IDA began to engage in active in-

Conventional government organizations are vestment promotion efforts, individuals within
typically not very good at these tasks. They the IDA organization found that they were having
usually lack managers familiar with the private difficulty communicating and developing rela-
sector and with professional marketing practices, tions with the private sector while operating di-
despite their prowess at traditional government rectly out of the ministry.
functions. Further, government organizations are During the mid- to late 1960s, the consulting
generally not flexible, nor are they sufficiently firm Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL), was asked to
autonomous to chart policies without political in- examine the existing IDA organizational structure
terference from successive governments. Accord- and to recommend a structure that would be the
ingly, in response to the perception of many best one to achieve IDA'S institutional objectives.
governments that investment promotion is best ADL'S report, submitted in 1968, suggested that
conducted by a flexible, adaptive, and autono- there be a complete break between IDA and the
mous organization, the investment promotion Ministry of Industry and Commerce. ADL'S con-
programs of a number of countries were conduct- clusions are thought to have reflected the views
ed through quasi-government agencies. It of a majority of IDA officials at that time. By 1969,
seemed that the countries adopting this organiza- a new Industrial Development Act was leg isLat-
tional approach expected these agencies to find it ed, and in 1970 IDA came into being in its present
easier than government organizations to take on form. The agency was changed to a quasi-go vE rn-
characteristics, such as flexibility in hiring and ment agency, with its own Board of Director:;, op-
firing, autonomy, and a concern with cost con- erating outside the civil service but financi: d by
tainment, that are normally associated with the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, to which
private organizations. it ultimately reported. It was felt that the new

Quasi-government agencies typically have structure would allow flexibility and the abil [ty to
their own boards of directors, report to the minis- make rapid decisions much more typical of a
try of industry without being part of that minis- private company than of a government bu: eau-
try, and recruit staff outside the regular civil cracy.
service. The creation of such quasi-government Three of the quasi-government agencies i: i :he
organizations is consistent with the recommen- sample-in Singapore, Scotland, and Jama;cci-
dations of some academics atnd consultants that began investment promotion activities as q iasi-
countries adopt structures, for both investment government agencies and continued them iri that
and export promotion, that are flexible and au- form. Singapore's EDB was an autonomous p it lic
tonomous. 4 organization. Classified as a statutory bodi, the

Five of the agencies that we studied were agency had more flexibility in setting sa] iries
quasi-government organizations. All these agen- than government ministries that were a pa.rt of
cies were either established for the primary the civil service. The EDB had its own board, inost
purpose of promoting their countries as invest- of the members of which were appointed from
ment sites or changed their organizational struc- Singapore's private sector. Locate in Scotlancd (I is)
tures when the principal function of the was the international arm of the Scottish D.v?l-
organization became investment promotion. opment Administration (SDA). LIS was a oint

One of the agencies, Irelancl's IDA, changed to a venture between the Industry Departmernt of
quasi-government structure to facilitate invest- Scotland and the SDA and combined the powE rs of
ment promotion activities. IDAi was established in both of these organizations. The SDA, describ;. d as
about 1949, within the Ministry of Industry and a nondepartment public body, was a quasi-; ,cv-
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ernment organization, operating outside the civil prices, making the attraction of investment less
service. The organization paid salaries that were important. Further, without the need for promo-
20 to 40 percent higher than civil service salaries. tion, other electronic firms followed the first few
In 1987 36 percent of the SDA'S income came from firms that had invested in Malaysia. The govern-
commercial activities. Jamaica's JNIP was set up in ment's adherence to the NEP continued unabated,
1981 as a quasi-government organization. The but in a prospering economy the tools to meet
agency existed outside the regular civil service, these objectives shifted from policies geared to
paid salaries much higher than civil service sala- the creation of wealth to policies geared to the
ries, and also had its own Board of Directors, the distribution of wealth. Thus, MIDA'S autonomy
members of which came primarily from the lessened as the agency became increasingly con-
private sector. strained by government restructuring regula-

The fifth quasi-government agency, Malaysia's tions.5 It was felt that this reduced autonomy may
MIDA, was the one agency that, although formally have reduced the effectiveness with which MIDA

maintaining its original quasi-government struc- was able to promote investment and attract qual-
ture, seemed to have lost some of its autonomy in ified personnel.
the course of its work. Following the recommen- During MIDA'S formative years, for instance,
dations of a World Bank study, the agency was es- competitive salaries helped it to attract some of
tablished in 1967 as an autonomous, quasi- the country's best university graduates. Salaries
government organization. In its early years, MIDA, then were purportedly 45 percent higher than
then called Federal Industrial Development Au- normal civil service salaries and even higher than
thority (FIDA), was a powerful, autonomous salaries in the private sector. In time, however,
agency. Part of its power came from a mandate there was an equalizing of salaries between MIDA

from the government to generate economic and the civil service, so by 1987 MIDA salaries were
growth through foreign investment. During the equivalent to civil service salaries, and both were
late 1960s, the need for economic growth was crit- well below private sector salaries. As a conse-
ical because of the government's attempts to re- quence, MIDA found it more difficult to compete
structure the economy so as to distribute wealth with the private sector for the country's best
to the Malay majority in the wake of the race riots graduates in the 1980s than it had twenty years
in Malaysia in 1969. The government's goal was before.
to increase the Malay share of the national eco- All five quasi-government organizations
nomic wealth from the 2 percent that it was seemed able to merge skills typical of both the
during the late 1960s to 30 percent by 1990. It was public and private sectors as long as they main-
decided that the transfer of wealth should take tained their autonomy. The flexibility they
place out of increased national wealth rather than enjoyed allowed them to acquire with relative
by taking wealth away from the Chinese minori- ease the marketing skills necessary for invest-
ty. The government's objectives in the distribu- ment promotion, and their relations with the
tion and creation of wealth were summarized in formal government hierarchy allowed them to
its New Economic Policy (NEP). The NEP has had a serve investors and perform other functions that
profound effect on government and economic required close relations with the traditional gov-
policy in Malaysia since 1970. emient structure. As organizations not judged

It was in the supportive political environment by profit performance, they were able to keep
of the early 1970s, when the government's social goals in their targets.
emphasis was on the creation of wealth, that a
powerful, autonomous, entrepreneurial FIDA or- Private Organization for Investment Promotion
ganization engineered the strategic studies and
coordinated the specific investment missions that One of the agencies in the sample was created as
were focused on attracting American semicon- a more radical response to the fact that invest-
ductor manufacturers to Malaysia. Some would ment promotion is a nontraditional government
argue, however, that after this period, MIDA'S au- function that may require a nontraditional struc-
tonomy steadily decreased, as the agency was ture.
forced to operate within an increasingly stifling In 1987 the Costa Rican investment promotion
political environment. These maintain that agency, CINDE, was a private organization, with no
throughout the decade of the 1970s, the country's direct connections or reporting relations to any
raw materials fetched strong world market ministry or other government organization.
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Investment promotion in Costa Rica had not, tives, created high levels of produclivity,
however, always resided wholly within the especially on the part of overseas promotion 3tlff.

private sector. In 1982, as a part of its Private On the other hand, as a private organization,
Sector Development Initiative within Costa Rica, CINDE found it more difficult to develop wo: king
the United States Agency for International Devel- relations with Costa Rican government orga: iba-
opment (USAID) attempted to begin an investment tions. Government officials were not involved at
promotion function in Costa Rica. Two organiza- senior levels of CINDE, as evidenced by the fhct
tions, both of which USAID had helped to create, that in 1987 there was no government representa-
were given the mandate to promote foreign in- tive on CINDE's Board of Directors. The agercy
vestment: a private organization, CINDE, and an was, it is suggested by some investors, less sulc-

organization that before 1986 was a quasi-gov- cessful in providing services for investors th,an in
emnment organization, MINEX. Neither organiza- other aspects of promoting investment. This was
tion was successful in attracting investment possibly because it did not have the same atcess
during the period 1982-84. to government departments involved in apy'rov-

By 1984 the lack of success of either MINEX or ing permits, and the like, that a governmeiit or
CINDE in attracting investment led to attempts to quasi-government promotion organization
identify investment promotion experts who would have and also because of an evaluaition
could provide guidance for Costa Rica's invest- structure that rewarded only effort devoted to at-
ment promotion program. As a result, in that year tracting firms.
a consultant from Ireland's IDA arrived in Costa In 1987 CINDE took a step toward strengthening
Rica and began to make suggestions about the its weak relations with the Costa Rican govern-
way investment promotion should be conducted. ment. During that year the agency signed a -wo-
He recommended an approach that relied prima- year collaboration agreement with the Min !stry
vily upon aggressive personal selling to certain of Foreign Affairs, which helped CINDE gain oifi-
targeted firms. The IDA consultant initially at- cial status with foreign governments for it:; in-
tempted to implement his targeted approach to vestment promoters working abroad.
investment promotion through MINEX. This orga- Another facet of this agreement into which
nization was hesitant, however, and because of CINDE reluctantly entered was the use of diplo-
this hesitancy the investment promotion matic personnel in some sections of the world as
program, in its entirety, was transferred to CINDE. part-time investment promoters. According to
The agency's experiences in conducting invest- this agreement, CINDE was to recruit several em-
ment promotion have suggested some of the po- ployees from within the Costa Rican foIrign
tential advantages and disadvantages of locating service and train them as investment promc :e]s.

These persons would staff the investment prcn ,Lo-
the investment promotion function wholly tion function of six embassies. These new over-
outside the public sector. seas offices would complement the agerncy's

CINDE was able to attract highly qualified, moti- existing network of "stand-alone" investriient
vated employees and keep them working at high promotion offices. The employees woulc be
levels of productivity partly because of the orga- given specific budgets for investment promc ion
nization's ability to pay attractive salaries and activities and communications equipment, uc h
offer generous financial bonuses. CINDE employ- as personal computers and facsimile mach Ius,
ees earned salaries that were at least three or four which would allow them to be integrated intc the
times those of their government counterparts. For CINDE information network. To motivate pe>fcr-
above average performance, promotion officials mance, these promoters were to be given sig.uii-
stationed overseas could receive financial cant incentives related to the number of for. ig n
bonuses equal to as much as 13 percent of their investors they were able to attract to Costa F ic a.
base salaries. The CINDE organization also had The incentives would be sufficiently high tha. an
more latitude in hiring and firing employees than above-average performer would be ablc I o
the typical government organization. In in- double his foreign service salary. These prorrLot-
stances, albeit rare ones, CINDE employees were ers would report to CINDE's regional prom( ter,
fired or relocated if their performance fell below who would, in turn, report the results achic 7ed
expectations. The fact that employees could be by each office in his region, including ar-y
fired for poor performance, coupled with the pos- embassy offices, in the quarterly reports that we] e
itive reinforcement of valuable financial incen- sent to CINDE's headquarters in San Jose. In I.9~8
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preliminary evaluations of this experiment indi- whether to have an overseas presence and, if so,
cated that it had not been particularly successful. what form that presence will take.

Despite the success that has been attributed to The choice of presence or no presence is largely
CINDE by various groups within the Costa Rican a result of the focus of a country's promotional
government and private sector, there were still program. Image-building and investment-service
many in government who thought that the CINDE activities do not require a permanent overseas
structure was not the ideal arrangement for in- presence. Effective investment-generating activi-
vestment promotion and that the Costa Rican ties, however, seem to demand a permanent over-
government should be more involved in promot- seas presence. Thus agencies that are focusing on
ing Costa Rica abroad. investment generation must have soime form of

The case of Costa Rica was unusual since CINDE permanent representation abroad.
was financed wholly by USAID, a situation made As agencies such as Costa Rica's CIINDE, Invest-
possible because of the United States's geopoliti- ment Canada, Britain's IBB, Ireland's [DA, and Ja-
cal objectives in Central America, in general, and maica's INIP moved from a focus on image
in Costa Rica in particular. As we have pointed building to a focus on investment generation, a
out, in theory, any government could finance in- greater emphasis was placed on organizing an ef-
vestment promotion operations while allowing fective, permanent overseas marketing presence.
the promotional function to be managed by a If a presence is to be established, the form of
private organization. Indeed, the decade of the that overseas presence typically follows from the
1980s has seen a tremendous increase in the type of organization at home that is responsible
privatization of a variety of activities that were for investment promotion, whether government
previously managed by governments. 6 Neverthe- or quasi-government.
less, public funding with private control is likely,
in practice, to be unacceptable in many countries. Overseas Marketing in Government Organizations
The kind of pressure CINDE faced from the govern-
ment is likely to be overwhelming if financing is Investment promotion organizations established
not provided from sources other than the local within the ambit of the normal government and
government. civil service system have tended to regard the

The experience of CINDE does point out that a entire promotion function as a traditional govern-
private organization for investment promotion is ment function. These agencies have, accordingly,
likely to entail the costs of a reduced ability to seen fit to conduct overseas marketing through
conduct the public aspects of the investment pro- the country's network of consulates or embassies.
motion function, coupled with the proportionate- In 1987 all four government agencies in the
ly greater benefits of an enhanced ability to sample-Investment Canada, Britain's IBB, Thai-
conduct the private aspects of investment promo- land's BoI, and Indonesia's BKPM--conducted
tion. Government organizations offer the oppo- overseas marketing through consulates or em-
site strengths and weaknesses. The quasi- bassies. For the BKPM, this had not always been the
government agencies that we studied, however, case. Between 1983 and 1986, the BKPM had three
seemed to provide a reasonable compromise for investment promotion offices overseas, in Paris,
the investment promotion function. They were Frankfurt, and New York. The offices were phys-
better able than private organizations to perform ically located within offices of Hill and Knowlton,
the tasks of promotion that seem suited to public the U.S. public relations firm that represented the
sector organizations, yet they were also able to Indonesian government. They were passive oper-
acquire the skills and expertise necessary to ations, primarily responding to requests from in-
conduct the aspects of investment promotion that vestors for information. In 1986, in response to a
are more like private sector activities, including growing sentiment that the offices were generat-
the important function of overseas marketing. ing no investment, they were closed and the

funds that had been used to finance their opera-
Organizing for Overseas Marketing tions were used to add an investment promotion

component to the functions of twelve economic
Whether the country decides on a government consuls in Indonesian consulates and embassies
organization, a quasi-government organization, overseas.
or a private organization to carry out investment The other three government organizations, the
promotion, the organization must decide IBB, Investment Canada, and the BOI, had always
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conducted investment promotion activities between the organization at home and :he diplo-
through the network of consulates and embassies matic offices. Government promotion or3,aniza-
of their respective countries. tions can generally offer no incentives to motivate

Officials from government organizations sug- and reward the effort of consular officials, nor do
gested certain advantages they felt their organi- they have power to control performance. In many
zations gained by conducting overseas marketing situations no information system exists to make it
activities through consulates and embassies. One possible even to evaluate performance.
apparent advantage, as the Indonesian example That these are not necessary characteristics of
illustrates, is that promotional resources can be government organizations is illustrated by the
spread over a broader geographical area. In the example of the Canadian promotional program
Indonesian case, the funcds that had been used to that spent considerable time and effort n devel-
support three investment promotion offices were oping a management control system tc mnonitor
later used to support investment promotion ac- the performance of diplomatic staff.
tivities in twelve locations. An official from one DevelopmentofaManagementControlS:stem. In
government agency suggested another advan- 1987 the Canadian investment p:omotion
tage: since a country's embassies and consulates program was in the middle of an attemp -to insti-
are well known, investors might approach an tute a comprehensive inforrnation and e, aluation
embassy when they might never be aware of the system to improve the productivity of dilomatic
existence or the location of a promotion office staff engaged in investmenl. promotion activities.
standing alone. Although Investment Canada was the agency

There are several disadvantages to this particu- principally responsible for promoting investment
lar form of organization Jror overseas marketing, in Canada, this agency worked very closely with
however. Although promotional resources might the Department of External Affairs (DEA.), which
be spread over a broader geographical area, this was responsible in part for investment pr:)raotion
is often achieved by using part-time rather than activities conducted at the "posts" (consiliites or
full-time investment prornoters. Government or- embassies), and the Department of Regi)nal and
ganizations do not spend more on investment Industrial Expansion (DRIE), which was r?sponsi-
promotion; they simply spread their resources ble in part for providing sectoral experti:;e in the
more thinly. The relative effectiveness of these al- targeting and other industry- or sector-specific
ternative ways of spreading promotional resourc- functions of investment promotion. ThE DEA de-
es is ultimately an empirical question. Our veloped a comprehensive tracking sys :emn de-
observations suggest that in situations in which signed to monitor and evaluate the perf:onnance
investment promotion is a part-time activity of of consular officials involved in all DEA fmnctions,
consular officials, there is a substantial risk that such as trade promotion, tourism, anc invest-
promotional activities will receive little attention. ment promotion. DEA officia]ls felt that the p rocess
Investment promotion is a difficult marketing en- of government had to become more disc iplined
deavor to implement, and results are difficult to and that this would happeni only if gov rnment
measure. In situations in which it is a subsidiary officials were held accountable for theii' efforts
function of the individual-or of an organiza- and the associated results o:r lack of resu Is. This
tion-there is a tendency to ignore it and concen- was the rationale for the developmen: of the
trate on the primary function or on an easier tracking system.
function. 7 The Canadian system included a pLananing

The risk that diplomatic staff will not empha- component, which functioned in advance o each
size promotional activities is exacerbated because fiscal year. At the beginning of each yEzar a
of two typical, although by no means necessary, package of materials would be sent to ea',h post.
characteristics of the government organization The posts all contained at least three :dctions:
that promotes foreign investment through diplo-- export promotion, investment promotik n, and
matic channels. The first is that diplomatic staff tourism. Each of these sections was expi4cted to
are normally trained as diplomats, have had little complete a report. The priorities for the :0oming

experience in industrial development, business, year and the results expectec were to be ir cluded
or marketing, and do not tend to be predisposed in the report. Investment promotion ec tions
toward aggressive market:ing. The second is that were to indicate how they planned to identify
government organizations often do not develop and develop potential investment oppol unities
comprehensive reporting and control systems and the quantity of investment they plaiined to
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Table 8 Overseas Promotion Network of Quasi-Government Agencies

Number of Number of Number of
Promotion agency overseas offices countries continents

Costa Rican Investment Promotion Program (CaNDE)a 7 4 3
Industrial Development Authority (IDA) 22 1 1 4
Jamaica National Investment Promotion (JNIP) 9 6 3
Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) 12 10 4
Locate in Scotland (LIS) 7 4 3
Economic Development Board (EDB) 20 10 4

a. In this table, and whenever there was little, if any, distinction between the one case of private organization, and the several cases of quasi-govern-
ment organization, the CINDE agency has been classified as a quasi-government agency, since it was similar in many respects to these organizations.

achieve for the year. They were required to that stand alone, independent of their countries'
provide analyses of the external environment, in- networks of consulates or embassies. The princi-
dicating, for instance, why companies from this pal advantage of this organizational form is that
particular territory would seek to go abroad, and overseas marketers are typically full-time invest-
what group of companies might be most interest- ment promoters. The quasi-government agency
ed in investing in Canada. On the basis of the can recruit employees specifically to perform the
forms submitted from posts all over the world, function of investment promotion. This, coupled
the DEA would put together a sectoral and geo- with the flexibility these organizations tend to
graphical investment promotion program for the enjoy, allows the agencies to employ persons who
forthcoming year. possess the skills and training investment promo-

The DEA'S tracking system took fourteen tion requires.
months to develop and came on line in Novem- In the agencies of this sort that we observed,
ber 1986. In conjunction with Investment Canada, overseas marketers reported only to the home
the DEA in 1987 was working on a more elaborate office. This appears to explain why quasi-govern-
tracking system for investment promotion that ment agencies tended to devote more effort to the
would enable all promotional contacts to be tied development of information and control systems
to eventual investment decisions. In the interim, than did government agencies. The one exception
investment activity was recorded on Business Ac- was the case of Canada where the agencies
tivity Forms, which also indicated what promo- involved in investment promotion devoted con-
tional technique had led to initial contacts with siderable effort to the development of a compre-
the prospective investor. hensive information and control system.

As this description demonstrates, the Canadi- Since quasi-government agencies do not rely
an promotional program made intense efforts to on existing networks of diplomatic offices, they
counteract what the agency saw as problems that are at an apparent disadvantage to govemment
often afflict govemment organizations-namely, agencies in the scope of overseas promotional
lack of motivation and accountability on the part representation. Quasi-government agencies have,
of employees. Most govemment promotion orga- however, demonstrated their commitment to in-
nizations do not make such efforts, and in their vestment promotion by building an impressive
absence it becomes very difficult for these organi- network of stand-alone promotional offices. Table
zations to monitor, evaluate, and motivate the 8 provides some indication of the scope of the
performance of diplomatic promotion staff. overseas networks of these agencies as of 1987.

Overseas Marketing in Quasi-Government Incorporating Private Sector Skills into
Organizations Investment Promotion

In contrast to government agencies, quasi-gov- Conventional government organizations do not
emnment agencies have tended to establish elabo- easily attract the skills or adopt the attitudes
rate networks of overseas promotional offices appropriate to some of the tasks of investment
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promotion. For these organizations, a shift to the Contracting is often advocated as the appropri-
investment-generating stage of an investment ate privatization choice in situations in which it is
promotion program usually brings into sharp imperative that the government continue to
relief the need for private sector marketing skills, finance the operation but it is also felt that some
and an external search for such skills is often aspects of the operation might benefit f.o:n man-
initiated. agement by the private sector. Advocate; of the

In search of skills normally located in the contracting out of government activities to the
private sector, government agencies have done private sector point out that this ]:Irocedure
several things. Some have contracted with reduces costs because, assuming that cc n:ractors
private organizations to perform either an entire are chosen through competitive bidding, market
set of investment promotion activities or one forces will ensure that the contractors provide
minor segment of an investment promotion oper- services more efficiently than mo:raopolistic
ation. Other agencies have made special efforts to public agencies. Contracting out is particularly
attract managers from the private sector through appropriate, it is argued, when public agencies
secondment programs. need to acquire specialized skills offercd by the

private sector but possibly unavailable within the

Subcontracting Investment Promotion Activities to government. These skills are not nrcccssarily
the Private Sector better than public sector management sk ill.s; they

are simply different."

Government and quasi-government agencies In many respects investrnent promotion fits the
routinely acquire specialized private sector skills benefit from being contraci-ed out to the] private
by subcontracting certairn investment promotion benefIt reingont edt to bLpiate
activities. Both types of agency, for example, tend sector. It requires government financing bt cause

contract~. out th'mg-ulin ciiiso of the discrepancy between private poloit and
to contract out the image-buildig actvities of social benefit; in that sense it is a public lunction,

advertisig and public relations. This is because yet for some tasks it also requires marketing ex-
of the highly specialized nature of the skills re- q g . .

to codc ths aciiis 8 pertise that iS likely to be i:n short supply in the
quired to conduct these activities." public sector, and it can perhaps be made more

In contrast to image-building activities, which cost-effective through market competition that
both government and quasi-government agen- can be inserted through the contracting-out
cies contract out to private firms, there tends to be process
a sharp difference between government and Theresare, however, pote.tialproblemt i:sub-
quasi-government agencies in the extent to which contracting government activities. Coitracting
investment-generating activities are contracted has been associated with excessive costs in in-
out to private organizations. Whereas quasi-gov- stances in which contractors were not sv:bject to
ernment agencies are usually able to recruit into competitive pressures. Furth er, it is often ,i ificult
the organization people with the marketing skills for a public manager to ensure that a conti actor is
required to conduct investment-generating activ-- meeting the terms of the contract, becaiuse for
ities, government agencies tend to contract out many government activities that are co] tracted
these activities to obtain marketing skills that are out it is easier to measure costs than benef i ts. This
not available in-house. Since government agen-. is particularly true in situations in wx ch the
cies are most interested in gaining access to a goals of the organization include certai::. social
comprehensive overseas marketing network that objectives. Given that this issue of perfe. mance
will aid in the identificatio-n of prospective inves- evaluation has dominated the literature c i ,;tate-
tors, these agencies often contract with foreign owned enterprises (SOES), it is not surpris, ng that
firms. it is also often difficult to evaluate the :erfor-

The contracting out of government activities to mance of contractors engaged in certain i overn-
private firms is not unique to investment promo- ment activities."1

tion. Contracting for private sector expertise, one In investment promotion, however, som c f the
method of transferring activities previously problems often associated with evaluatior of the
managed by the government to the private sector performance of public operations need nol apply.
(or privatization), is a comrnon approach used by While it is certainly true that the results of partic-
governments, from city to federal, to conduct a ular promotional activities are diffic il: to
variety of nontraditional government functions. 9 measure, the primary objectives of the : nvest-
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ment-generating phase of an investment promo- to 50 percent of the Bor's total budget and for that
tion program are usually quite clear and reason was turned down.
quantifiable. Accordingly, it is possible to set ob- The project for U.S. investment promotion con-
jectives for an investment-generating activity, sisted of a contract worth $2.2 million with ADL

whether they be for site visits, applications, or for the provision of investment analysis and pro-
jobs. Further, the performance of those conduct- motion services to the Boi and on-the-job training
ing the activity can be monitored whether they for Boi's New York personnel. ADL, in turn, sub-
are employed by the agency or by a contractor. contracted with a New York-based public rela-
Measurement of image-building activities is tions firm, Ruder, Finn, Rotman, and the Thai
more difficult, since in these activities the empha- affiliate of a Philippine firm, sGv-Na Thalang. Ac-
sis is on changes in attitude, which are difficult to tivities were subdivided under the contract in the
measure. Nevertheless, private firms have found following manner: ADL would be responsible for
ways of measuring the success of advertising in overall project management, investment plan-
changing attitudes. Governments can adopt ning, opportunity identification, industry and
similar techniques. project analysis, and promotion support. Ruder,

Three of the government agencies in the Finn, Rotman would conduct all investment pro-
sample contracted investment-generating activi- motion activities and provide input to investment
ties. Indonesia's BKPM and Thailand's BOI contract- planning tasks. sGv-Na was responsible for con-
ed entire programs to attract investment. Britain's ducting tasks dealing with opportunity identifi-
IBB contracted out minor segments of its promo- cation, local industry analysis, and the provision
tional program. of promotion support in Thailand. The primary

Indonesia. Beginning in 1984, arrangements investment-generating activities carried out
were made among the BKPM, USAID, and two con- under the contract were three investment mis-
sulting firms, Business Advisory Indonesia (BAI) sions to the United States, in the electronics, metal
and Resources Management International (RMi), fabricating, and agribusiness sectors* 2

to assist the BKPM in its investment promotion ac- In 1986, Thailand's Boi again subcontracted in-

tivities. The original contract stipulated that the vestment-generating activities, in this instance to
consulting firms would engage in three separate several Japanese and Thai firms to attract Japa-
activities. The first involved preparing feasibility nese investment, under a $1.5 million contract

studies or project profiles in specific sectors and that consisted primarily of advertising and direct
packaging these studies so that they could be mail activities.
used in the BKPM'S investment missions. The
second allowed the firms to provide consulting Britain. Britain's IBB was a government agency
services to prospective American investors, and that, in 1988, was in the process of increasing the
Indonesian investors looking for foreign joint- extent of its subcontracting. Unlike the subcon-
venture partners. The initial contract called for tracting activities of the BKPM and Boi, however, in
the consultants to provide the first twenty-five which contractors took responsibility for the
hours of consultation to clients interested in in- entire promotional process from initial contact to
vesting in Indonesia at no cost to the client. The eventual investment, the IBB contracted out only a
consulting hours could then be charged to USAID segment of an investment-generating program.
under the investment promotion contract. For the As foreign direct investment by U.S. firms began
third phase of the project, the consultants were re- to slow, the IBB decided to devote more resources
quired to coordinate BKPM investment missions to to identification of those companies most likely to
the United States; each firm coordinated a invest in Britain. The IBB contracted to economic
mission to the United States in 1988. consultants the process of identifying growth

Thailand. Thailand's Boi also subcontracted in- sectors and selling messages for each sector. The
vestment-generating activities, principally to next phase of the agency's program, not yet
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL), in the United States in begun in early 1988, was to identify company
1983, and to several firms, including UNICO & prospects in each of these growth sectors and
OPMAC, in Japan in 1986. The Boi received addi- prepare briefs on each company. The agency in-
tional proposals from private firms to conduct in- tended to employ consulting firms, accounting
vestment-generating activities for the agency firms, or U.S. research firms to prepare the briefs
One such proposal, submitted in early 1987 by on particular companies, since IBB officials
Coopers & Lybrand, had a cost estimate of close claimed that the organization did not have the
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resources to conduct this finction properly in- promotion was different frorn normal govern-
house. ment functions and might benefit from private

sector participation. Employees came from
Seconding Employees from the Private Sector banks, accounting firms, electronics firms and

others. The IBB had an arrangement with some
An alternative or supplementary technique some private British firms to the effect that their em-
government agencies have used to acquire re- ployees would be seconded to the IBB for about
sources and marketing skills that were not avail- two years. These employees were usually Ii-ed
able in-house was to obtain employees seconded locally by a particular consulate. Since the sala-
from the private sector. Two government agen- ries of locally engaged employees in goverrm ment
cies, Investment Canada and Britain's IBB, ob- organizations were usually lower than salaaries
tained employees from the private sector in this that even junior executives received in pr ivate
way. In both instances selected employees from companies, the particular private firm madce up
the private sector were lent to the promotion the difference between the employee's ori Yi:ial
agencies for several years. The programs were, salary and the salary he received from the local
however, different in a number of respects, in- consulate. The companies that participated in this
cluding the manner in which these employees program considered themselves as contrib iting
were remunerated. to the promotion of Britain as an investment site,

Canada. At the beginning of its second year of and they also felt that working with the IBB pro-
operation, after what was perceived by the rele- vided excellent training for selected employees.
vant departments as a successful year of image- Agencies in developing countries and industri-
building activity, Investment Canada and two al countries differed in several ways. The option
other agencies involved to some extent in invest- of gaining scarce marketing skills by seconding
ment promotion, the Departrment of Regional and employees from the private to the public sector in
Industrial Expansion (DRIE), and the Department Britain and in Canada was possible becau, e Df,
of External Affairs (DEA), decided that future in- among other factors, the professionalism and
vestment promotion activities would be more ef- prestige of the civil services in these countries,
fective with the input of expertise from the and the access these agencies, coming fror in-
private sector. The agencies decided that senior dustrial countries, had to a large pool of pr vate
executives from the private sector or experienced sector expertise. 13 The government agencies :rem
industrial development personnel from through- developing countries tended, in contrast, to
out Canada should be seconded to Investment acquire these skills by contracting with pri va te
Canada/DEA to spearhead promotional efforts at firms. Another difference between these sets of
the posts. Six investment counselors were chosen countries was the supply of resources availab .e to
to operate in Canadian embassies or consulates in conduct the investment promotion function.
London, Paris, Bonn, Tokyo, New York, and Los
Angeles. The counselors were chosen in a cooper- Acquiring Resources for Investment Promotlion
ative effort among all three departments. Deputy from Abroad
ministers from Investment Canada, DRIE, and DEA

interviewed several possible candidates and The agencies from the developing countries :hit
agreed upon those considered most suitable. The we studied had, on the average, fewer resou: ces
six investment counselors were paid from a to conduct the investment promotion funciicn
special industrial development program fund than did the agencies from industrial countri is.14
managed by the DEA. As a consequence, whatever organizational f nnri

Investment Canada supported the program, the developing countries chose to adopt for
since many of the executives at this agency felt investment promotion, whether government,
that it was important to have marketers with quasi-government, or private, one common c- ar-
business experience developing personal rela- acteristic was that, whenever it wvas possible, ::he
tions with top executives in foreign corporations. agency initiated efforts to acquire foreign r(-
This seemed to be an essential component of suc- sources and assistance in its investment proleic-
cessful investment promotion activities. tion efforts. Once these resources had be e.l

Britain. Britain's IBB also used employees sec- acquired, agencies had to decide how best to ise
onded from the private sector, because the orga- the resources available, especially when t tey
nization explicitly recognized that investment were fungible. Resources and assistance came
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Table 9 Involvement of USAID in Investment Promotion

Promotion agency Form and extent of USAID involvement

CINDE, Costa Rica Financed entire investment promotion operation at a cost of $2.5 million a year in 1987.
BKPM, Indonesia In 1985 initiated contract with three consulting firms to conduct investment promotion

activities at a cost of $200,000 per firm a year.
JNLP, Jamaica For 1985 and 1986 provided block grant of about $1 million a year for JInP's use in its

investment promotion activities.
Boi, Thailand Between 1983 and 1986 financed $2.2 million contract with Arthur D. Little to provide

investment promotion services to the Boi.

from the private and public sectors of foreign One example we encountered, the miniambas-
countries and from multilateral institutions. sador program, was a collaborative effort of

Resources from the foreign public sector have USAID, Thailand's BOI, and the U.S. Chamber of
come principally from the development assis- Commerce in Thailand. This program relied
tance organizations of the industrial countries. almost solely upon the goodwill of American in-
USAID has fulfilled a particularly significant func- vestors in Thailand. Under the program,
tion in financing investment promotion activities Chamber of Commerce members that were en-
around the world. The manner in which USAID has thusiastic about business opportunities in Thai-
financed investment promotion operations in the land would volunteer to speak to American
countries that we studied differed with the form business groups "as informal emissaries" of Thai-
of organization used by the country for invest- land while they were on home leave or on busi-
ment promotion. USAID financed the subcontract- ness in the United States. The soi supported the
ing of promotional activities in the government program by briefing the miniambassadors about
agencies and financed in-house investment pro- business opportunities in Thailand and by pro-
motion activities in the quasi-government and viding them with kits of materials to use for the
private agencies. The reason for this difference, presentations that they made. The Chamber of
we suggest, was that the quasi-government and Commerce supported the program because its
private agencies alreadyhad themarketing skills members were interested in increasing the
preqivadte agencies already dthen marketion skills number of U.S. businesses operating in Thailand
requions,whredato c investment promotionhapeto and also because it felt that the program wouldahions, whereas the government agencies had to heptdvlocriarltonwthheTi
initiate an external search for these skills. The help to develop cordial relaihons wth the Thai
extent of USAID involvement in the promotion government. American Chamber of Commerce
gex ien ofeUxaIDinvolvemengthe inute pomothio re- members involved in this program told us that
sagci examin during thcue o i they were convinced that testimonials by Ameri-

search project is summarized in table 9. can businessmen were effective in encouraging
Perhaps surprisingly, the USAID offices in each their domestic counterparts to consider investing

country knew virtually nothing about the in Thailand.
support given to promotion efforts by USAID Even in the absence of public sector financing
offices elsewhere. There was no attempt to learn and organization, foreign firms appear willing to
from the successes and failures of assistance else- assist investment promotion agencies in gaining
where or even to transfer the experiences of pro- access to corporations in their home countries.
motion agencies from one country to another. The enthusiasm and willingness of foreign firms

Agencies from developing countries seemed to to assist in investment promotion efforts was in
be in a position to benefit not only from resources evidence in Malaysia, where members of the U.S.
from the public sectors of foreign countries, but Chamber of Commerce in that country were con-
also from the private sectors of the same coun- cerned that their services were not being used to
tries. In some instances agencies from the public a greater extent in MIDA'S promotional efforts
and the private sectors of foreign countries within the United States. The organization's offi-
worked closely together to assist the investment cers felt that it could be effective, not only in pro-
promotion programs of developing countries. viding appropriate testimonials from its
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members about their successful operations in seven developing countries rented space i nd op-
Malaysia, but also in helping MIDA officials gain erated out of the Centre. uNrDo also operated a
access, at senior levels, to IJ.S. corporations with center for training investment promotion l:person-
which its members were affiliated. MIDA officials nel and had a worldwide investment promotion
indicated that in the future they were planning to service, which was headquartered in Vienna.
make greater use of the Chamber's representa- UNIDO also assisted countries more directl.y with
tives to gain access to U.S. companies. their investment promotion activities. The

The most popular technique used by public agency sponsored and financed a forum in Indo-
agencies from countries other than the United nesia in 1987, where 150 foreign businessmen
States to assist the promothional efforts of devel- came from around the world to meet wifl- I:ndo-
oping countries was the resident adviser. In 1987 nesian businessmen. UNIDo also agreed to finance
both the BKPM and the Bcoi had advisers from the training of six Indonesian investment promo-
Germany and Japan who had offices within these tion personnel by attaching them to the organiza-
agencies and who assisted in the search for, and tion's investment promotion services in Paris,
service to, investors from their respective coun- Zurich, Vienna, and Tokyo. In 1988 UNIDO anad the
tries. Malaysia's MIDA had resident advisers from BKPM were considering an experiment according
several countries, including an adviser from the to which these persons would be used as travel-
United Kingdom seeking to attract U.K. invest- ing promoters once they had completed their
ment to Malaysia. The BKPM, through its bilateral training.
cooperation agreements with Britain, the Nether- The assistance of the foreign private and p1Lblic
lands, and Belgium, was also seeking to arrange sectors and multilateral organizations provided
for resident advisers from these countries. Some more options for investment promotion agencies,
advisers concentrated on assisting the country's both in the promotional techniques that they
investment promotion efforts by providing could use and in the organizational apprc aches
service to prospective or existing investors, for that they could adopt. This proliferation of
example the Japanese; others put more emphasis options made it even more important that these
on assisting a country's promotional efforts by at- agencies have some indication of what tech-
tracting new investors, for example the Germans. niques and what organizational approaches

The German program of resident advisers was appear to be most effective in attracting fcoreign
probably the most comprehensive. This program direct investment.
was coordinated by the German Finance In this chapter we have argued that the dlomi-
Company for Investments i.n Developing Coun- nant issue governments face in organiziiig to
tries (DEG). This organization, funded solely by promote foreign direct investment is that the in-
the German government, provided financial and vestment promotion function resides along v con-
consulting assistance to Gennan firms interested tinuum that extends from traditional goverrnment
in investing in developing countries. The DEG organization to wholly private sector orgainiza-
offices in the Boi in Thailand and the BKPM in Indo- tion. The empirical evidence suggests that thie po-
nesia had as their principal objectives the match- sition of the investment promotion organiZation
ing of small and medium-size German firms with along this continuum, whet:her govern:nent,
small and medium-size Thai and Indonesian quasi-government, or private, is an imp(ortant
firms. In 1987 DEG was involved in a total of about factor in explaining the patterns with which in-
400 joint ventures in sixty de veloping countries. vestment promotion organizations gain acc. ss to

Investment promotion organizations may also marketing skills that are often available ortly in
be able to spread their promotional resources the private sector, the ability ol' these agenc es to
further by collaborating with multilateral institu- conduct tasks normally associated with go ire]n-
tions interested in investment: promotion. In 1978 ment organizations, such as se:rvice to inves tors,
the United Nations Industrial Development Or- and the manner in which they conduct ove se as
ganization (UNIDo) established the Investment marketing. The choice even has an effect or the
Promotion Centre in New York, which offered de- kind of foreign assistance they are likel r to
veloping countries the opportunity to conduct receive. In the following chapter we shall relport
U.S. promotional activities out of its offices for a our findings on the relative effectiveness of t iese
limited time. Between 1978 and 1986, twenty- organizational approaches.
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Notes promotion that was done tended to be passive rather than active. Sim-
ilarly, empirical observations from other studies suggest that export
promotion suffers when coupled with investment promotion; see

1. See, for example, Dennis J. Encarnation and Louis T. Wells, Jr. Keesing, "Marketing Manufactured Exports from Developing Coun-
"Sovereignty en Garde: Negotiating with Foreign Investors," Interno- tries," p. 26.
tional Organization 39 (Winter 1985); Sanjaya Lall and Paul Streeten,
Foreign Investment, Transnationals and Developing Countries (Boulder, 8. This is not to say, however, that the promotion agency cannot
Colo.: Westview Press, 1977): and J. de la Torre, "Foreign Investment bring some expertise to a collaborative effort with the professional
and Economic Development: Conflict and Negotiation," Journal of In- firm. It is likely that many agencies work closely with professional
ternational Business Studies, Fall 1981, pp. 9-32. firms. In this research at least two instances of close collaboration were

identified. In the cases of both Ireland's IDA and israel's Investment
2. This hypothesis is drawn from the work of Encarnation and Authority, these organizations were able to work very closely with ad-

Wells. They discuss the political costs of adopting coordinated and vertising agencies. IDA worked closely with its advertising agency in
centralized structures for negotiations with investors, but they also producing the advertising theme, "We're the Young Europeans." Is-
point out that these structures are likely to lead to greater promotion of rael's Investment Authority did most of the writing for the advertising
investment opportunities than dispersed structures. See Encarnation supplements it produced and worked closely with its advertising firm
and Wells, "Sovereignty En Garde," pp. 58, 76-77. in the design of several advertisements geared to promoting Israel as a

3. Investment promotion exhibits two of the characteristics Robin- high-technology center.
son identifies as reasons for the existence of public sector enterprise- 9. See Pirie, Privatization in Theory and Practice, for a discussion of
the inability to internalize profit, the tendency to monopoly, the need several aspects of prvatization Pire and out tha sinc of
for pioneer industry, the inadequacy of private resources; the need for era aspets ofeprivatizaio. diri ent thats 17 the Belt
public revenue with which to finance, the need for public control, and ish government has used twenty-two different methods of transferring
high risk caused by uncertainty with respect to the timing and amount public operations, of which contracihng activities to the private sector
of payout from the investment. See Richard Robinson, "Major Issues in is one, wholly or in part into the private sector.
Joint Ventures between Developed and Developing Countries," in
joint Ventures and Public Enterprises in Developing Countries, ed. V. V. 10. Some estimates put the reduction in costs from contracting out
Ramanadham (Ljubljana, Yugoslavia: International Center for Public government services at 20 to 50 percent. See Stephen Moore, "Contract-
Enterprises in Developing Countries, 1980). It is virtually impossible to ing Out: A Painless Alternative to the Budget Cutter's Knife," in Pros-
internalize profit from investment promotion activities, so these activ- pects for Privatization, ed. Hanke, p. 61. Moore also emphasizes that
ities have to be financed from public revenue. contracting out provides the government organization with greater ac-

cess to expertise.

4. See, for example, Claudio Alhaique, Creation of an Industrial Pro-
motion Service (Paris: OECD, 1972). In his recommendations for creating 11. A voluminous literature on SoEs in general and performance
an industrial promotion service he states, "The Service should enjoy evaluation of SOES in particular has emerged. The literature on perfor-
the maximum possible operational autonomy and flexibility, which is mance evaluation incorporates the following works: Leroy Jones, "To-
why it is not advisable to insert it directly in the government appara- wards a Performance Evaluation Methodology for Pubhc Enterprise:
tus, but to find the legal form required to guarantee these features" (p. With Special Reference to Pakistan," in International Symposium on Eco-
50). A more recent recommendation with respect to institutional sup- nomic Performance of Public Enterprise (Islamabad, Pakistan: United Na-
port for export promotion is that it is probably best to keep export pro- tions Department of Technical Cooperation for Development, Nov.
motion partly outside the official sphere during transitional stages, 1981); R. Mallon, "Performance Evaluation and Compensation of the
while export climates are being improved, and when it has been made Social Burdens of Public Enterprises in Less Developed Countries,"
official, to ensure that such an organization has a semi-independent Annals of Public and Cooperative Economy 52 (1981); and Mary M. Shir-
status, with its own board of directors consisting primarily of people ley, Managing State-Owned Enterprises, Staff Working Papers no. 577
from the export community. See Donald B. Keesing, "Marketing Man- (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1983). See Robert Bailey, "Uses and
ufactured Exports From Developing Countries: How to Provide Excel- Misuses of Privatization," in Prospects for Privatization, ed. Hanke, pp.
lent, Cost-Effective Institutional Support" (World Bank: Country 148-49, for a discussion of the importance of establishing monitoring
Economics Department-Trade Policy Division: April 1988) p. 43, 14 units within public agencies to evaluate contract compliance.
(appendix).

12. Details of the objectives of the contract and the activities it stip-
5. These regulations were regularly pointed to by both the interna- ulates are formally listed in Donald J. Rhatigan and Associates, "Final

tional and domestic business communities as obstacles to investment. Evaluation of Private Sector in Development," (Washington, D.C.: TVT

Although the intemational investment community in Malaysia sup- Associates, July 1987).
ported the objectives of the N[EP, it was also concerned about the nu-
merous regulations that had been created in the setting of the NEP that 13. The civil services of many countries differ significantly in their
made business operations in Malaysia fraught with the problems of
complying with govemment regulations. For a sample of the concems prestige. Aharoni poits out that i many countres a career i the pub-
of the intemational business community, see "View of Foreign Inves- lic sector is considered respectable and carries high status, attracting
tors: A Contribution to the Preparation of the Fifth Malaysia Plan," the best-educated people in the society, whereas in others employment
Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Intemational Chamber of Commerce & In- in the public sector, except in the top positions, is regarded as a second-
dustry, 1985. class occupation, and the remuneration is poor. These differences are

likely to affect the need for govemment organizations to acquire pri-
6. The experiments with privatization that have received the most vate sector expertise, and their ability to attract this expertise. See Yair

attention have been those carried out by the Thatcher govemment in Aharoni, Markets, Planning and Development: ne Private and Public Sec-
Great Britain. For a review of British experiences with privatization, tors in Economic Development (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger Publishing
see Madsen Pirie, Privatization in Theory and Practice (London: ASI [Re- Co., 1978), pp. 286-87.
search] Ltd., 1985) for the views from a proponent of privatization; and
Paul Starr, "The Limits of Privatization," in Prospects for Privatization, 14. We estimate, on the basis of incomplete data, that the budgets of
ed. Steve H. Hanke, (Montpelier, Vermont: Capital City Press, 1987), for the agencies from developing countries averaged to US$4.5 million in
a rebuttal. 1986, and the budgets of the agencies from industrial countries aver-

aged to $12.6 million in 1986. These estimates are imprecise, however,
7. Empirical observations from current research suggest that invest- because no agency provided a detailed analysis of resources expended

ment promotion is best conducted by individuals and organizations solely on the promotion of foreign direct investment. Further, in many
that have primary responsibility for this activity. In countries that instances, especially those in which the govemment organizations
housed the investment promotion function with another function such were concemed, there were many problems in estimating expenses in-
as exports-in Chile, Argentina, and Spain, for example-it appeared curred by consulates and embassies in promoting investment. We do
that most resources were spent on export promotion; for these coun- not feel that this imprecision affects our basic point, however, that in-
tries, resources spent on investment promotion varied from about 5 to dustrial countries spend far more on promoting investment than do
10 percent of the organization's resources. Further, any investment developing countries.
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4
Evaluating the Investment Promotion
Function

After developing investment promotion strategies on an ad hoc basis. The process of evaluati.ng
that are based, in part, on the parallels between in- these activities is rarely integrated into the man-
vestment promotion and industrial marketing and agement control system of the agency. On the oth-
adopting structures that can handle both the public er hand, investment-generating activities, when
and the private tasks that make tup the investment conducted in-house, tend to be evaluated conti:i-
promotion function, agencies still face the impor- uously with an evaluation process that is high:y
tant task of evaluating the effectiveness of their pro- integrated into the control system of the agency.
motion efforts. Evaluations are often important in The evaluation processes typical of the different
justifying budgets to the government. They are nec- types of investment promotion activity are sum-
essary if the agency is to learn from its experience so imarized in table 10.
that it can allocate its funds more efficiently among
different types of activity. Evaluation is also essen- Evaluation Processes for Image Building and
tial if work is to be contracted to others. Although Investment Service
evaluation is of the utmost importance, it is one of
the most difficult tasks facing a promotion agency. Evaluations of image-building and investment-
The ways in which the agencies we studied under- service activities are conducted infrequently, if zi t
took this task differed considerably Approaches to all, and t]he evaluations that are conducted ar?
evaluation differed according to whether the agen- performed by external organizations and not b 7
cy was emphasizing image building, investment the promotion agency itself. In their evaluation,
generation, or investment service. of image-building activities, external organiza-

Several evaluations of the effectiveness of these tions have relied on measurements of changes iL

various kinds of promotion activity and of the ef- the attitudes of the target population after tht
forts of government and quasi-government orga- promotion campaigns have been conducted.
nizational structures were either discovered or Most agencies, however, have neither arrangec.
conducted during this research. These attempts for external organizations to conduct evaluationx
at evaluation are particularly instructive in dis- of their image-building activities, nor evaluate&i
covering the types of activity and structure that these activities themselves. This is especially tru
promote investment most effectively. of the relatively low cost activities such as mis

sions and seminars. There were no indications
The Evaluation Processes Used by Investment that any agency had attempted to evaluate these
Promotion Agencies activities according to their potential to change or

build images. A few agencies attempted to evalu
Investment promotion agencies tend to evaluate ate these activities in terms of their ability to gen-
image-building and investment-service activities erate investment. The results suggested that these
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Table 10 Evaluation of Investment Promotion by Type of Activity

Promotional activity Typical evaluation process

Image building Ad hoc, project-based evaluations. Evaluation not integrated into
management control system of agency. Evaluation conducted by
external organization.

Investment service Similar to process for image building.

Investment-generating Continuous process of evaluation. Evaluations performed by agency
activities conducted in-house and evaluation process highly integrated into management control

system of agency.

Investment-generating Evaluation conducted on a project basis by contractor or by
activities contracted out independent evaluator hired by organization financing activity.

Evaluation process not integrated into management control system
of contractor or of agency.

activities were consistently ineffective in generat- ties, however, used an evaluation process similar
ing investment. to the one used to evaluate image-building and

Agencies that have attempted to build image investment-service activities, relying on infre-
through advertising campaigns have faced the quent evaluations by third parties or the contrac-
greatest pressure to evaluate the effectiveness of tors.
their image-building activity because of the high Investment promotion agencies that conducted
cost of advertising. Evaluations of advertising ac- investment-generating activities in-house gener-
tivities were conducted by the Canadian Confer- ally operated under the assumption that the per-
ence Board for Investment Canada, by Business sonal selling activities of individual promotion
Week for Ireland's IDA, Scotland's LIS, and Britain's officials could be tied to actual investments if a
IBB, by the Japanese consulting firm UNico & OPMAC comprehensive information and tracking system
for Thailand's soi, and by the U.S. market research was put in place to accomplish this objective.
firm Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., for IDA. These agencies also unanimously regarded per-

Several evaluations of the effectiveness of these sonal interactions between an investment pro-
various kinds of promotion activity and of the ef- moter and a prospective investor as the most
forts of government and quasi-government orga- effective approach to promotion. The control sys-
nizational structures were either discovered or tems developed by these agencies were simulta-
conducted during this research. These attempts neously useful in informing management about
at evaluation are particularly instructive in dis- the investment-generating activities of each
covering the types of activity and structure that member of the marketing team, allowing for the
promote investment most effectively' evaluation and control of these persons, and pro-

viding a basis for motivating overseas marketers
Evaluation Process for Investment-Generating to increase their levels of productivity.
Activities All the promotion agencies in the sample that

conducted investment-generating activities in-
Some agencies adopted a different process for house, whether the agencies were government,
evaluating investment-generating activities from quasi-government, or private, attempted to de-
those used for evaluating image-building and in- velop integrated control systems that included an
vestment-service activities. Agencies that per- evaluation component. Some of the quasi-gov-
formed investment-generating activities in-house ernment and private agencies also built financial
adopted an internal evaluation process for these incentives for overseas marketers into their con-
activities that was highly integrated into the trol systems.
agency's management control system. Agencies Evaluation Process for In-house Promotion. The
that contracted out investment-generating activi- management control systems employed by Costa
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Rica's CINDE, Ireland's IDA, and Scotland's LIS illus- IDA system could receive financia I bonuses of '-4
trated the level of integration of systems in agen- percent of their base salaries. In the case of Scot-
cies that conducted investment-generating activi- land's LIS, which also had a similar motivatic n,
ties in-house and emphasized personal selling. evaluation, and control system, the best-perform-
Within CINDE, the performance of employees, es- ing overseas representatives could earn an addi-
pecially overseas marketing staff, was evaluated tional 20 percent of their base salaries in financi al
by a management-by-objectives system. Each bonuses.
overseas promotion official was expected to make Evaluation Process for Contracted Promotioral
twenty sales presentations a month, to generate Activities. In contrast to the evaluation process
fifteen site visits by potential investors a year, and for investment-generating activities that were
to generate each year approved investment that conducted in-house, investment-generating ac-
would employ 750 people. These activities were tivities that were contracted to external organiza-
to be within industries that had been targeted by tions were evaluated independent of the
CINDE. Promotion officials operated within a set of promotional organization. Promotion agencies
assumptions about yields, which differed by sec- relied either on evaluations conducted by t]rie
tor. The average expectation was that every ten contractor or on evaluations conducted by anotl-
contacts would yield one appointment, ten pre- er external organization. Evaluations, even thos;e
sentations at appointments would yield one site made by contractors, were usually conducted ocn
visit, and ten site visits would yield one invest- a project basis rather than on a continuous basi ,.
ment. Bonuses were paid to CINDE'S overseas pro- The contractors, regarding the promotional actil,-
motion staff for jobs attracted in excess of the ity as short-term and separate frorn their norm LA
target of 750 jobs a year. These bonuses could business functions, did not integrate the evalu: -

equal as much as 13 percent of an employee's tion process into the management control sy. -
base salary. tems of their organizations.

This evaluation system was integrated with an The investment promotion activities contracl-
information system for reporting and tracking re- ed out by Thailand's Boi and Indonesia's BKP'4

sults. Each overseas promotion official submitted were all evaluated by third parties. The BOI'S pro-
a monthly activity report, in which the number of motional activities in the United States, contract-
sales presentations, the number of site visits, the ed to Arthur D. Little, Inc., were independentl!r
number of projects in the pipeline, the number of evaluated by economic consultant Donald Rhati -
projects approved, and the number of jobs ap- gan. The agency's investment promotion activi-
proved were indicated. The probability of realiza- ties in Japan, which were contracted to th,.
tion for each project, and the associated jobs were Japanese firm UNICO & OPMAC, were evaluated b',
also included. The assignment of probabilities al- that firm. The BKPM'S investment prc,motion activ
lowed CINDE to calculate the expected value of in- ities that were contracted, with financing bai
coming projects and jobs. USAID, to two consulting firms, Business Advisor;

The IDA management control system was simi- Indonesia and Resources Managernent Interna
lar to CINDE's-not surprising, since the CINDE SyS- tional, were evaluated midway thrcugh the term
tem was patterned after IDA'S. Overseas officers of the contract by USAID. The evaluations were
had targets for the number of sales presentations, based solely on data submitted by the consulting
number of site visits generated, and number of firms. In early 1988, there were no plans by USAIE'

approved jobs they should attract. The agency's or the BKPM to evaluate the performance of the
Dublin staff had targets for the number of ap- contractors when the contracts expired at the end
proved jobs and number of jobs actually created. of that year.
In evaluating overseas officers the IDA manage- Our observations suggest that the characteris-
ment was concerned, not only with the number of tic that distinguishes the process by which differ-
sales presentations, but also with the level of ent promotional techniques and strategies are
management to which these presentations were evaluated is the degree to which the process is in-
given, since the prevailing view within the agen- tegrated into the management control system of
cy was that presentations given to an audience of an agency. On the one hand, image-building, in-
senior managers were more likely to have an ef- vestment-service, and investment-generating ac-
fect on a firm's investment decision than presen- tivities contracted to an external organization
tations that were not attended by senior were not evaluated in the course of the agency's
managers. Above-average perforrmers within the regular operations. As a consequence, evalua-
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tions of these activities were conducted sporadi- sible determinant of this investment. Thus, we
cally, if at all. On the other hand, agencies that shall take these activities into account by adding
conducted investment-generating activities in- investment promotion to a multiple regression
house made attempts to develop integrated model that includes other variables that have
control systems that included an evaluation seemed in earlier studies to have a statistically
component. significant relation to foreign direct investment.

The dependent variable, foreign direct invest-
The Effectiveness of Investment Promotion ment, is measured by per capita foreign direct in-

vestment flows,3 as in several other empirical
Although we were unable to obtain systematic studies on the determinants of foreign direct in-
evaluations of all types of promotional activities vestment. 4 As in these studies, we do not include
and structures, those that were available, coupled additions to existing foreign direct investment
with the ones we made, gave some indication of through retained earnings. It would be possible,
the promotional techniques and structures that in fact, to argue both for and against the inclusion
were most effective in attracting foreign direct in- of retained earnings. For many countries, howev-
vestment. er, the data required to include retained earnings

A Statistical Test. Before we report the results of simply do not exist.
various efforts to measure the effectiveness of Researchers have examined political, econom-
particular investment promotion techniques and ic, social, and policy variables in attempts to iso-
structures, we shall present the results of an at- late those that seem to be most important. 5 We
tempt to determine, with aggregate data, wheth- shall draw from the findings of their studies.
er investment promotion seems to make any Several researchers have tested proxies of mar-
difference in the overall flows of foreign invest- ket demand levels and market growth rates of
ment. Such aggregate studies, we believe, should host economies to see whether there is a statistical
be taken with a healthy grain of salt. Neverthe- association between these proxies and inflows of
less, when the results are consistent with the find- foreign direct investment. In general, most have
ings of others, they are likely to be indicative of found evidence of a statistical association. John
general patterns. This analysis, as indicated in H. Dunning, for example, suggested that one of
chapter 1, at least suggests that promotion might the dominant influences on foreign direct invest-
have a significant influence on foreign invest- ment was the growth and size of the host country
ment flows. market.6 Root and Ahmed and Schneider and

According to Agarwal, "foreign direct invest- Frey found statistically significant relation be-
ment has registered an enormous growth over tween foreign direct investment and market de-
the past three decades [until 1980]. The growth of mand (as measured by per capita GDP or GNP) and
foreign direct investment has, however, been ex- market growth (as measured by the growth rate
celled by the growth of publications specially on of GDP or GNP).

the determinants of these investments." 2 The nu- We also included measures of market demand
merous attempts to isolate the determinants of in this study. Following Schneider and Frey, we
foreign direct investment that have been made used GNP per capita. Our hypothesis was that the
would seem to make another such study unnec- higher the per capita income, the greater the per
essary. Indeed, we make no claim that in the capita foreign investment inflow.7 Accordingly,
study reported in this section a new, comprehen- the expected sign of this variable is positive. Our
sive model that explains the determinants of for- hypothesis with respect to the growth rate of the
eign direct investment has been developed. Such market was that the higher the rate of economic
an activity would be an unnecessary drain of so- growth, the greater the investment inflows." In
ciety's resources, particularly the reader's time. this as in other variables, causality could, of
Instead, we shall seek to build on the existing course, run in either or both directions. Foreign
knowledge to examine a phenomenon that has investors could be attracted by high growth rates,
been totally ignored in this literature. Despite the and high growth rates could be the result of for-
fact that many countries have engaged in explicit eign investment.
marketing efforts to attract foreign direct inves- Schneider and Frey found a statistically signif-
tors to their shores, in no existing study of the de- icant relation between inflation rates and foreign
terminants of foreign direct investment have direct investment, as well as between current ac-
these activities been taken into account as a pos- count positions and foreign direct investment. 9
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Table 11 Model of the Determinants of Foreign Direct Investment

Variable Proxy IHypothesized sign

Dependent variable
Foreign direct investment Foreign direct investment per capita +

Independent variables
Effective demand Per capita GNP +

Market growth GNP growth rate +
Balance of payments condition sop current account balance
Inflation Annual rate of inflation
Political stability Frost & Sullivan's political stability index +
Investment promotion Business Facilities' listing of countries actively

promoting in the United States (promotion = I) +

Note: Analysis of the model: The model was tested on a data set of 50 industrial and developing countries for which all the above variab. Is vere
available. The countries are listed in table 12.

Other researchers also found statistically signifi- cluded a variable to measure whether or not a
cant relations for these variables. 10 We therefore country engages in marketing activities des. gned
hypothesized that foreign investors would be de- to attract investment.
terred by a high rate of inflation and by unfavora- The variables to be includec in the modcl, the
ble current accounts in a country's balance of measures to be used, and the hypothesized signs
payments.'" are summarized in table 11. The countries umecl in

Several researchers have tested the influence of this model are listed in table 12.
political stability or, conversely, political risk, on Researchers have used a variety of stati:,tical
foreign direct investment flows. Early survey methodologies to test various versions of models
studies of the foreign investment decision pro- designed to explain foreign direct invest:nent
cess indicated that political instability was one of flows. These include multiple discriminant mal-
the main factors in the decisions of investors not ysis and multiple regression analysis, inclu ding
to invest in a particular country. Both Basi and stepwise regression.1 8 In this study we used -n a-
Aharoni concluded from their research that, after tiple regression techniques, since contini. oiis,
market size and growth, political instability was rather than categorical, variables were used to
the dominant influence on investment flows.0 2 In measure foreign direct investrnent flows. ' ir ce
a study conducted by Root and Ahmed, political the variables included had all been identified as
stability was one of the variables that was found significant in the literature-except, of course t ie
to be statistically significant. 13 Levis concluded promotion variable-there was no need to em-
that political stability, although, unlike economic ploy techniques such as stepvwise regression t; se-
factors, not the prime determinant of foreign di- lect potential variables.
rect investment, was nevertheless an important The investment, GNP per capita, and inflc.tion
determinant of investment. 14 variables were transformed to their logarithmrric

This study includes a political stability variable, equivalents, since a preliminary analysis showved
which is based on Frost & Sullivan's 1984 forecast of that several variables had skewed process d)i i-
political risk in eighty countries.1 5 The hypothesis is butions. After the transformat:ions, these raii-
that the more politically stable the country, the ables had distributions that were nearly norir il.l9
greater the inflows of foreign direct investment The results of the multiple regression on the 'Ull

Investment promotion is the one new variable data set are shown in table 13.
that we include in a regression model."6 To some Tests of the model on the full d ata set indicz 'eI
extent, the other variables represent controls for a that the entire model had relatively high exp ar. rn-
test on the promotion variable. Although in some atory power (R 2 = 70.26 percent). All the varial: IE s
studies, such as Root and Ahmed's,' 7 some policy had the hypothesized signs, although the grow'th,
variables have been included, no studies have in- deficit, and inflation variables were not stat.st:.-
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Table 12 Data Set of Industrial and Developing Countries

Industrial countries Developing countries

Australia Argentina
Austria Bolivia
Belgium Brazil
Canada Cameroon
Denmark Chile
Finland Colombia
France Costa Rica
Federal Republic of Germany Dominican Republic
Greece Ecuador
Ireland Egypt
Italy El Salvador
Japan Guatemala
Netherlands Honduras
New Zealand Indonesia
Portugal Israel
Spain Jamaica
Sweden Kenya
United Kingdom Republic of Korea

Malaysia
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama
Philippines
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
Venezuela
Zaire

cally significant. The GNP per capita variable was tors are likely to determine the level of foreign in-
statistically significant at the 5 percent level, how- vestment inflows in these two groups.2 1 Further,
ever, and the variables for political stability and in this research we found differences in the pro-
investment promotion were statistically signifi- motional activities of industrial and developing
cant at better than the 1 percent level. The promo- countries. Table 14 records the results obtained
tion variable offered the highest individual from multiple regressions run on the set of eigh-
contribution to R2, 15 percent.2 0 Also, the stan- teen industrial countries.
dardized coefficient of the promotion variable For this set of countries, the explanatory power
was larger than the others, indicating that this of the model was again quite high, with an R2 of
variable had the greatest effect on foreign direct 68 percent. The inflation and deficit variables,
investment flows. however, did not have the expected signs. Fur-

As a further test of the model, the data on in- ther, these variables plus the GNP per capita, and
dustrial and developing countries were separat- stability variables were statistically insignificant
ed to test whether the regression on the pooled at the 5 percent level. The statistically significant
data was masking major dissimilarities between variables were growth (5 percent level) and pro-
these two groups of countries. Some researchers motion (1 percent level). For this set of countries,
have suggested that studies that do not treat in- promotion again offered the highest individual
dustrial and developing countries differently are contribution to the R2, 40 percent, and the largest
methodologically deficient, because different fac- effect on foreign direct investment.
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Table 13 Results of Multiple Regression-Analysis on the Full Data Set

Variable Beta coefficienta Standard error Probability'

Constant 0.000 0.082 0.042
LogGNP 0.240c 0.126 0.032
Growth 0.047 0.960 0.313
Deficit -0.071 0.092 0.220
LogInflation -0.063 0.092 0.249
Stability 0o 33 5 d 0.124 0.005
Promotion 0 ,4 5 3 d 0.095 0.000

Note: Dependent variable: Loglnvest. R2 = 0.7026; F = 17.3 (6,44); P = 0.
a. The coefficients used were the beta, or unconditionally standardized, coefficients, which, unlike natural coefficients, are independent of tAie units

of measurement.
b. The probability listed in the regression tables is the probability that the true sign of the variable is opposite to that shown in the regre"ision table.
c. Statistically significant at the 5 pe:rcent level.
d. Statistically significant at the I percent level.

Regressions were also run on the data set of de- Although all three analyses suggested t "a t the
veloping countries to test for the influence of pro- investment promotion variable had a statistically
motion; see table 15 for the results. significant relationship with inflows of lForeign

The results show that GNP per capita, inflation, direct investment, there was a relatively large dif-
deficit, stability, and promotion variables all had ference between the influence of promotion in in-
the expected signs. The growth variable did not dustrial countries and the influence of this
have the expected sign, suggesting that this vari- variable in developing countries. In the saim Fle of
able might be a less important determinant of for- industrial countries, promotion was the mrost sig-
eign investment in developing countries than in nificant variable, whereas in the sample of devel-
industrial countries.2 2 The R2 was 58 percent; the oping countries the income and political stability
promotion variable made the third highest contri- variables were more importanat. This findiiig can
bution, 6.4 percent, to this figure. The highest perhaps be explained by the fact that pro ic tion
contributions came from the per capita GNP and is likely to have the largest effect where other fac-
stability variables, each contributing about 11 tors that attract investment-product Factors
percent. such as income levels and degrees of political sta-

Table 14 Results of Multiple Regression Analysis on the Set of Industrial Countries

Variable Beta coefficien.t Standard error Probability

Constant 0.000 0.156 0.000
LOgGNP 0.120 0.246 0.318
Growth 0.439a 0.286 0.074
Deficit 0.216 0.288 0.234
LogInflation 0.186 0.293 0.269
Stability 0.330 0.249 0.104
Promotion 0 .8 1 8b 0.195 0.001

Note: Dependent variable: Loglnvest. R2 = 0.6852; F = 9.35 (6,12); P = 0.
a. Statistically significant at the 5 perce nt level.
b. Statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
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Table 15 Results of Multiple Regression Analysis on the Set of Developing Countries

Variable Beta coefficient Standard error Probability

Constant 0.000 0.132 0.000
LogGNP 0.381a 0.154 0.010
Growth -0.026 0.165 0.439
Deficit -0.174 0.154 0.135
LogInflation -0.103 0.134 0.225
Stability 0.380a 0.153 0.010
Promotion 0.297b 0.154 0.034

Note: Dependent variable: LogInvest. R2 = 0.5809; F = 5.54 (6,26); P = 0.001.
a. Statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
b. Statistically significant at the 5 percent level.

bility, for example-are most similar, as is true of is usually made. The evaluations are not always
industrial countries. In developing countries, systematic, however.
where there is a greater diversity in the product Several agencies acquired anecdotal evidence
factors, the effect of promotion is subordinated to to suggest that their advertisements generated
the effects of these other factors. widespread readership. The results of surveys by

Additional tests were conducted to verify that Starch Inra Hooper, a U.S. marketing firm, for
the model was properly specified, including tests example, were cited by Ireland's IDA. This firm
for the existence of heteroskedasticity, undue in- performed regular "STARCH" surveys of advertise-
fluence of isolated variables, autocorrelation, and ments appearing in Business Week to generate es-
multicollinearity.2 3 The tests suggested that the timates of advertisement recall by Business Week
model had been properly specified and that, ac- readers. In 1986 an advertisement of Ireland's IDA

cordingly, it provided reasonable estimates. that appeared in this publication received the
We cannot, with these data, prove that causali- Business Week "Starch Excellence Award" for the

ty runs from promotion to investment; neverthe- best-read advertisement ever recorded in the area
less, it seems unlikely that increases in foreign development category. During the period 1985-
investment will typically cause increases in pro- 87 the agency's advertisements were also regular-
motion. Less certain are the influences of vari- ly among the top three or four recalled by Busi-
ables that are not included. It may be that ness Week readers, including advertisements for
countries that actively promote investment do consumer products. In 1986 the Scottish Develop-
other things well that attract foreign investors. ment Administration (SDA)-parent organization
They may offer more attractive tax incentives, for for Locate in Scotland-also received a Starch Ex-
example.2 4 Nevertheless, the analysis does pro- cellence Award to honor its outstanding perfor-
vide a strong hint that promotion might influence mance in measures of advertising recall by
investment flows. Evaluations of particular pro- Business Week readers.
motional techniques (such as image building, in- Some agencies turned to general evaluations of
vestment service, and investment generation, their country's investment climate as indicators
and of different structures, such as government of the effectiveness of their image-building cam-
and quasi-government) add considerably to the paigns, including the advertising component of
evidence on the influence of promotion on invest- these campaigns. Two such agencies were Invest-
ment flows and to an understanding of the kinds ment Canada and Jamaica's JNIP.

of investors likely to be influenced by promotion In the wake of Investment Canada's image-
efforts. building campaign, the Canadian Conference

Board surveyed investors to ascertain Canada's
Effectiveness of Image-Building Activities image as an investment location. The results sug-

gested that investors had a positive image of Can-
In evaluations of image-building activities an at- ada. Similarly, in the fall of 1983, the U.S. Business
tempt to measure the effectiveness of advertising Committee on Jamaica conducted a survey of
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investors' attitudes toward investing in Jamaica, tudes. The firm conducted a telephone surI ey
from which they found that "Jamaica has done a among corporate executives and decisionmak:ers
superb job of changing its image from one responsible for selecting overseas manufactu:ing
viewed as hostile to private investment to one locations in five industries: consumer products,
viewed as friendly to it."25 Investment Canada health care, engineering, electronics, and o:mi-
and the ]NIP used these evaluations to suggest that puters. One hundred fifty interviews were corm-
their image-building campaigns had been effec- pleted, with thirty respondents from each of the
tive. In both situations, however, the evaluations five industries. The survey focused on investor,'
took place in the aftermath of changes to probusi- perceptions of the labor forces of various West:ern
ness, conservative governments. Also, in neither European countries, and included questions de-
situation was there a benchmrark survey of pre- signed to assess the efficacy of the advertising
campaign attitudes with which the postcampaign programs of these countries. The results of the
survey results could be compared. The lessons survey provided no evidence that perceptions of
from research in corporate advertising suggest the quality of the Irish labor force had changed
that evaluations of image-building activities are significantly. The communication skills of the la-
most useful when both precampaign and post- bor force were seen as the republic's best asset,
campaign measures of the attitudes of the target but the investors surveyed felt that the country
population are used.26 was stil:l short on technical skills. The survey eic.,

Ireland. One agency, Ireland's IDA, did use pre- however, provide much evidence to the eflect
campaign data on attitudes. The IDA regularly ad- that senior decisionmakers in U.S. corporations
vertised and systematically assessed the saw investment promotion advertisements in
effectiveness of its advertising in building the de- general, read the IDA's advertisements, and re-
sired images. During the 1980s, IDA subcontracted membered these advertisements, including :he
evaluation of its advertising program to Louis theme of the advertisements.
Harris and Associates, Inc. The regular evalua- The corporate executives surveyed were asl ed
tion exercise included pre- and post-measures of the following question: "Some countries in W. st-
the attitudes of the target population. The Lou ern Europe advertise in leading business ma-;a-
Harris survey covered not only the perceptions of zines, trying to tell people like yourself about :he
investors but also factual recall of the attractions of the country and to persuade youi to
advertisements, a technique that many in adver- consider locating a plant there. C'an you remem-
tising circles use as an indicator of the effective- ber seeing any advertisements like this?" Our: of
ness of advertising.27 the one hundred fifty executives surveyed, nin4 vty

One such survey was conducted in 1982. In that remembered seeing this type of advertisemint
year, the Lou Harris survey of prospective inves- and were asked several other questions.
tors-the precampaign measure of attitudes-in- They were first asked: "Which countries in
dicated that investors still perceived Ireland as a Western Europe can you remember being ads ?r-
source of low-cost and low-skilled labor. By this tised in this way?" (without any specific coi .n-
time, Ireland had realized that it could no longer tries mentioned). The second: "Which of :he
compete in the market for internationally mobile following countries, if any, can yo u remember ,. d.
investment on a cost basis only and had spent the ve:rtising in this way?" (specific countries w .!re
previous years investing in edlucation. By 1982 mentioned). And finally: "One country's adver
the level of education of the Irish work force had tising concentrates on the quality of its people, its
increased considerably. The 1982 survey, coupled young population, and the high standards of [tE
with the improvements in the education of the education system. Can you remember wh:. h
work force, suggested that there was a need to country advertises this way?" The responses tc
change investors' perceptions--now mispercep- these questions are listed in tables 16, 17, and ] 3.
tions-about the Irish work force. This was the Trhe IDA and Louis Harris and Associates, Ir .,
motivation for the IDA to begin its advertising concluded from the survey, on the basis of tiie
campaign around the theme "We're the Young high measures of recall, that the cgency's advi r-
Europeans." tising program was effective but that more tin Le

Another Lou Harris survey was conducted in was needed for the advertising to change inv s-
October and November 1986, after the advertis- tors' images of the Irish labor force. According]y,
ing campaign had been running for three years, the IDA continued to run the same advertisinig
generating the postcampaign measure of atti- program after the 1986 survey
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Table 16 Recall of Investment Promotion Advertisements of Western European Countries
(List of Countries Not Supplied.)

First mention Also mentioneda
Country (percent) (percent)

Republic of Ireland 39 8
Britain (Northern Ireland) 22 16
Britain (England) 16 13
Holland (Netherlands) 3 12
France 3 1
Germany, Fed. Rep. 3 15
Spain 3 12
Scotland 3 13
Other 3 4
None 2 11
Not sure 5 11

a. Percentages tor this category do not add to 100 percent because multiple responses were allowed.
Source: Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., European Locations Survey, 1986

This research uncovered only one instance in submitted a request for about $2 million to attract
which evaluations of image-building activities foreign direct investment.
seemed to indicate that these activities had been The bulk of this additional budget, about $1.5
successful in generating investment directly This million, was used to mount an advertising cam-
was the special marketing program sponsored by paign and a direct mail campaign in Japan. Con-
Thailand's BOT in Japan. tracts were made with several firms, including

Thailand. The Thai government that came to UNICO & OPMAC, to do the direct mailings, begin-
power in 1986 wanted to increase the rate of eco- ning with an initial list of 6,000 firms, and to pro-
nomic growth in Thailand. It allocated total funds cess the anticipated responses from the
of about $61 million for its economic recovery advertisements and mailings. A Thai consulting
program. Each government department was eli- firm, Industrial Management Company, Ltd., was
gible to submit a budget requesting an appropri- engaged to do background research in Thailand
ation of funds for a one-time project that would to provide the information required to respond to
help in the process of economic recovery. The BOI requests from prospective investors. Two firms, a

Table 17 Recall of Investment Promotion Advertisements of Western European Countries
(With Specific Countries Mentioned)

Totala
Country (percent)

Republic of Ireland 66
Britain (Northern Ireland) 50
Britain (England) 46
Scotland 37
Gerrnany, Fed. Rep. 32
Spain 25
Holland (Netherlands) 24
France 15

a. Multiple responses allowed.
Source: Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., European Locations Survey, 1986
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Table 18 Testing the Recall of the IDA'S Advertising Theme

First mention Also mentioned'
Country (percent) (percent)

Republic of Ireland 26 9
Britain (Northern Ireland) 14 5
Holland (Netherlands) 8 1
Germany, Fed. Rep. 6 1
Britain (England) 5 2
Scotland 5 3
Spain - 3
France - 3
Other 1 2
None 7 31

Source: Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., E:.iropean Locations Survey, 1986

Japanese firm, Synergy, in collaboration with a vestors were still conducting feasibility studies at
Thai firm, Meitsu, were engaged to develop the the time of the evaluation.
advertising copy and carry out the advertising Even taking into account the possible bias in
campaign in Japanese media. the measure of effectiveness because the evalka-

The advertisements were placed in sixteen tion was conducted by an organization that pair-
leading Japanese daily newspapers, primarily ticipated in the promotional effort, there is ample
general financial media. Most of the advertise- evidence that in this instance the advertisements
ments carried coupons, and they specified pre- in general financial media created immediate in-
ferred sectors for investment. The advertisements terest and eventual investment. The responses r -
directed the reader to return coupons with re- ceived suggest that the advertisements did mu: h
quests for information to UNICo & OPMAC, the Japa- more than build or change images.
nese consulting firm. These advertisements This single instance hardly demonstrates th,it
generated significant numbers of responses. The advertising in general financial media can ro.ia-
first advertisement alone generated 117 respons- tinely be expected to generate investment direct-
es, and about 500 companies submitted requests Iy, especially in the light of l-he numero- s
for more information on Thailand with each run- experiences of other agencies that have fournd
ning of the campaign.2 8 such activities ineffective in generating inves t-

The primary study of the effectiveness of the ment. In fact, drawing conclusions about tLe
promoionacamaigncame firom evaluations effectiveness of this particular advertising cam-

promuctional UNICampi &OPMAC in 1987.In the after- paign is also made difficult by the fact that the ac.-conducted by UNICO & OPMAC in 1987. In the after- . .
math otecpg,hfrsvertising campaign was coupled with a dire.t

math of the campaign, the firm surveyed a sam- mail campaign conducted by UNIC'o & OPMAC. Ir-
ple of investors who had recently invested or deed, the weight of the empirical evidence ind. -
were considering investing in Thailand. The sur- cates that advertising cannot be routinely used t:)
vey results suggested that about half the firms generate investment.
had developed their initial interest from the ad- Nevertheless, the anomaly needs an explan, -
vertising campaign. In their evaluation of the ef- tion. One possible hypothesis to explain the a: -

fectiveness of the total promotional effort, which parent success of the Boi's campaign is that t? ?
included the direct mail campaign and its follow- advertising program generated unexpected nr-
up, the consulting company also indicated that sults because it coincided with atypical, signifi-
eighty companies that made site visits to Thai- cant interest on the part of the Japanese in
land in the wake of the promotional effort had investing in low-wage ASEAN countries. The rapi .1
been approached by them or hacd asked them for appreciation in the Japanese yen during the per i -
information. Of these eighty site visits, thirteen od 1985-87 provided a strong impetus for Jap. -

had led to investment applications, and sixty in- nese firms to locate manufacturing abroad to
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Table 19 Japanese Capital Investment (Percentage of Total Foreign Capital Investment, 1985-87)

Country and item 1985 1986 1987

T'hailand
Applications 9.1 34.9 37.2
Approvals 9 53.4 43.1
Promotional certificates 20 10 70

Malaysia
Applications n.a. 15.6 24.8
Approvals 25.2 11.1 30.8

Indonesia
New approvals 9 44 22.7
New & expansion approvals 14 40 36

n.a. Not available.
Note: Percentages calculated from figures for the value of Japanese capital in investments applied for and approved and the value of total foreign

capital in investments applied for and approved.
Source: Thailand-Bot; Malaysia-MIDA; Indonesia-BKPM.

keep the costs of their exports, particularly to the In sum, there is a substantial amount of evi-
United States market, competitive. Countries that dence to suggest that advertising activities are
could be expected to benefit from this impetus not usually effective in generating investment di-
were relatively low-wage ASEAN countries, such as rectly. And there is no evidence in support of the
Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. That there effectiveness of other image-building activities in
was increased investment interest in these coun- generating investment. There is some evidence,
tries from Japanese investors during this period is however, to suggest that advertising is effective
demonstrated by an examination of the invest- in building and changing attitudes. This evidence
ment applications and approvals in these coun- requires acceptance of the view, accepted in most
tries during the same period. Although Thailand advertising circles, that recall of advertisements
saw increases in the proportion of investment ap- and advertising themes is indicative of changes
plications and approvals coming from Japan dur- in attitudes or is evidence of the creation of an
ing 1986 and 1987, when the campaign was image.
conducted, Malaysia and Indonesia also saw
significant increases during that same period (see Effectiveness of Investment-Service Activities
table 19).

This evidence suggests that the already sub- Agencies do not regularly conduct systematic
stantially increasing and atypical interest on the evaluations of their investment-service activities.
part of the Japanese in investing in ASEAN contrib- In fact, we were able to uncover only one evalua-
uted to the effectiveness of the advertising. The tion of investment-service activities. This one was
apparent success of the Boi's campaign was not conducted in association with the U.S. embassy
what could normally be expected from the use of in Kingston, Jamaica, and it did support the view
image-building techniques. In only rare instances that inefficient service to investors may reduce
will a country benefit from such substantial and the extent of foreign direct investment.
simultaneous interest on the part of such a large In 1985 Jamaica's JNIP, in association with the
group of prospective foreign investors. U.S. embassy in Kingston, carried out a survey of

We were unable to uncover any evidence to investors' attitudes to identify what current and
demonstrate that other image-building activities, prospective investors considered to be the incen-
such as missions and seminars, have been effec- tives and disincentives to operating in Jamaica.
tive in building or changing images, since none of The survey consisted of a series of interviews
the promotion agencies we studied had conduct- with companies in three categories: companies
ed evaluations or contracted out evaluations of now operating in Jamaica, investors in the pro-
the effectiveness of these activities. cess of looking at Jamaica as a potential invest-
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ment site, and companies operating in other least two investment decisions per local: y Be-
Caribbean countries that decided not to invest in cause of the problems of access to data, th - sam-
Jamaica. The interviewees were chosen from INLP ple of investment decisions was not a r. ndom
files. Industries targeted by the government of Ja- sample drawn from the population of sucI (leci-
maica for promotion, such as garment manufac- sions for each country, but we are aware of : to sys-
turing, data entry, and electronics assembly, were tematic biases that affect the results othe r :han
emphasized in the selection of the interviewees. those that will be discussed later in this sec:ion.

The principal finding of the study was that Information about these decisions and th. deci-
"while the Prime Minister and the JNIP successful- sionmakers responsible for threm came frorni a va-
ly promote Jamaica as an investment site, other riety of sources, including investment promliotion
government agencies integral to the investment agencies, U.S. chambers of commerce, U.' i. em-
process do not facilitate investment."2 9 This con- bassies, press reports, central banks, consu .t nts,
clusion was reached because one of the disincen- and commercial banks in the countries tl at we
tives most frequently mentioned in the survey studied. 31

was bureaucracy in the investment approval pro- The managers were asked, among other l hi ngs,
cess. In response to the findings from these inter- about the influence of the promotion agency in
views that the inadequacy of investment service their investment decision. They were asked to in-
was a serious disincentive to investment in Ja- dicate whether investment promotion agencies
maica, the JNIP attempted to improve its invest- had a significant influence, some influence, o:r no
ment service. The agency was influential in the influence on the investment decision.3 2 Rcgard-
establishment of a subcomrnittee of the cabinet, less of the type of influence the manager sug est-
the Joint Investment Committee (jic), to deal with ed that the agency had on the decision, mar agers
problems that slowed the approval process for in- were asked how they came in contact wilh the
vestors. The agency also simnplified the process promotion agency and who had initiated the con-
investors had to go through to apply for per- tact. In addition, they were asked whethe: trtey
mits."3 0 had been exposed to any promotional techr i iq ues

Although we uncovered no systematic evalua- and if so what the effect of these technique, had
tions of investment-service activities, it was obvi- been. The managers were also asked to ev. t ate
ous that promotion agencies considered these the quality of service received by their fiims
activities effective in getting interested investors throughout the decision period and after their
to make commitments to invest. Agencies other firms had decided to invest. For an agency tc be
than the JNIP-Malaysia's MIDA and Thailand's soi, judged to have had a significant influenc., the
for example-established within their agencies, manager would have to indicate that the age ncy's
centers or "one-stop shops," in which investors influence was significant and also be able to Lden-
could make arrangements to obtain all the ap- tify a promotional technique used by the a] ency
provals and permits they needed to implement that nmade the agency's influence on the invest-
their investments. Further, in 1988 both Malay- ment decision significant. Agencies woulc ,iot
sia's MIDA and Costa Rica's CINDE established divi- have had to attract a company to a particuLxr re-
sions devoted solely to the servicing of investors gion, such as the EC, or the Caribbean Basiii, but
who had already begun operations in their re- the agency would have had to be instrumen :a; in
spective countries. The actions of these agencies attracting a company to a particular cou.ntry
provide evidence of the importance with which within that region.
they regard investment-service activities. The criteria for agencies having had "sorne in-

iluence" were much less rigorous. The agenc cdid
Effectiveness of Investment-Generating Activities not have to influence the company to considcr the

country but it did have to have been visible, i vwil-
Many promotion agencies regularly evaluate able, and helpful, once an investment dec: siDn

their investment-generating activities. We sup- was contemplated, and to have provided an acte-
plemented these existing evaluations by inter- quate service level in helping the company r Love

viewing responsible managers from U.S. toward implementation of a project. To havE had
corporations involved in thirty recent investment "some influence" agencies would not have h d to
decisions. The investment decisions involved all initiate contact with the company by way of s rrne
ten investment localities rep:resented by the in- promotional technique, whereas this was n ces-
vestment promotion agencies in the study, with at sary to a finding of "significant influence."
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Table 20 The Influence of Promotion on Investment Decisions by Market Orientation
of Investment Decision

Level of influence

Market orientation Significant Some No
of project influence influence influence Total

Domestic 0 1 7 8
Export 11 8 3 22

Total 11 9 10 30

The sample of investment decisions was divid- have a significant influence on investments for
ed into investments oriented toward export mar- the domestic market is protection.3 3

kets and investments oriented toward the In response to questions about the promotional
country's domestic market. This distinction was techniques that influenced their investment deci-
thought to be important because of the a priori sions, managers in the "significant influence" cat-
hypothesis that investment promotion is more ef- egory indicated, in ten instances out of eleven
fective when aimed at investments oriented to- that they had been personally approached by in-
ward export rather than toward domestic vestment promoters who continued to work with
markets. We felt that since investors considering their companies throughout the investment deci-
projects for export could invest in many different sion process. There was only one instance in
countries, they would be more likely to be influ- which an investor was influenced by a promo-
enced by the promotional efforts of one country. tional technique directed at a group of compa-
Investors seeking to serve the local market of a nies. This technique was a seminar targeted to
particular country, however, could often do so selected companies in one industry-a specific
only by investing in that country. investment seminar.

In eleven (37 percent) of the thirty investment In fact, we were struck by the enthusiasm with
decisions, the promotion agencies exerted a "sig- which interviewees in the "significant influence"
nificant influence," and in another nine decisions category regarded the efficacy of promotional ac-
(30 percent) the agencies exerted "some influ- tivities that involved personal contact with the in-
ence." The degree of influence differed signifi- vestor. The responses of three managers involved
cantly, however, according to the market in export-oriented projects in three different
orientation of the project. In projects oriented to- countries is recorded below. The names of the
ward the domestic market of host countries, there companies and the promotion agencies have
was not a single instance of "significant influ- been omitted because assurances of confidential-
ence" and only one of "some influence." All elev- ity were given to all the managers that we inter-
en instances of "significant influence" were viewed:
export-oriented investments, and in nineteen of
the twenty-two export-oriented investments I had not had much experience with industrial
studied, promotion agencies exerted influence on development agencies prior to this investment
the investment decision (see table 20). decision, but I think that this agency has cer-

The results of this research are consistent with tainly done more to facilitate my company's
what other researchers have discovered about the entry into a country than any prior agency we
degree to which the investment decisions of com- had been involved with. I give the agency an
panies can be influenced by the policies govern- A+ for persistence. Marketing representatives
ments use to attract them. A recent study of from the agency had been working with my
investment incentives suggested that export-ori- company for over ten years prior to our even-
ented investments are influenced by tax and sim- tual investment decision. These representatives
ilar incentives to a much greater degree than would keep calling us and making presenta-
investments oriented toward a country's domes- tions even when we were not considering an
tic market. The only policy variable that seems to investment. When we did decide that it was
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time to invest in that area of the world, impor- Attempts were made to calculate the market
tant personal contacts with the promotion share of export-oriented investment achieved by
agency had already been established. (A man- various countries in Europe, and to calculate the
ufacturer of products for the analysis and puri- cost-effectiveness of the grants and other incen-
fication of fluids.) tives received by certain firms from IDA. In the

Our final decision to invest in this country in- context of investment promotion, the researchers
Our mal ecllon o mest thl contry m- found that:

stead of neighboring countries, was influenced
very heavily by the legwork of the promotion both potential investors and other d:.,velop-
agency. The agency's staff contacted us very ment agencies view the IDA as the premier orga-
early in the decision process, and they stayed nization in the field. The characteristics which
with us throughout the decision time frame, have contributed to this; success are well
doing an excellent job oif packaging the coun- known in Ireland and have been perfected over
try, of providing appropriate research informa- many years of experience: excellent mar,xl cov-
tion, and of getting our company access to all erage through a large number of sales offices in dif-
the facilities that we needed. The agency's mar- ferent countries; a thorough and well targeted
keters had already done research on our prod- process of identifying prospects; a command of
uct line, so they could provide us with media and promotional techniques; ag<,nressive
meaningful information about the investment and well planned sales procedures; a one-stop-
possibilities, as opposed to the promotion offi- shop organization in Ireland; effective capabili-
cials of a neighboring country who focused on ties for industrial intelligence, sectoral analyis, and
sending us general publications and who were financial analysis; significant clout in "`,etting
not nearly as knowledgieable about issues of things done" for new prospects in Ire and; a
specific interest to our firm when we contacted well-developed and advanced factor,! pro-
them for information. (A manufacturer of elec- gram; the ability to provide quick responses to
trical and security products.) customer inquiries and ta make quicd deci-

sions on approvals; and an intelligent an I led-
Our company made a strategic decision to icated group of professionals working in an
commit to aregion of theliworld, but then began organization with a very impressive espn.it de
a search for the "right' country to operate corps [emphasis addedr5i
within. Our decision to invest in this country
was influenced strongly by the professional- Thus, evaluations conducted by inve: trnent
ism, aggressiveness, and persistence of the in- promotion agencies themselves and indepe:ndent
vestment promotion agency. My policy during evaluations suggest that direct contact wit n spe-
the search process was to ignore agencies that cific firms or an emphasis on personal seliing is
sent me literature, unless t-his literature was fol- the most effective technique for generathgig in-
lowed up by telephone calls or a visit. Our firm vestment directly.
was contacted repeatedly and often, but with The Effectiveness of Subcontracted Inves 'trent-
much professionalism by the agency. The agen- Generating Activities. Many investment F -omo-
cy's representatives were effective, profession- tion agencies, however, have rLot relied upc ai pro-
al, smart, and aggressive. (A manufacturer of motional techniques that emphasize thei own
computer hardware and software.) personal selling activities. Promotion agencies

that subcontracted promotional activities wete in
These responses from the managers we inter- this category. Most of the subcontracting that we

viewed suggest that techniques involving direct observed was done by Thailand's BOI and In lcone-
contact with specific firms were effective in gen- sia's BrvMa

erating investment. This conclusion is consistent
with at least one other independent evaluation of Thailand. The Bo0, as mentioned earlier, sub-

... mi a. T evaluation contracted investment-generating activiti js to
nvestment-generatng actvites. This evaluahon Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL), financed by a $2.: inil-

was conducted by the Telesis Consul.tancy Group lion grant from USAID covering the period 19S3-
in 1981 as a part of a broader study of the effec- 86. The contract required ADL to be responsible for
tiveness of IDA.3 The research upon which this .g
evaluation was based included interviews with
IDA executives, managers from investing firms, * Identify promising investment oppo tttni-
and development agencies throughout Europe. ties for promotion in the United States.
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* Organize up to three investment promotion ticipation during the period of the promotional
campaigns in the United States, targeted to an activities; five investment applications, out of a
identified audience in specific industries. total of thirty-two applications from the United

States during the same period; and an undeter-
* Develop a data base to support investment mined but modest number of sourcing arrange-

promotion activities during the term of the con- ment Thet wer foundito have
~~~~~~~~~ments. The contractors were found to have

tract. executed the terms of the contract in a technically

. Help the BOI assist interested U.S. investors competent manner, but it was also suggested that
through follow-up of promotion activities and by investment missions might not be the most effec-
locating local Thai joint venture partners. tive promotional technique and that greater at-

tention should be paid to other promotional
* Provide assistance to the BOI on BOI'S invest- techniques. The evaluation came to the following

ment promotion activities in the United States conclusion:
and in areas related to investment strategy and
promotion. If USAID iS to continue to finance investment

promotion activities, better research is required
* Develop and implement a monitoring pro- concerning methods of investment promotion,

gram to evaluate the effectiveness of the effort alternative to the large consulting organiza-
under the contract. tion, data bank based company search cum full

USAID commissioned an economic consultant, blown (and expensive) public relations driven
Donald J. Rhatigan, to conduct an evaluation of investment mission...
the effectiveness of these promotional activities. An appropriate use of USAID resources would be
The evaluation team interviewed representatives to finance upgrading of the Boi's sector specific
from USAID, the Boi, and groups in the private sec- technical expertise. If USAID were to decide to
tor within Thailand, analyzed BOI investment sta- continue to support BoI's promotional efforts in
tistics, and reviewed listings of investors and the U.S. market, financial and technical
prospective investors that ADL had compiled un- strengthening of the New York promotion of-
der the evaluation section of the contract.36 In the fice should receive higher priority than a repeat
following paragraphs we have drawn heavily on of the promotion campaigns.37

this evaluation.
The principal component of the investment Indonesia. The BKPM also subcontracted invest-

promotion program consisted of the three specific ment-generating activities to private consulting
investment missions to the United States, in the firms. As in the case of the BOI, these activities
electronics, metal fabricating, and agribusiness were financed by USAID. The consulting firms,
sectors. American firms were screened to identify Business Advisory Indonesia (BAI) and Resources
those firms that had some interest in investing in Management International (RMI), were responsi-
Thailand. All firms were invited to general semi- ble under the contract for preparing project pro-
nar presentations, but a smaller, high-priority files, providing consulting services to Indonesian
group was invited to participate in one-on-one in- and American investors, and-a responsibility
terviews with senior BO0 officials and members of added midway through the contract-conduct-
the Thai private sector. ADL estimated that a total ing investment missions to the United States.
of 500 companies, identified as potential inves- Project profiles were feasibility studies de-
tors, attended the general seminars, and BOI dele- signed to provide estimates of the costs and
gations met with 100 companies in the one-on- potential profits associated with particular in-
one sessions. vestment projects. Most promotion agencies that

In the Rhatigan evaluation an attempt was prepared these studies did so as part of their ser-
made to identify results of the promotional activ- vice function, in association with particular in-
ities in applications to the BOI for promotional vestors who already had an interest in investing
privileges and actual start-up operations during in the country. The BKPM, however, prepared these
the period of the contract. On the basis of an ex- profiles in advance, without the participation of
amination of Boi data and comparison with leads particular investors. It saw these profiles as a tool
generated from the investment missions, it was that could attract investors.
found that these missions had resulted in one In February 1986, USAID conducted the only
start-up, out of ten start-ups with American par- evaluation of the performance of the consultants.
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It was a mid-term evaluation, since the contract term evaluation recommended that the consult-
would not expire until 1988, relying primarily on ing portion of the contract be continued anl ex-
the tracking procedures of the consulting firms. panded to offer fifty hours of free consultii-.g to
Neither USAID nor the BKPM engaged in any inde- Indonesian firms.
pendent research. USAID did not, however, ascertain whethe:- the

The evaluation suggested that neither USAID nor firms that were given the consulting ser rices
the consultants had been advocates of the use of would have invested in Indonesia irrespecti re of
project or industry profiles in investment promo- the services of the consultants. One of the me. ng-
tion, but "USAID agreed to profiles in the scope of ers that we talked with during the course o.: this
the work against our better judgment to keep research indicated that the consulting services
BKPM happy"31 The BKPM, it appeared, attempted were very useful to his company in its analysis of
to choose the projects that should be profiled on the Indonesian marketplace but that these se: vic-
the basis of the government's priority list for in- es did not attract the company to Indonesia. lIe
vestment (DSP), then matched project profiles with indicated that the company would have g,one
interested investors during the agency's invest- ahead with its proposed investment even ii the
ment missions abroad. 39 On the basis of informa- consulting services had not been available. A
tion suggesting that profiles of projects such as sample of one does not, of course, enable tu-.s to
glass fiber, single-cell protein., pumps and com- conclude that the consulting services did not lead
pressors, and pig farming had not generated any to investments that would not otherwise ]have
interest, despite the expense of preparing them, been made, but we do have our doubts. Ori the
the USAID evaluation concluded that other hand, the provision of free consulting ser-

no more project profiles should be prepared- vices may have provided an important inceuitive
markets and conditions change too quicky to to the consulting firms themselves. Given the
make the final product relevant, BKPM selection prospects of continuing work from inves ting
priorities do not reflect investor interest, our firms, the consulting firms migh.t have put a!;pe-
contractors do not have the in-house expertise cial effort into promotion.
to efficiently do the profiles, the potential in- After the mid-term evaluation, USAID and the
vestors have their own uniq[ue set of questions BKPM requested that each of the consulting f; rms
they need answered, and B .PM is not a promo- plan an investment mission to the United St. te s. j
tion oriented agency willing to "market" a The BAI planned a mission to the West Coast o: the
good profile if they ever really got one.40 United States in February 1988, and Rmi plarlEd

an investment mission to the East Coast in April
In sum, the evaluation concluded, as had other 1988. In planning these investment missiirns,

promotion agencies, that the advanced prepara- each consulting firm endeavored to target its ri i-
tion of project profiles was an ineffective tool for sion to selected industries and to remedy the ap-
promoting foreign investment, parent deficiencies of earlier missions sponsored

The consulting services to be provided under by the Indonesian government.
the contract, as discussed earlier, also required In planning its mission to the West Coast, BAI

the consulting firms to provide the first twenty- mronitored carefully the number of governniert
five hours of consulting services to any American officials and Indonesian businessmen that wc ll 1
or Indonesian prospective investor at no cost to be invited to attend. The firm did not expeci to
the client. These consulting hours could then be have the usual complement of Indonesian b.s:.-
charged to USAID under the contract. nessmen, since it felt that American businessr n.e l

The evaluation concluded t]hat the consulting preferred to make a decision to invest in a pai ic -
activities resulted in several investments. The ular country and then, if necessary, initiat. l
consulting firms received a total of 250 inquiries search iFor a joint venture partner, rather t] an
about free consulting services. They actually con- have such a partner thrust upon the firm in he
sulted with fifty-four American and Indonesian throes of its investment decision. Appropri ite
firms. Eight of these firms received the full twen- American companies were identified within r -r-
ty-five hours, and three, all U.S. firms, paid for ticular sectors, such as specialty chemicals, rib-
additional time. The consultations resulted in six ber products, and food processing. BAI plannecd to
applications for investment, and of these applica- arrange for Indonesian government represer.ta-
tions, four investments seemed certain at the time tives to visit ten of these companies, and then, af -
of the evaluation. With these results, the mid- ter the mission, these companies would be
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followed up by the BAI'S consulting associates on bility studies and consulting services attracted
the West Coast. BAI expected that during the six many investors, although they might possibly
months immediately following the mission, be- have been of assistance to an investor who was al-
tween three and five of the ten companies con- ready interested. The independent evaluations of
tacted would visit Indonesia. The achievement of investment missions suggested that they were
this ratio of site visits to companies contacted not consistently effective in generating invest-
would suggest that the mission was successful. ment, whereas evaluations performed by the

On the basis of BAI'S internal evaluation, the firms involved in planning these missions sug-
mission was a success. Meetings were held with gested that they were effective in generating
thirty-five U.S. companies, all of which were seri- investment. Evaluations were more positive, per-
ous investment prospects. Most of the meetings haps, in those instances in which the structure of
were held at the headquarters of the mission, but the arrangement gave the consultants a particu-
representatives from Indonesia did visit three larly strong incentive to perform well-that is,
companies. The firm's consulting associates on when attracting an investor would probably gen-
the West Coast followed up leads obtained from erate future consulting business for the contract-
the mission. By May 1988 the mission had result- ing firm.
ed in two site visits to Indonesia by prospective In sum, we suggest that the weight of the evi-
investors. This did not meet the success criteria dence supports the view that an appropriate mix
the firm had set for itself during the planning of investment-generating activities can be quite
stage, but additional site visits by prospective in- effective in generating investment. The research
vestors were anticipated before the six-month pe- findings indicate that investment leads may be
riod following the mission, which was to end in uncovered by the less personal investment-gen-
August 1988. erating activities such as direct mail campaigns

Rmi, during the planning of its mission to the and missions and seminars targeted to particular
East Coast of the United States, also tried to take industries. Evidence to support the effectiveness
a different approach from the one typical of pre- of subcontracted investment-generating activi-
vious missions sponsored by the Indonesian gov- ties is quite shaky. The most effective investment-
ernment. In early 1988, the firm had identified generating techniques, however, are clearly those
twenty companies that had some interest in that involve personal interaction and contact
investing in Indonesia. Rmi planned to use the with decisionmakers in specific companies. This
mission to try to obtain from these firms commit- finding is consistent with the received wisdom on
ments to invest in Indonesia. the most effective techniques for marketing in-

Preliminary evaluations of the success of the dustrial products. As one noted marketing ana-
RmI venture were mixed. Rmi claimed that the mis- lyst observes, "Although advertising, sales
sion was "a great success." More than 150 people promotion, and publicity play an important role
attended one session, and approximately ninety in the industrial promotional mix, personal sell-
private appointments between prospective Indo- ing serves as the main selling tool."'4 ' Thus, the
nesian and U.S. joint venture partners were held less personal techniques, such as direct mail cam-
during the course of the mission. Twelve letters of paigns, telemarketing, missions, and seminars,
intent were signed by potential partners, and sev- even if targeted at specific industries, may be ef-
eral other companies were said to be seriously fective only if used as means to an end-identifi-
pursuing opportunities discussed in the course of cation of relevant decisionmakers in appropriate
the sessions. An independent observer, however, companies for direct contact-and not the prima-
concluded that, like previous missions sponsored ry tool to generate investment. There remains,
by the Indonesian government, many of the U.S. however, the issue of whether these direct mar-
businessmen in attendance at the mission already keting, or other investment promotion activities
operated in Indonesia and, he was more skeptical are cost-effective.
about the ultimate effect the mission would have
in generating new investment. Cost-Effectiveness of Investment Promotion

The evaluations of investment-generating ac- Techniques
tivities made by contractors provide some mixed
evidence about the effectiveness of the particular The task of measuring the cost-effectiveness of in-
promotional techniques that were used by the vestment promotion is even more difficult, yet
contractors. There was little evidence that feasi- even more necessary, than that of measuring
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Table 21 The Costs and Results of Particular Promotional Activities

Cost (thousands of
Promotional activity U.S. dollars) Results

Advertisinga (IDA'S 1986 program) 5,300 High measures of advertising
recall (see tables 16, 17, 18)

Missions
ADL mission (Thailand)b 500 1 investment, 5 applicahions
BAI mission (Indonesia) 100 2 site visits
RMI mission (Indonesia) 100 12 letters of intent

Trade shows (CINDE) 30 No investment interest

Direct marketingc (CINDE: 1986) 2,200 5,000 jobs a year

Project Profiles (Indonesiai) (eight completed
by BAI/RMI) 220 No investment interest

Consulting (BAI/RMI) (Based on USAID evaluation) 240 4 investments, 550 jobs

a. The IDA program was used because no other agency provided information on the results of its advertising. The cost includes advertising, pint-
ing, and promotion expenses. See Industrial Development Authority of Ireland, Annual Report (Dublin, 1986), p. 71, for figurEs.

b. This information is derived from the Rhatigan evaluation of the ADL contract. On the basis of these figures, the evaluationA posed significani: res-
ervations about the cost-effectiveness of missions as an investment promotion technique in Thailand and in other countries in which USAID had: i-
nanced investment promotion activities.

c. Although many agencies conduct direct marketing activities, CINDE was used because the cost figures obtained from other agencies usually in
clude the cost of promoting domestic investrment. Further, the results obtained from other agencies invariably cover all investments entering the c our -
try, irrespective of the role of the promotion agency in attracting those investments. CINDE, on the other hand, did not promote domestic investn int
(before 1988), and did not maintain figures on all investments entering Costa Rica. The agency made a deteriined effort to count only those ims ost
nents it attracted. CINDE'S total operating cost was $2.5 million including $300,000 spent on advertising.

effectiveness. Based primarily upon the evalua- first is: Do the costs of an efficient promotior a]
tions uncovered during the research, estimates of program outweigh the benefits obtained from t -e
the cost and results of particular promotional investment attracted through such a program-?
techniques are recorded in table 21. We shall address this question through analys&. s,

The data suggest quite different cost-effective- presented in tables 22 and 23, of the costs of pra-
ness for different activities. Direct marketing ac- motion and the direct employment benefits of
tivities resulted in promotional costs of $440 per vestment. We shall compare the costs with tihe
job created. Consulting activities appear about benefits under a set of assumptions.
equally cost-effective, at $436 per job. This result, In estimating the cost of an efficient investme: t
however, has to be tempered by the observation promotion program in table 22, we assume, as

made earlier that the consulting activities may suggested in chapter 2, that such a program coiII-

not have been responsible for attracting all the in- prises two sequential phases: a focus on imal: e
vestment associated with them in the figures. building and a focus on investment generatioii.
Missions, trade shows, and project profiles were We assume that image-building activities cost,,: 2
especially costly in relation to the investments million for an initial campaign. We also assumrn,
that they generated. It is difficult to compare the on the basis of figures from Costa Rica's promi:;-
cost of advertising with the cost of these other ac- tional program, that image-building activitics
tivities, since its focus is on changing attitudes cost $300,000 a year after the initial campaig.-i,
rather than on directly generating investment. that investment-generating activities cost $40)

The information recorded in table 21 on the per job, and that an average of 5,000 jobs are a I -
costs of various promotional programs can be tracted each year. In addition, we assume that tl. E
used to address two more questions about the government's discount rate is 10 percent and thNit
cost-effectiveness of promotional activities. The the cost of a one-year image-building campaigii
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Table 22 The Costs of an Efficient Promotion Program

Assumptions
An average efficient program consists of:

Image-building activities
-$2 million campaign for one year'
-$300,000 per year thereafterb
Investment-generating activities-$440 per jobb

Program attracts 5,000 jobs per yearb

Government's discount rate 10 percent

Image-building campaign amortized over 9 years

Analysis
Annual amortized cost of image-building campaign
($2 million over 9 years at 10 percent)
Cost per year $347,000

Annual actual cost of image-building activities $300_000

Total annual cost of image-building activities $647,000

Cost of image-building activities per job
($647,000/5,000 jobs) $130

Cost of investment-generation activities per job
($2.2 million/5,000 jobs) $44Q

Total cost per job
(investment generation and image building) $570

a. This estimate is for a relatively large-scale image-building program. It was derived, in part, from estimates of the cost of the image-building pro-
grams of Canada, Britain, and Ireland. Canada's 1985 program cost about $3 million; Britain's 1983 program cost about $1 rnillion; and Ireland's 1986
program cost about $5 rnillion. (The cost for Ireland indudes the cost of printing and promotion expenses.)

b. These figures are all taken from the operations of CINDE in Costa Rica. CINDE'S total budget of $2.5 million included about $300,000 for advertising
and public relations. This agency attracted about 5,000 jobs per year. This leads to a cost for investment-generating activities of about $440 per job
($2.2 rnillion/ 5,000 jobs).

can be amortized over the following nine years. The results of calculations for the base case (see
These assumptions lead to an estimated cost of table 23) suggest that efficient investment promo-
$570 per job attracted. tion activities are highly cost-effective. The analy-

In comparing the cost of an efficient promotion sis indicates that promotional expenditure of
program with the direct employment benefits $570 incurred to attract one job can bring benefits
generated by foreign investment other assump- with a present value of $1,917 to the country. In
tions are necessary. We assume that all the prices table 24 we shall examine the sensitivity of this
paid by the investor for inputs reflect the value of conclusion to changes in various assumptions.
these inputs to the economy except the price of la- This analysis suggests that the conclusions
bor, that there are no externalities, and that the ex- from the base case results are not strongly affect-
change rate reflects the shadow price of foreign ed by changes in the assumptions. The most sen-
exchange. We assume in the base case that the sitive assumptions are those about the cost of
shadow price of labor is 70 percent of its market labor and its shadow price. In situations in which
price. Thus, 30 percent of the wage bill represents labor rates are lower than $0.20 an hour or the
benefits to the economy not captured in the firm's shadow wage rate is greater than 90 percent, even
accounts. For the base case, we also assume a an efficient investment promotion program is not
project life of 10 years, a discount rate of 10 per- likely to be cost-effective.
cent for the government, and a market price of There are, however, few countries in which la-
$.50 an hour for labor. bor rates are as low as $0.20 an hour. Those coun-
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Table 23 Cost of Promotion versus the Direct Employment Benefits of Investment

AssuMPTIONS
$570 to attract one job via investment promotiona
An investment life of 10 years
A discount rate for the government of 10 percent
Investment is export-oriented and all market prices = shadow prices except the price of labor
Market price of labor = S.50 an hourb
Shadow price of labor = 70 percent of its market price

ANALYSIS

Cost of Promotion per job = $570

DIRECr EMPLOYMENT BENEFTS TO COUNTRY

Direct benefits per job per hour (market price - shadow price) = $.15
Direct benefits per job per year $15 x 40 hours x 52 weeks) = $312
Benefits over life of investment ($312 discounted at 10 percent for 10 years) = $1,917

a. This promotional cost was obtained from table 22.
b. This wage rate represents an average wage for low- to medium-wage countries.

tries in which shadow wage rates are as high as 90 other benefits might dominate. In these ins :a:nces
percent are probably near full employment. For similar calculations, using appropriate si adlow
these countries, investment is only beneficial to prices, can be used to examine the cost-effi ctive-
the extent that it provides advantages to the ness of an investment promot:ion program.
country other than increases in employment. Al- There remains one additional question related
though our calculations were focused on employ- to the cost-effectiveness of investment p:o:no-
ment because that was the benefit most valued by tion: Are there techniques cheaper than iiivest-
the authorities we interviewed, in other countries ment promotion that a government can USe to

Table 24 Sensitivity Analysis on Costs of Promotion versus Direct Employment Benefits of
Investment

Cost of promotion: $570

Base case assumptions: Market price of labor = $.50 an hour
Shadow price of labor = 70 percent
Investment life = 10 years
Government discount rate = 10 percent
Direct employment benefits = $1,917

Alternate case 1: Market price of labor = $.20 to S1 an hour
Other assumptions same as base case
Direct employment benefits = $767 to $3,834

Alternate case 2: Shadow price of labor = 90 percent to 50 percent
Other assumptions same as base case
Direct employment benefits = $639 to $3,195

Alternate case 3: InvestmenTt life = 5 years to 15 years
Other assumptions same as base case
Direct employment benefits = $1,183 to $2,373

Alternate case 4: Government discount rate = 15 percent to 5 percent.
Other assumptions same as base case
Direct employment benefits = $1,566 to $2,409
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Table 25 The Cost of Promotion versus the Cost of Tax Holidays

AssUMRTlONS

$570 to attract one job via investment promotion (see table 22)
$1 million of investment
A capital/labor ratio of $20,000 per workera
A rate of return on investment of 15 percent
A tax rate of 40 percent

ANALYSIS

Cost of promotion
Number of people employed = 50 ($1,000,000/ $20,000)
Cost of promoting jobs = $28,500 (50 @ $570)

Cost of tax holidays
Annual profits 5150,000 ($1,000,000 @ 15 percent)
Taxes forgone S60,000 ($150,000 @ 40 percent)

Cost of promotion in terms of tax holidays
$28,500/$60,000 = 5.7 months of tax holidays

a. The research uncovered widely varyingcapital/laborratios, withranges of$10,000 to$60,000per worker. An averageratio of S20,000per worker
was used.

attract investment? WVe have indicated through- technique. This conclusion is even more signifi-
out this study that promotion is only one market- cant because in the calculation of the cost of tax
ing technique a government can use to attract holidays it was assumed that all holidays would
investment. Earlier research has suggested that be given to investors who would not otherwise
governments can attract investment through have invested. Tax incentives, however, are gen-
pricing policies such as investment incentives, for erally awarded according to fairly inflexible
example. The most popular incentive used by rules. Thus, many firms might receive these in-
governments in developing countries is the tax centives even though they would have invested
holiday. In table 25, we shall examine and com- without them. For the calculations of the cost of
pare the cost of promotion with the cost of tax promotion, however, figures from an agency that
holidays to see the relative cost-effectiveness of makes a determined effort to count only those
these two techniques. projects attracted by its promotional efforts were

For this calculation, some additional assump- used.
tions are required. We assume that each job was In table 26, we shall examine the conclusion
associated with $20,000 of investment (a rough that promotion is less costly than tax holidays
average for the projects in the study). Further, we further by analyzing how sensitive the results re-
assume that an investor's taxable profits would corded in table 25 are to changes in the base as-
be 15 percent of the investment, and that the host sumptions.
country's tax rate is 40 percent. The calculations The results of the sensitivity analysis show that
in table 25 were made for a $1 million project. the conclusion that an efficient investment pro-

The analysis suggests that the promotion costs motion program is likely to be more cost-effective
incurred in attracting investment are equivalent than a program of tax holidays is not sensitive to
to granting 5.7 months of tax holidays to the in- significant changes in any of the basic assump-
vestor. Most countries offer tax holidays of from tions of the relative cost analysis.
five to ten years to attract investment. No official We conclude that an efficient investment pro-
would, we think, believe that six months of tax motion program is likely to be worth conducting
holidays would attract a project. In situations for many countries. If the market wage rate is sig-
where the techniques of promotion and tax holi- nificantly greater that the shadow wage rate, as is
days are completely substitutable and equally ef- often the case, employment benefits outweigh the
fective in attracting investment, investment costs of attracting the investment. Research done
promotion seems to be the more cost-effective by others suggests that techniques other than
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Table 26 Sensitivity Analysis of Costs of Promotion versus Costs of Tax Holidays

Cost of promotion: $570

Base case assumptions: $1 million of investment
A capital/labor ratio of $20,000 per worker
A rate of return on investment of 15 percent
A tax rate of 40 percent
Cost of promotion in tax holidays = 5.7 months

Alternate case 1: Capital labor ratio = 10,000 to 60,000
Other assumptions same as base case
Cost of promotion in tax holidays (months) = 11 to 2

Alternate case 2: Rate of return on investment = 5 percent to 25 percent
Other assumptions same as base case
Cost of promotion in tax holidays (months) = 17 to 3

Alternate case 3: Tax rate = 10 percent to 50 percent
Other assumptions same as base case
Cost of promotion in tax holidays (months) = 23 to 5

promotion can also attract investment.4 2 We con- nary results on the effectiveness of ii.ferent
clude from our research, however, that invest- structures, we separated the data we obt.tined on
ment promotion attracts investment at lower cost the influence agencies had on particulav invest-
than at least one alternative technique, tax holi- ment decisions into two groups on the ba; is of the
days. two most popular structures identified in this

research, government and quasi-government
Effectiveness of Government versus Quasi- agencies.
Government Organization The initial analysis was made of all the iavest-

ment decisions, both export-oriented and domes-
Governments must choose not only the tech- tic-oriented. Table 27 shows that of thc eleven
niques that they will use in their promotional ac- investments in which promotion agencic s had a
tivities, on the basis of indicators of effectiveness significant influence, only one investmeni: was in-
and cost-effectiveness, but also the promotional fluenced significantly by a government agency,
structures that they will adopt. During the re- while the other ten were influenced significantly
search we uncovered no evaluations of the rela- by quasi-government agencies.
tive effectiveness of clifferent promotional This analysis was repeated using only export-
structures. Given the lack of data on this impor- oriented investments. The second analy it was
tant subject, and in an attempt to obtain prelimi- performed because export-criented invetrrients

Table 27 The Influence of Promotion on Investment Decisions by Structure of Promotion Ag: n:y

Level of influence

Structure of Significant Some No
promotion agency influence influence influence Total

Government agencies 1 2 8 11
Quasi-government agencies 10 7 2 19
Total investment decisions 11 9 10 30
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Table 28 The Influence of Promotion on Export-Oriented Investment Decisions by Structure of
Promotion Agency

Level of influence

Structure of Significant Some No
promotion agency influence influence influence Total

Government agencies 1 2 3 6
Quasi-government agencies 10 6 0 16
Total export-oriented

investment decisions I 1 8 3 22

had been identified as those most likely to be in- time activity and because they are usually not
fluenced by promotion agencies, and there was a subjected to a control system that motivates them
greater proportion of domestic-oriented invest- to perform adequately or penalizes them for per-
ment in the sample of government agencies than forming inadequately.
in the sample of quasi-government agencies. Most government organizations have attempt-
There were twenty-two export-oriented deci- ed to correct the problem of their inadequate sup-
sions. Government agencies were relevant in six ply of marketing skills by subcontracting
of these. In one, their influence was significant; in investment promotion activities to the private
another two they had some influence. In contrast, sector or by seconding employees from the pri-
quasi-government agencies exerted a significant vate sector. In some instances these contractors
influence in ten out of sixteen investment deci- have perhaps performed well; in others they have
sions (see table 28). certainly performed poorly. At least one evalua-

We suggest that several factors, discussed in tion of the performance of subcontractors sug-
greater detail earlier, account for the apparent gests that they do not give sufficient thought to
finding that quasi-government agencies have the design of promotional activities and as a con-
been more successful at promoting investment sequence do not use the most appropriate promo-
than government agencies.seunednousthmstapprterm-

tional techniques.44 We uncovered no evaluations
In government agencies the investment pro- of the seconding of employees from the private

motion function is often a subsidiary function of sector, another way such organizations attempt to
the organization. The primary function is usually overcome the shortage of marketing skills. It does
screening foreign investment and negotiating not seem, however, that government agencies
with foreign investors. Consistent with the con- have completely overcome the problems that
clusions of other researchers, we found that orga- he ompletey oveme to problemst-
nizations established with the primary purpose the often face as the attemt to romote invest-
of screening investment find it more difficult to ment through the use of either of these tech-
promote investment than organizations, such as niques. It is for these reasons that we conclude
the quasi-government organizations, that are set that government agencies have not been as effec-
up as marketing organizations. 4 3 tive as quasi-government agencies in promoting

Further, since government organizations do investment.
not have reputations as marketing organizations In sum, the evidence examined in this chapter
and often find themselves constrained by the civil shows that agencies adopt different processes to
service salary structure, they find it difficult to at- evaluate the promotional techniques that they
tract the marketing skills required for successful use. Agencies that conduct investment-generat-
investment promotion. As a consequence, they ing activities in-house integrate the evaluation
tend to rely on diplomatic staff to conduct over- process for these activities into their management
seas marketing. Diplomatic staff are usually not control systems. The evaluations of other activi-
trained or experienced in marketing. Further, ties in which these agencies engage, and evalua-
they often give the investment promotion func- tions of the promotional techniques used by other
tion little attention, because it is usually a part- agencies, are not integrated in this manner.
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The agencies that evaluate investment-generat- ceed their costs, and they are less costly tL ir. at
ing activities frequently and systematically have least one alternative technique used to attra :t in-
observed that the techniques most effective in vestment, the tax holiday.
generating investment are those that involve per- Finally, there is some evidence to suggesl that
sonal and direct relations with prospective inves- quasi-government agencies, with their ability
tors. Independent evaluations of investment to handle well both the public and the pi [vate
promotion activities and research in the related tasks that comprise investment promotion, hzave
area of industrial marketing support this conclu- been more effective at the investment prom:)tion
sion. These techniques are also cost-effective; function.
they can generate employment benefits that ex-
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Notes national Business: A Forecast of Risk in 80 Countries," The Political
Risk Services Division (New York: Frost & Sullivan, December 1983).
Countries were ranked according to the likelihood of political turmoil,

1. Where evaluations of investment-service activities take place on a defined to include activities such as labor strife, terrorist activity, pub-
regular basis, they might provide one indicator that agencies are de- lic demonstrations, guerilla warfare, and international war. Countries
mand-oriented-that is, willing to concentrate on identifying and re- with the highest turmoil rankings were given the lowest scores.
sponding to the needs of potential investors. A demand orientation
was considered an important ingredient of successful investment pro- 16. Investment promotion was measured using a dichotomous vari-
motion by researchers who studied the promotional efforts of Amen- able. The criterion was simply whether or not countries had a promo-
can states. See John K. Ryans, Jr., and William 1. Shanklin, Guide to tional presence in the United States during the period 1980-85.
Marketingfor Economic Development (Columbus, Ohio: Publishing Hon- Countries that had such a presence were given the dummy variable -1;
zons, 1986) p. 94. countries that did not have a presence were given the dummy variable

-0. The use of a five-year period was chosen because discussions with
2. jamuna P. Agarwal, "Determinants of Foreign Direct Investment: managers from investing firms and government promotion officials

A Survey," Welftwirtschaftliches Archiv 116 (1980): 739. suggested that the gestation period for an investment could be as long
as five years. The use of a promotional presence in the United States as

3. This information was obtained from International Monetary the benchmark to determine whether countries were actively promot-
Fund, Balance of Payments Statistics (Washington, D.C., 1986/1987); ing investment is not ideal, but in the absence of more comprehensive
1985 data were used in the analysis. data on world-wide promotion efforts, it was considered a reasonable

proxy. Our primary research on three continents suggested that coun-
4. See, for example, Friedrich Schneider and Bruno S. Frey, "Eco- tries that decided to promote foreign investment actively would in-

nomic and Political Determinants of Foreign Direct Investment," World variably consider the United States a prime source of capital and seek
Development 13 (no. 2,1985):161-75; and John H. Dunning, 'Explaining to establish a presence in that country. Data on the existence of a pro-
the International Direct Investment Position of Countries: Towards a motional presence in the United States came from "World Wide Guide
Dynamic or Developmental Approach," Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv 117 to Foreign Investment," Business Facilities Magazine (New Jersey), vari-
(no. 1,1981): 30-64. ous issues.

5. The most comprehensive study in this genre, in which the signif- 17. See Root and Ahmed, "Influence of Pohcy Instruments on Man-
icance of forty-four economic, social, political, and policy variables was ufacturing Direct Foreign Investment in Developing Countries," for a
tested, was conducted by Root and Ahmed; see Franklin R. Root and study that includes the following six policy variables: corporate taxa-
Ahmed A. Ahmed, "The Influence of Policy Instruments on Manufac- tion, the complexity or simplicity of tax incentive laws, the country's
turing Direct Foreign Investment in Developing Countries," Journal of attitude toward joint ventures, the extent of local content require-
International Business Studies, Winter 1978, 81-93; and Franklin R. Root ments, and limitations on foreign personnel. Of these only the corpo-
and Ahmed A. Ahmed, "Empirical Determinants of Manufacturing rate taxation variable was statistically significant.
Direct Foreign Investment in Developing Countries," Economic Devel-
opment and Cultural Change 27 (July 1979): 751-67. 18. Multiple discriminant analysis was used by Root and Ahmed in-

stead of multiple regression analysis because the researchers used cat-
6. See Dunning. "Explaining the International Direct Investment Po- egorical rather than continuous variables to measure investment flows.

sition of Countries"; and John H. Dunning, "The Determinants of In- Similarly, Dunning used multiple discriminant analysis in the con-
ternational Production," Oxford Economic Papers 25 (November 1973). struction of clusters that were then analyzed using multiple regression

techniques. See Root and Ahmed, "Empirical Determinants of Manu-
7. We used 1984 per capita GNP data so that this variable would lag facturing Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Countries," and

the dependent variable by one year. The data were based on World John Dunning, "Explaining the International Direct Investment Posi-
Bank figures. See World Bank, World Development Report (New York: tion of Countries." For one of the studies using multiple regression
Oxford University Press, 1986,1987). analysis, see Schneider and Frey, "Economic and Political Determi-

nants of Foreign Direct Investment." The authors express dissatisfac-
8. The growth variable was measured by the growth of GNP per cap- tion with the methodologies employed by some other researchers,

ita in 1984, on the basis of World Bank figures. See World Bank, World indicating that some studies are unnecessarily complicated and diffi-
Development Report. cult to interpret and that others are close to "measurement without the-

ory," the researchers apparently having engaged in ad hoc searches for
9. See Schneider and Frey, "Economic and Political Determinants of variables that may have a significant influence. Levis used stepwise

Foreign Direct Investment." multiple regression as a mechanism to select variables; see Levis,
"Does Political Instability in Developing Countries Affect Foreign In-

10. See, for example, Dunning, "The Determinants of International vestment Flows."
Production," for the influence of the balance of payments; and Mario
Levis, "Does Political Instability in Developing Countries Affect For- 19. Although the distribution of a natural variable might be skewed,
eign Investment Flows? An Empirical Examination," Management In- the distribution of the logarithm of that variable is often nearly sym-
ternational Review 19 (1979): 59-68, for the influence of the balance of metric and sometimes nearly normal. See Robert Schlaifer and Arthur
payments and inflation. Schleifer, Jr., Analysis of Quantitative Data (Boston: Harvard Business

School, 1981), p. 40.
11. Inflation figures were obtained from World Bank data, and bal-

ance of payments information was obtained from IMF data, for 1984. See 20. The individual contributions to R
2

were calculated by taking the
World Bank, World Development Report, and International Monetary squares of the conditionally standardized coefficients.
Fund, Balance of Payments Statistics. In the model, following Schneider
and Frey, a balance of payments deficit was measured positively and a 21. See, for example, Levis, "Does Political Instability in Developing
balance of payments surplus was measured negatively, leading to an Countries Affect Foreign Investment Flows?"
expected negative relation between the investment and current ac-
count variables. 22. This finding agrees with the research of Reuber, who found that

the flow of FDi per capita into developing countries was correlated with
12. See Raghbir S. Basi, Determinants of United States Private Direct In- their GDP but not with the growth of their GDP. See Grant L. Reuber, Pri-

vestments in Foreign Countries (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, vate Foreign Investment in Development (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973).
1963); and Yair Aharoni, The Foreign Investment Decision Process (Bos-
ton: Division of Research, Harvard Business School, 1963). 23. These tests included examination of the Hatmax, Sizcor, and

Durbin Watson statistics and a Krasker-Welsch test for bounded influ-
13. See Root and Ahmed, "Empirical Determinants of Manufactur- ence in the Analysis of Quantitative Data (AQD) regression package and

ing Direct Investment." the use of principal components to attempt to detect the existence of
multicollinearity.

14. See Levis, "Does Pohitical Instability in Developing Countries
Affect Foreign Investment Flows?" 24. Researchers have suggested, however, that tax incentives may

not be effective in attracting foreign investment. See, for example,
15. See Frost & Sullivan, Inc., "The 1984 Political Climate for Inter- Louis T. Wells, "Investment Incentives: An Unnecessary Debate," The
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CTC Reporter 22 (Autumn 1986): 58-60; and Reuber, Private Foreign In- 33. Fo a description of the research project, seeS. Guisinger and As-
vestment in Development. sociates, I'vestment Incentives and Performance Requirements (Nev; York:

Praeger, 1985). For an analysis of the researc?i findings as they; ire re-
25. See U.S. Embassy (Kingston) and the Jamaica National Invest- lated to export-oriented versus domestic-criented investmer t, see

ment Promotion Ltd. Incentives and Disincentives to Investment in Jamai- Wells, "Investment Incentives."
ca, Kingston, Jamaica, August 19, 1985, p. 2.

34. This report, although critical of the level of grants offered )y :he
26. Studies of advertising in a corporate setting have emphasized IDA, concluding that the grants, although cost-effective, were i.ig ler

the importance of establishing advertising objectives, conducting than they needed to be given Ireland's share of the market for it zeria-
benchmark surveys, and conducting postcampaign surveys to ascer- tionally mobile investment in Western Europc, and of IDA'S policE mi k-
tain the effectiveness of particular advertising campaigns. For an early ing function, contending that the organiization was too pom,erlul,
but seminal article on this subject, see Russell H. Colley, "Squeezing found IDA'S personal selling and direct marketing approach to iLvist-
the Waste Out of Advertising," Harvard Business Review, September- ment promotion effective. See Telesis Consultancy Group, A Rei en of
October 1962, pp. 7688. Industrial Policy in Ireland (Dublin: National Economic and l;ocial

Council, 1982).
27. See, David Ogilvy and Joel Raphaelson, "Research on Advertis-

ing Techniques that Work-and Don't Work," Harvard Business Review, 35. See Telesis Consultancy Group, A Revie,, p. 172.
July-August 1982, pp. 14-22.

36. See Donald J. Rhatigan and Associates, Final Evaluation of :'Piv,ite
28. See "BoI re-thinking Japanese investrnent amid influx," Bangkok Sector in Development (Washington, D.C.: TrV Associates, July 1987).

Post, January 27,1988.

29. See "Incentives and Disincentives to Investment in Jamaica." 37. See Rhatigan, Final Evaluation, pp. 25, 2.

38. See Memorandum on "Private Sector Development Project-
30. The Nnp was not empowered to grant approvals to investors, but Evaluation of BKPM Investment Promotion Contracts," Februarn, 19,

it tried to make this task easier for the investor by appointing an eco- 1986.
nomic development executive (EDE) to each investor and by giving the
oDE the job of obtaining all the appTovals an investor needed. Before 39 The priority list for investment (DSP) is -he Indonesian goveri-

this change, the investor had to fill out up to forty-seven forms seeking ment's listing of the fields of investment tihat are open to foreignl ar d
approvals of one kind or another. After the change, the EDE would fill domestic private investment. The list consists of four categories:: elds
out only one form from data obtained frorrm the investor. See Jamaica of investment that are open to foreign investment; fields that are i pin
National Investment Promotion, Business Jamaica, January-February to domestic investment; fields that are open to small-scale enterprises;
1987, p. 3. and fields that are closed to all types of further inAvestment. For the 19t 7

list, see Republic of Indonesia, Priority List for If vestment, 1987 (Jal irta i,
31. The distribution of managers surveyed, by country, was as fol- May 1987).

lows: for six countries there were two investment decisions per coun-
try, for one country there were three investment decisions, and for
three countries there were five investment clecisions per country. The 40. See, "Memorandum on Private Sector Development Pro,rct",
position of the managers interviewed varied with the company. In all P. 4.
instances the manager was integrally involved in the investment deci-
sion. For some countries this responsible rnanager was the general 41. Quoted from Philip Kotler, Marketing Management: Ana. 1sii,
manager, managing director, or cEo; in others it was a vice-president of Planning, and Control (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice P lal,
marketing or international, a plant manager, a director of special prod- 1984) p. 164. See also Urban B. Ozanne and Gilbert Churchill, Jr,
ucts, or a manager of new markets. Some interviews were conducted "Adoption Research: Information Sources in the Industrial Purc.assI
in person, others were telephone interviews. In all interviews a com- Decision," Proceedings, Fall Conference (Chicago: American MarkE ing;
mon guideline was used that elicited information about the impor- Association, 1968) for a statement that during the interest and evz ua-
tance of investment promotion in the investment decision, both in tion stages of an industrial buying decision (corresponding to th: in-
attracting the firm to the country and in follow-up activities, including vestment-generating stage of investment promotion) personal se] ing
the service of the promotion agency. We al.so obtained information and the provision of technical sources of information are the most me
about whether the project was for export or domestic markets, the na- portant selling techniques.
ture of the project, and the principal activities of the firm undertaking
the project. 42. See Giiisinger, Investment Incentives.

32. This methodology follows that used by Basi in a survey study to 43. See, for example, Dennis J. Encarnation aind Louis T. Wells, Jr.
identify the possible determinants of foreigni direct investment. Basi "Sovereignty en Garde: Negotiating with Foreign Investors," Inte: ia-
uses the categorization crucially important, fairly important, or not im- tional Organization 39 (Winter 1985): 71.
portant. See Basi, Determinants of United States Private Direct Investments
in Foreign Countries, p. 10. 44. See Donald Rhatigan, Final Evaluatiovi, pp. 24-27.
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5
Conclusion

An important conclusion of this research is that that investment promotion activities were effec-
an efficient investment promotion program can tive in attracting firms to a country to serve the
attract certain types of investors to a country at a domestic market. For such firms, it would appear,
cost that is significantly less than the value of the the domestic market itself is the attraction; to
direct benefits the country receives from the in- reach that market, investment elsewhere is un-
vestment. Further, the research reveals a great likely to be a feasible alternative. Firms that are
deal about what makes up an effective invest- seeking sites to serve export markets, however,
ment promotion program. Investment promotion can choose from a wide range of countries. For
is not, however, the only marketing technique these firms, this research suggests that invest-
that a government can use to attract investors. A ment promotion-and prior research suggests
government, in its attempts to attract investors, is that pricing via incentives-is likely to have an
faced with the challenge of designing an appro- impact on their investment decisions.'
priate marketing mix for investment. Although For most governments trying to attract domes-
the principal focus of this study is on promotion, tic-oriented investment, the primary concern

the information we obtained about the costs of should be the product-that is, the country's in-
various promotion programs and the circum- vestment climate and the inherent attractiveness
stances under which promotion seems to be most of its domestic market. To attract investors who
effective allows us to draw tentative conclusions plan to serve the domestic market there appears
about the role of product and price in the invest- to be less need to allocate resources to investment
ment marketing mix and the relative cost-effec- promotion and, according to other research, to in-
tiveness of the marketing techniques of pro- vestment incentives. For export-oriented invest-
motion and price. ment on the other hand, while an attractive

product remains essential, promotion and pric-
The Effectiveness of Investment Promotion ing, if well managed, can be significant factors in

attracting investors.2

On the basis of the findings of this research, we This is an argument on the other side: Accord-
came to several conclusions about the effective- ing to one school of thought, investment promo-
ness of investment promotion. tion should also be effective in attracting

Promotion and Export-Oriented Investment. An domestic-oriented investment because promo-
investment promotion program appears to be tion is capable of reducing the information costs
most successful in attracting investors to a coun- associated with investing in certain locations, es-
try if it is focused on export-oriented investment, pecially countries, such as China, with complex
whether for export to world markets or to region- investment climates. We uncovered no evidence
al markets. We uncovered no evidence to suggest to support this position. On the other hand, we
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do not think our data are sufficiently comprehen- cost-effective. On the basis of our findin,s in this
sive to refute it for all cases. research, in the remainder of this chapterv we shall

The marketing techniques of promotion, pric- recommend ways of making an investr Lent pro-
ing, and product need to be employed in a com- motion program efficient. In designin,: such a
plementary manner during an investment program, governments can benefit if in 'estment
promotion program geared to attracting invest- promotion is regarded as a type of industrial mar-
ment. We would expect, however, that a coun- keting. Further, they should recognize tl at the
try's success in attracting investment will lead to organization that is to handle investmen' Fromo-
improvements in the country's investment cli- tion needs to be able to conduct a range of tasks,
mate; this improvement will substitute for the including some that are more typical ol private
effects of promotion and pricing. Thus, in situai- organizations and others that are usuall,, itssoci-
tions in which countries have continued success ated with government organizations.
in generating investment, a decline might be ex-
pected in the need for resources to be devoted to Investment Promotion as a Type of Indisix:ial
promotion and to the provision of incentives.3 Marketing

The Costs and Benefits of Investment Promotion.
The benefits a country gains from an efficient pro- It may be productive to regard investment pro-
motion program geared to attracting export-ori- motion as a type of industrial marketirg; with
ented investment usually exceed the costs of which it has close parallels. In both investment
attracting the investment. In this research we promotion and industrial marketing, similar or-
compared the costs of an efficient investment pro.- ganizations are making large, relatively infre-
motion program to the direct employment bene- quent, well-researched, "purchase" decisions. In
fits obtained from investment attracted by the this study we propose that since the invesIment
program. From this analysis, we conclude that decision is similar to the inclustrial buyi. Lg deci-
the direct employment benefits produced by for- sion, the research on the way corporationis make
eign investment exceed the typical costs of at- industrial purchases and on the way other com-
tracting this investment, except where a country panies market industrial products is germane to
has very low wage rates, or where a country is an understanding of the mix of markett ig and
very near full employment. Countries in which promotional techniques that is most effe tive in
wages are very low, if they promote at all, should attracting firms to invest in a country.
have closely targeted promotion programs that
cost less per job created than a typical promotion Information Sources in the Investment Decisiin
program. Countries that are near full employ-
ment should be promoting investment only to ob- The empirical findings of this study suggest that,
tain benefits other than employment, of course. similar to the industrial buyi:ng decision, romo-

The Relative Costs of Promotion and Incentives. tion is a significant factor in the investmer t leci-
Since there are other marketing techniques a gov- sion only in instances in which governmenits use
ernment can use to attract investment, such as appropriate promotional techniques to att act in-
pricing by way of investment incentives, the vestors in different stages of the investmeit dleci-
question remained whethe:r there are techniques sion process. Research in industrial ma]K Eting
that can attract investment imore cheaply than in- suggests that in making the decision to pi c case
vestment promotion. After comparing the costs a new product, a buying unit within a co F.ora-
of an efficient investment promotion program tion or an institution goes through several t. ges,
with the costs to the government of one type of beginning with initial awareness of the pvoduct
investment incentive, the tax holiday, we found and ending with the final purchase.
that an efficient investment. promotion program At each stage of this decision process di ferent
is less costly than a typical program of tax holi- promotional media are more effective. Dur, i the
days. This is not to say that tax incentives have no initial stage the more effective promotiona tech-
function, but for most countries, resources devot- niques are impersonal ones such as advertis Eng. In
ed to promotion have a chance at generating the final stages, the more effective techniqi eE in-
much better returns than o70uld those same re- volve personal contacts from the seller's rep: esen-
sources devoted to longer tax holidays. tatives or from other firms that can pi ovide

We therefore suggest that an efficient invest- testimonials. We discovered that the same re] itt on-
ment promotion program is both effective and ship holds in investment promotion. Impe sonal
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techniques, such as advertising, seem to be more on the information they obtain from the host gov-
effective in influencing investors who are in the ernment's promotional organization. Promotion
early stages of the investment decision process, agencies should try to work with their govern-
while personal techniques, such as presentations ments to design policies to improve the invest-
tailored to specific companies, are the only tech- ment climates of their countries. The agencies can
niques that seem to be effective in influencing in- then attempt to build images that take into ac-
vestors who are in the later stages of the process. count these changes in government policy.5

Image-Building. An investment promotion
Investment Promotion Strategies agency just beginning an investment promotion

program should do so by first deciding the range
Indeed, the promotion agencies we studied tend- of firms that it might reasonably hope to attract to
ed to adapt to the decision processes of their tar- its country. Industrial countries need not focus on
get markets by using primarily impersonal particular industries. The less developed the
promotional techniques to build awareness or country, however, the more important it is for that
images in the investment community before at- country to begin promotional efforts by targeting
tempting to generate investment more directly particular sectors, industries, or firms. These
Many agencies moved to a focus on investment countries are likely to be considered seriously by
generation once appropriate images had been only a few groups of potential investors. Accord-
formed and used more personal techniques ingly, it would not be cost-effective for them to
thereafter to generate investment directly. In mount general image-building programs.
many instances agencies changed focus as they After an agency, in collaboration with the ap-
adapted to the decision processes of their target propriate government department or depart-
market. We suggest that in most instances this ments, has decided what group of investors it
promotional strategy is an appropriate way to will seek to attract, it should find out what image
manage the investment promotion function. these investors have of the country. If investors

We do, however, suggest that there may be have a favorable image the agency can begin ac-
instances in which the usual sequence that we tive efforts to court them.
observed may be inappropriate. If a country al- Iveefors to cou em.
ready has a favorable image among investors, Investors may, however, have an unfavorable
there should be no need to devote significant re- image of the country even though such an image
sources to image building. Further, if a country does not reflect the facts. Usually such images are
has a particularly bad reputation for the intracta- simply out of date.6 In such instances, promotion
bility of its bureaucracy, for example, and that agencies should attempt to correct the unfavora-
reputation indeed reflects the facts, then invest- ble images before attempting to generate invest-
ment promotion efforts might begin with service ment. These image-building activities are an
activities. It may be essential to make existing in- important prerequisite to attempts to generate in-
vestors happy and to ease the way for new inves- vestment directly, because, like the buyer of an in-
tors before initiating any effort at image building. dustrial product, a potential investor must have
Indeed, if the country has any particularly unat- some interest in an investment site long before a
tractive features for foreign investors-in addi- decision is made to invest.
tion to a difficult bureaucracy, political instability Evaluating Image-Building Activities. Agencies
or an extremely overvalued exchange rate, for ex- should have a clear program to ascertain the ef-
ample-an image-building campaign started be- fectiveness of their image-building activities in
fore the "product" is set right is, at best, likely to building or changing images by evaluating par-
be a waste of resources. Only when the country ticular advertising campaigns, missions, and
can offer itself as an attractive site for at least cer- seminars. In evaluating the activities, they should
tain kinds of investment should it engage in an make two distinct measurements: they should
image-building program. 4 Decisionmakers in measure the perceptions or attitudes of the popu-
firms with the capacity to invest abroad are, after lation that has been targeted before the start of
all, a sophisticated group of "consumers." These these activities, and they should measure the
persons, before committing the capital of their perceptions or attitudes of this population after
firm, are likely to scan the environment for infor- the image-building activities. Without these mea-
mation about the investment climate of a particu- surements it is virtually impossible to evaluate
lar country. It is unlikely that they will rely solely the effectiveness of particular techniques.
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The techniques of measurement need not be generating activities are most succes;;ful when
complicated. Investors can be surveyed to deter- they involve direct approach with speci.ic com-
mine their attitudes toward investing in a partic- panies and when the promoters who c mrtact the
ular country. If an advertising campaign then companies are good marketers who engage in
seems warranted, investors could be surveyed promotional activities on a full-time basi,. In ad-
again, after the campaign, to ascertain whether dition, this strategy requires the agency to imple-
their attitudes have changed. Participants in sem- ment an appropriate program of e valuation,
inars can even be asked to complete carefully which should be based on the presum -tAon that
worded questionnaires before and after the semi- the activities of an individual investmer t promot-
nar to elicit information about the usefulness of er can be tied directly to an investment. If evalua-
the seminar in creating an awareness of, or cor- tion is based on this presumption, an a ,e ricy can
recting perceptions about, the country's invest- measure the extent to which each promoter is
ment climate. successful in attracting investment. TI es;e mea-

Investment Generation. Promotion agencies sures then provide a basis for rewardin,; s uccess-
should begin active efforts to generate invest- ful promoters.
ment when their evaluations suggest that at least We found that evaluation programs such as the
certain groups of targeted investors have favor- one described above appeared with greater fre-
able images of the country and are willing to con- quency in some types of ;promotional organiza-
sider it as a possible investment site. An agency tion than in others.
might decide to target additional investors, how-
ever, or there could be significant changes in a The Public-Private Choice in Investment
country's investment climate that would ma]ke Promotion
the prevailing images of investors obsolete. If
such changes occur, the agency should engage in In examining the way governments choose a
image-building activities even while it attempts structure in which to conduct investment promo-
to generate investment directly, or in extreme sit- tion activities we found that most of the :organiza-
uations it might best go back to a focus on build- tional issues fell within the realm of th . public-
ing images. private choice of management of certain nontra-

In order to generate investment effectively, ditional government activities.
agencies should use promotional techniques that
involve personal, direct contact with investors, Appropriate Organization for Investment Pionotion
instead of impersonal techniques that try to at-
tract groups of investots simultaneously. This Like some other activities financed by govern-
approach to investment promotion dictates that ments, investment promotion has certainl (harac-
an agency should establish an overseas market- teristics of tasks typically carried ou: by the
ing presence that would allow its investment government but others that are normal]r associ-
promoters to be physica]lly close to prospective ated with tasks usually located in the pri iate sec-
investors. tor. Activities of this type are often finar zed by a

Such a presence does nlot have to comprise a government because they generate socih I profits
large network of well-stalfed overseas offices. As that are greater than the private profits they could
in all facets of investment promotion there are provide. When this condition prevails, a govern-
cost-benefit trade-offs. The size and scope of an ment must either finance the activity or isk that
overseas promotional presence should be related it will be underprovided.
to a variety of factors, including the size of the Governments can adopt two polar pos ticns in
country and its level of development. Small, de- their attempts to carry out the nontraditional
veloping countries may need to establish only a government activity of investment promot on. A
few, or possibly even one, overseas office.7 Of government can carry out investment pr:pntotion
course, for larger countries and for more highly itself, but this approach has the disadvani ige that
developed countries, an effective investment- the government organization may be unaAle to
generating program requires the commitment of acquire skills that are required if the activ itv is to
significant resources to the maintenance of an be managed properly. The required skills :n ay re-
overseas promotional presence. side in the private sector and be difficult t : attract

Evaluating Investment-Generating Activities. to the public sector, especially with th, salary
These research findings suggest that investment- constraints typical of civil services. Accc:dingly,
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if the government decides to manage the activity, with which agencies could simultaneously con-
it may also, through various methods, have to trol, evaluate, and motivate marketing represen-
take steps to obtain the appropriate skills from tatives. The overseas offices of quasi-government
the private sector. agencies also tended to be staffed by full-time

An alternative approach is for the government promoters who were directly controlled by, and
to delegate the management of investment pro- accountable to, the agencies. These advantages
motion activities to the private sector. This ap- were particularly important when an agency
proach often has the disadvantage that the was heavily involved in investment-generating
private sector will not handle well the attributes activities.
of the task that are more like traditional govern- In contrast to private organizations, however,
ment tasks, such as servicing investors by ac- the quasi-government agencies did not face the
quiring permits and approvals from other gov- problems likely to be faced by a private agency
ernment departments. Indeed, neither the wholly in conducting the investment promotion tasks
public nor the wholly private approach to the that are more like typical government tasks, such
management of investment promotion is ideal. as servicing investors and cooperating with the
Regardless of the approach that is chosen there government.
will be management issues with respect to the These research findings build a strong case for
way the inherent disadvantages of either ap- the location of a government's promotion pro-
proach are to be overcome. In an attempt to over-

1 ,. , g~~~~~~~ram in a quasi- overnment organizahion. Many
come these disadvantages, governments may q g a

search~~~ ~ fo th oraiainlaprahsta countries, however, already have promotional

combine most effectively the skills and resources programs. If such a program resides in a conven-combine most effectively the skills and resources tional government organization or in a private
of both the public and the private sectors. organization, change may be difficult. For gov-

Indeed, we observed that many governments ement organizations, conversion to quasi-gov-

did avoid these two extreme approaches and, in- ernment status may be politically unacceptable.
stead, chose an intermediate approach. They con- Nevertheless, certain management practices may
ducted investment promotion through quasi- lead to better performance in both government
government organizations. These organizations, and private organizations.
while reporting to the government, were not en-
meshed within the conventional government and
civil-service structure. Separation from the con- Management Practices to Improve Organizational
ventional apparatus of government gave these Effectiveness
organizations certain inherent advantages over
government organizations in carrying out the in- Like several of the quasi-government agencies
vestment promotion function. At the same time that we studied, government agencies should de-
these quasi-government organizations had an ad- sign comprehensive management control sys-
vantage over private organizations in conducting tems so as to tie the activities of marketing
the tasks of investment promotion that required representatives to particular investments. Fur-
close contact with the government since they ther, since the effectiveness of these organizations
were, in fact, part of the government. is often reduced because they coexist with the

In contrast to government organizations, qua- countries' screening functions, the promotion
si-government organizations tended to be created program should be separated to the greatest ex-
for the purpose of marketing countries as invest- tent possible from the screening function. After
ment sites and not with the primary objectives of all, screening and promotion activities require
screening investment or negotiating with inves- completely different skills and approaches. At a
tors. These agencies had the flexibility to attract minimum, the promotional program should re-
personnel with the marketing expertise success- side in a separate division of the organization.
ful investment promotion requires. In addition, The promotion organization often desires to cap-
they were able to obtain sufficient autonomy to ture the screening organization, seeing some of its
design and implement promotion strategies, and investors turned away. And the screening organi-
to develop integrated management control sys- zation often wishes to capture the promotion or-
tems that tied the activities of marketers to partic- ganization, if for no other reason than to capture
ular investments. These management control its large budget. Both desires should be resisted;
systems provided sufficient, timely information these are two separate functions.
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In fact, government agencies usually have few Management Practices in Private Agencies. A pri-
of the skills that investment promotion requires. vate agency needs to develop cooperative work-
They are often forced to rely on diplomatic staff, ing relations with the government. The
who are not trained or experienced in marketing. 8 government should probably be involved in de-
We suggest that government organizations can veloping strategic plans for t.he organizatior., in-
make the promotional efforts of diplomats more cluding decisions about the types of firn to
effective by establishing control systems that which promotional efforts will be directed1. Ser-
monitor the performance of diplomatic staff. This vice to investors is one of the more difficul -tasks
monitoring function is made easier if the agency faced by private promotion organizations. '[ im-
can arrange to use diplomatic staff on a full-time prove performance of this task, promoters ivithin
basis instead of part-time. Even if this reduces the these agencies should be evaluated on the I is is of
overall scope of the organization's overseas pro- their ability to serve investors and not only on
motional presence, empirical observations sug- their ability to attract them.
gest that it makes this prese:nce more effective. Maximizing the Effects of Foreign Assi;t4 nce.

Increasing the Effectiveness of Contracted Activi- Finally, regardless of the type of organizati:on in-
ties. Government agencies have tried to over- volved, whether government, quasi-government,
come the problem of their lack of marketing skills or private, we observed that agencies in the de-
by contracting promotional activities to the pri- veloping countries that we studied were often en-
vate sector, instead of conducting these activities gaged in the search for external resources to
in-house. This research suggests that investment- complement what their governments were vill-
generating activities are, in the long run, proba- ing to spend on investment promotion. More sig-
bly done better in-house than by contractors. nificant, multilateral agencies, development
Outside contractors are genierally not very good assistance organizations from some industrial
at following up investment leads through periods countries, and foreign firms were often will: ng to

that may at times be long. Financial and person- assist agencies from these countries with linan-
nel constraints in many counitries, however, may cial and other resources. We suggest that ag( ncies

from developing countries make determin d ef-
require that contracts be made with outside orga- fro take advntageofmhee reses. dce
nizations. forts to take advantage of these resources. ce

of this group foreign firms are least likely tc offer
Agencies that do contract out investment-gen- their assistance, the agencies from develop.ing

erating activities should ensure that they partici- countries should take the initiative in findir g out
pate in the design of the promotion program. whether these firms will be willing to assist :hem
These programs should not rely on impersonal in their investment promotion efforts.
activities, such as missions and seminars, but In order for development assistance orga ii.za-
should emphasize the identification of firms that tions, such as USAID, to maximize the effectivweness
are investment prospects and the development of of the promotion programs in the developing
ongoing personal relationships with these firms. countries in which they have provided resouirces,
Agencies should also conduct independent eval- we recommend that each organization ass:.st in
uations of these contracts and not rely solely on designing promotion programs based on its pos-
the tracking procedures of t]he contractors. One itive and negative experiences with invest:nent
suggestion for improving the effectiveness with promotion in other countries in which it has lbeen
which the contractors performn these promotional involved. This requires an exctange of infoi-rra-
activities is to include bonus clauses in the con- tion among aid missions. We observed that tILis
tracts that would allow the contractor to increase straightforward management practice was not al-
earnings by generating additional investment. ways followed.
Such a clause would indicate that both the agency Not all countries face identical problems iii at-
and the contractor adhere to the philosophy that tracting foreign investors. The sample of c :' un-
a particular contractor, like an individual over- t:ries that we studied did not include till
seas marketer, can make a difference in attracting possibilities. Little-known countries, with s l nall
investment. The Indonesian experience with con- and scattered populations, for example, may ir.d
sulting firms suggests that agencies can provide image building particularly difficult and ex]:een-
an incentive for performance on the part of con- sive. Similarly, countries with r ecent record ; of
tractors by making investors into potential clients extreme hostility toward foreign investment : nty
of the contractor. find changing perceptions to be a more diff Zu lt
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task than did the countries we studied. Neverthe- problems of these few countries can be applied to
less, we believe that the lessons we have been the design of appropriate investment promotion
able to draw from the countries that we studied programs for a wide range of other countries,
have wide applicability. Further, and perhaps even though the programs themselves may differ
more important, we believe that the kind of anal- considerably from those that we observed.
ysis that helped us to understand the promotion
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Notes and low credibility) to "Undiscovered" (low visibility and hi1:h credi-
bility) and eventually to "Unparalleled" (high visibility and h: gh cred-
ibility). Broad attempts to build an image before a compony has

1. See, for example, Louis T. Wells, Jr., "Investment Incentives: An generated credibility in any market segment could lead to ar "Unde-
Unnecessary Debate," The cTc Reporter no. 22 (Autumn 1986): 58-60; sirable" status (high visibility and low credibility). When a cormpany
and Stephen E. Guisinger and Associates, Investment incentives and Per- has an "Undesirable" status, negative news about its marketing pro-
formance Requirements (New York: Praeger, 1985). gram is widely circulated. It becomes verv difficult for such a c:.,many

to reach an "Unparalleled" status. We suggest that a country set king
2. The stark difference between the grsater need for promotion and foreign investment faces a similar set of issues.

pricing in the attempt to attract export-oriented investment rather than
domestic-oriented investment explains the difference between the use 5. During the research we uncovered several examples of 'hi, se-
of promotion and pricing by individual U.S. states and by the U.S. fed- quence of marketing activities. Most image-building campaigr b bgan
eral government. The individual states emphasize promotion and pric- after changes in government policy that, in essence, represents I p rod-
ing, since they are primarily seeking i:nvestment that will serve a uct or price changes. During the early 1970s, for example, ME aysia's
broader market than their particular state (export-oriented). Foreign FIDA proposed that the government adopt a specific incentive si ucture
investors usually have the entire U.S. market in mind when contem- before making its promotional efforts that were focused on U.". s cmi-
plating an investment in a particular state. From the point of view of conductor firms. The incentive legislation that was adopted stipulited
the federal government, however, most foreign investment is domes- that all companies entering Malaysia within a two-year perioc would
tic-oriented, since the principal attraction is the U.S. market. Accord- be granted pioneer status, making them eligible for ten-year tu x hioli-
ingly, there has been no pressure for federal authorities to begin a days. Companies that did not invest in Malaysia during this th o-iear
national program of investment promotion. For information on the ex- period would be ineligible for these tax incenitives.
tensive programs of promotion and incentives employed by vanious
states, see John K. Ryans, Jr., and William 1. Shanklin, Guide to Market- 6. Investors could have misperceptions about particular aspects of
ing for Economic Development (Columbus, Ohio: Publishing Horizons, Investors clmate misp e reptions a ware of
1986) p. 94.; and Dennis J. Encarnation, "Cross-Investment: A Second an vestment climate because they were never aware of the true na-
Front of Economic Rivalry," in America versus Japan: A Comparative ture of a climate that had always been favorable Or because recent
Study, ed. Thomas K. McCraw (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, changes in an investment climate made the Existing perceptions oi in-
1986). vestors obsolete. The instance of Investment Canada fits the latter cat-

egory. This agency needed only to use the marketing technmque of
promotion when Canadian government poli-y changed the coI. nt-y's

3. There Is some evidence that both Ir,eland's IDA and Simgapore's restrictive investment climate to one more favorable to investm- nt. In-
EDB reduced the scope of their promotion programs slightly between vestment incentives were not necessary because of the inherent itteac-
the mid-1980s and 1988. During this pericd, Ireland's IDA reduced the tiveness of the country as a location for investment, once govei sment
incentives that it gave to investors, although there was little reduction roadblocks to investment had been removed.
in the scope of its promotional presence. The strategy of reducing ex-
penditure on incentives before reducing expenditure on promotion is
consistent with the findings of this research, which, on the basis of es- 7. In 1987, for example, the small Caribbean nation of St. Luc l(!38
timatesof the costs of promotion versus the costs of incentives such as square miles, population 140,000) had one overseas investment F pomo-
tax holidays, are that promotion is probably more cost-effective than tion office, which was located in New York. I'his office was statIed by
tax holidays. In the case of Singapore, the 1nDB reduced its promotional one professional who conducted personal promotional activities yv re-
presence slightly during the 1980s and, also during this period, re- lying heavilv on direct mail and telemarketing and the intensi. e fol-
duced the incentives it was willing to offer investors, although the low-up of leads generated from these techniques. Sinc, the
country had always tried to offer incentives on a targeted basis. In 1988 promotional program began, St. Lucia has moved from 43rd to 2 

7
th in

more than 50 percent of the country's foreign investment came in the international ranking as a location for U.S. electronics firms; mo, ed to
form of reinvestment from existing firms. Further, Singapore was im- 6th place in the entire Western Hemisphere, behind Canada, Mexico,
porting labor on a daily basis from Malaysia to cope with a severe labor Costa Rica, Barbados, and Jamaica; and to thiri place in the Carib een,
shortage. Given these conditions of full employment and an increasing behind Barbados and Jamaica, as a relocatiorn and expansion sie for
proportion of investment coming in the form of reinvestment, further U.S. electronics firms. The director of the pr-omotion agency : -iain-
reductions in the EDB'S overseas investment promotion program and in tained that St. Lucia's rise in prominence as e relocation site fo US.
its incentive program seemed imminent. electronics manufacturers is "a direct resuit of the country's incr. ased

promotional activities." The rankings of counrries, based on a s. rvoy
4. The results of recent research on the vvay corporations build im- of 760 firms by the Electronics Location File, were listed in a vari ty f

ages suggest that corporations that do not have high-quality marketing publications, including Caribbean Easiness, May 9, 1984; Silicon 1 all"
reputations should seek to develop that reputation among a narrowly Technical News, May 21, 1984; and Business Facilities, May 1984.
selected group of customers before trying to generate high visibility for
the company. Many developing countries have poor reputations as in- 8. The observation that diplomatic staff are not good at mark, tir g
vestment locations. It is important for these countries to develop cred- and promotion activities has been noted in earlier evaluations o l iii-
ibility among a carefully chosen group of investors before engaging in vestment promotion activities. See Internatiornal Policy Analysis An
high-visibility image-building efforts. See, for example, Thomas J. Ko- Analysis ofinvestment Promotion Activities (Washington: sRI Internsaior
snik, "Corporate Positioning: How to Assess and Build a Company's al, 1984) pp. 53-54; and Ludwig Rudel, "The Fe,asibility of Establisming
Reputation," working paper (Boston: Harvar d Business School). In Ko- a Service in the U.S. to Facilitate Business Linkages between U.S an i
snik's image-building matrix, the preferred route for a company to LDC firms," Asia and Near East Bureau, U.S. Agency for Internati,'nz I
take in building an image is to move from "Unknown" (low visibility Development, March 1, 1986, p. 6.
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